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PREFACE

The G400PROP mathematical formulations and resulting computer code

described herein were developed by United Technologies Research Center

(UTRC) under contract NAS3-22753, "Development of a Comprehensive Aeroelastic

Analysis for Propellers". This contract was through the Lewis Research Center

of NASA with Mr. Oral Mehmed acting as contract monitor. The initial develop-

ment of the G400 analysis was conducted at UTRC by Dr. Richard L. Bielawa

under Corporate sponsored independent research and development. Extensive

refinements to the analysis were made under sponsorship of the Langley Research

Center of NASA and the U.S. Army Mobility R&D Laboratory, Langley Directorate

as part of Contract NASI-10960. Subsequently, further development was

supported by Sikorsky and Hamilton Standard Divisions of United Technologies

Corporation as well as the Structures Laboratory of the USRTL (AVRADCOM) under

contract NASI-16058. Sally Ann Johnson was responsible for developments in

the expanded eigensolution, tile PANPER interfacing and sample calculation

portions of the report. She furthermore shared with Dr. Ray II. Chi in the

development of the unstalled unsteady airloads development. Dr. Santu T.

Gangwani was responsible for the extentions of the UTRC stalled airloads

theory to the higher subsonic Mach numbers.
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SUMMARY

Mathematical development is presented for a specialized propeller

dedicated version of £he United Technologies Corporation G400 Rotor Aero-

elastic Analysis. This specialized analysis, G400PROP, simulates aeroelastic

characteristics particular to propellers such as structural sweep, aerodynamfc

sweep and high subsonic unsteady airloads (both stalled and unstalled).

Detailed formulations are presented for these expanded propeller related

methodologies. Results are presented of limited application of the analysis

to realistic blade configurations and operating conditions which include

stable and unstable stall flutter test conditions.

Sections are included for enhanced program user efficiency and expanded

utilization. This material includes (i) a detailed description of the

structuring of the G4OOPROP FORTRAN coding, (2) a detailed description of

the required input data, (3) a detailed description of the output results,

and (4) general information to facilitate operation and improve efficiency.

* The research effort which led to the results in this report was financially

supported by the NASA Lewis Research Center under contract no. NAS3-22753.



INTRODUCTION

With recent renewedinterest in propellers has comea redirection of
design innovation and a need to advancethe state-of-the-art in this
technology. Major advances in materials and construction techniques on one
hand, and the increasing ability to optimize basic aerodynamicefficiency
on the other, are producing propeller designs which nowrequire greater
attention to analysis. A notable exampleis the so-called prop-fan which
has extensive structural and aerodynamicsweep, relatively thin sections and
operates in transonic flow conditions. This general acceleration in the growth
of propeller state-of-the-art has especially increased the importance of
structural integrity in a dynamicand/or aeroelastic environment. It is this
aspect of propeller development to which the subject matter of this report is
directed.

Definition of Problem

The assuranceof satisfactory structural dynamicbehavior and in particular
aeroelastic (flutter) stability requires an accurate aeroelastic analysis
specifically directed to the particular characteristics of advancedpropeller
designs. The purpose of this documentis to describe the more important
details of the G400PROPaeroelastic analysis developed to satisfy the analysis
requirements of advancedpropeller designs.

The specific characteristics of advancedtechnology propellers as they
relate to aeroelasticity can be readily identified. First, these propellers
will generally continue to have sufficiently high aspect ratios, thereby
justifying the treatment of themas beamsfor most aeroelastic problem areas.
It is to be expected that, for someconfigurations with relatively low
aspect ratio and high structural sweep, the beamtheory formulation mayhave
to be abandonedin favor of a morecomprehensiveplate theory formulation
for someaeroelastic problem areas. Therelatively low-cost advantagesof
beamtheory formulations, however, together with the sustained applicability
to configurations which do have high aspect ratios clearly Justify develop-
ment of a comprehensiveaeroelastic analysis for propellers using beamtheory.

A secondrelevant characteristic of advancedtechnology propellers is
the departure from the usual straight, torsionally rigid planforms. Within
the technology available to build them, propellers are being designed with
large sweepsand thinner sections to be rotated at significantly increased
tip speeds in order to capitalize on the aerodynamicefficiencies which
result. Structural sweepin a propeller blade is a relatively newand
important aeroelastic consideration and clearly must be dealt with. The prime



importance of sweepis the large degree of coupling it introduces between
bending and torsion. Basedon experience with fixed wing sweep, this
coupling must necessarily alter the aeroelastic behavior of propellers.
Thedegree of aeroelastic involvement will also increase for these
propellers due to the relative torsional softening causedby the thinner
sections. Of particular significance is the increased susceptibility of
these propellers to stall flutter, a condition usually experienced at the
high thrust (high pitch angle) static flow conditions at take off.

With the exception of structural sweep,the established validity of a
beamformulation and the requirement to analyze knownrotary wing aero-
elastic phenomena(including stall flutter) form Justifications for using
a helicopter rotor aeroelastic analysis as a basis for advancedpropeller
aeroelastics. To this end, a highly successful helicopter and wind turbine
aeroelastic analysis, the United Technologies Corporation (UTC)G400Rotor
Aeroelastic Analysis, was selected for enhanceddevelopmentappropriate
to advancedtechnology propellers. Twofeatures of this analysis madeit
especially attractive to this application: First, it already had an
advancedmethodfor analyzing stall flutter, and second, it was formulated
elastomechanically in a manneras to accommodatereadily the inclusion of
built-in structural sweep. UnderNASAsponsorship, a developmenteffort was
therefore undertaken to modify a copy of the UTCG400analysis into a compre-
hensive aeroelastic analysis dedicated to the requirements of both general
aviation and advancedtechnology propellers.

Figure i presents an overview of this resulting computer code, G4OOPROP.
The three principal types of inputs to the code are the physical description
of the propeller (geometry, inertia, and elastic properties), the flight
condition as defined by air density, speedof sound, propeller airspeed, and
control (pitch) angle and, finally, an optional description of the detailed
flow field resulting from nacelle blockage and wake/nacelle interaction
considerations. The analysis generates dynamicequations of motion, which
use a beamtheory, normal modesbasis and incorporates the higher order aero-
elastic characteristics of structural sweep, structural twist, and unsteady
airloads. For these dynamicequations, two principal solution types are
produced: (i) eigensolutions, as defined in the Laplace Transform variable
domain, and (2) time-history solutions appropriate to the calculation of
transients. The principal uses of the eigensolution are the calculations
of vacuumcoupled modes(frequencies and modeshapes), and of those aero_
elastic stability phenomenawhich can he readily linearized. Theprincipal
uses of the time-history solution are the calculations of transients result-
ing either from strongly nonlinear aeroelastic stability phenomenaor control
inputs, of aerodynamicperformance, and of harmonic responsesof both hub
loads and blade stresses resulting from harmonic aerodynamicexcitation.
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Figure 1. Overview of G400PROP Aeroelastic Analysis



The version of the G400 used as a basis for the development of G400PROP

was already structured in the form shown in Figure 1. However, several

specific modifications and enhancements were required to develop G4OOPROP.

Principal areas in which modifications were required consisted of the following:

i. All specific helicopter and wind turbine related modelings were

to be stripped.

2. The eigensolution portion of the analysis was to be upgraded

to include both structural and aerodynamic sweep.

3. The established UTRC unsteady stalled airloads methodology was

to be extended to include high subsonic _ch number data.

4. A differential equation (transfer function) modeling of unsteady

unstalled airloads was to be developed and implemented.

.

The analysis was to be configured to interact with an existing

variable inflow analysis which describes the propeller/nacelle

interactive flow field.

Review of Existing Documentation

The G4OOPROP propeller aeroelastic analysis described herein represents

a specialization of an ongoing aeroelastic analysis development originally

formulated for the unique aeroelastic characteristics of the composite

bearingless rotor. It represented an advancement in the state-of-the-art

with regard to the modeling of rotors with time-variable, nonlinear structural

twist and multiple structural redundancy, as described in Reference i. Since

the publication of that report, the basic G400 program has evolved into a

family of analyses with a completely general range of applicability in

rotor type (articulated, hingeless, teetered) and vehicle application

(helicopters, propellers, wind turbines).

Most of tile major documentation available on the G400 technology is

contained in References i through 3. A review of their existing literature

with regard to analytical alternatives to the G400 approach is contained

in Reference i and a review of such alternate approaches now would be

inappropriate. Reference i presents most of the basic ideas inherent in

the G400 methodology upon which the present continuing development was made.

The primary purpose of the present report, therefore, is to present tile

additional formulations required to meet the special requirements of analyzing

advanced technology propellers. In addition, the development of this propeller

oriented code coincidentally resulted in enhanced general program efficiency

and capability. Therefore, a secondary purpose of this report is to increase



programuser efficiency and to facilitate integration of G400PROPinto
industrial propeller design processes.

Summaryof NewTechnology

All of the objectives identified for this development,as itemized in
the first subsection above, were successfully met. The first major section
to follow summarizesthe unified theory developedfor extending the original
G400twist related transformations to the moregeneral case including
structural sweep. Thenext four sections deal with elementsof advanced
aerodynamicmodeling especially important to propellers. Thefirst and fourth
of these, which deal with aerodynamicsweepand inflow, respectively, are
related more to aerodynamic"geometry" and are applicable even to steady
flow conditions. Thesecondand third of these aerodynamicsections deal
with truly unsteady airloads and are those most directly related to propeller
aeroelasticity. The following section presents the salient features of the
enhancedeigensolution which include details of the modeling of perturbational
sweepand unstalled unsteady related airloads. The following section presents
details of limited application of the analysis to realistic propeller designs
and appropriate operating conditions. Theremaining four sections provide
detailed programuser information for the actual G400PROPcomputerprogram
which implementsthe formulations presented herein.
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o
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AQI,Am 2 DELA1,DELA2 Aerodynamic section angle-of-attack shifts to account for unsteady effects
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND FORTRAN EOUIVS.

FORTRAN ERuiv.

BETAT, FACPGT

PREC, BETAB,

BTAERO

BETAI

SHAPE

GTNLY, GTN'LZ

GTNLYP, GTNLZP

GAMMA

GV

GT

(None)

DELTAB, DELTAT

PREL, DELTB,

DLAER0

DELLC1,DELLC2,

DELLC3,DELLC4

(None)

ETALE,ETATE

ETA1, ETA2,...,

ETA8

TH

THETA

TW

THE

TRAO,

(TH75, THETAO)

PCHPAN

(Cont 'd)

Description

Alternately, total cone angle, rad, and Prandtl-Glauert transformation

factor, (-/1-HJl-_ )

Built-in Blade precone, dee or radians, as appropriate

Empirical constant, normally equals 0.18

Celerkin method integration weighting matrix

Nonlinear J'th torsion modal weighting function for torsion excitaclon due

to edgewise and flatwise force loadings, respectively, (ND)

Nonlinear J'th torsion modal weighting functions for torsion excitation due

to flatwise and edgewise moment loadings, respectively, (ND)

Total aerodynamic sweep angle consisting of built-in and radial flow

contributions, tad

Deflection mode shape for the k'th edgewise normal mode, (ND)

Deflection mode shape for the i'th flat-wise normal mode. (N_D)

Deflection mode shape for the J'thtorslon normal mode. (ND)

Effective torsion mode shape due to integration of cosine components, (._)

Total blade lead angle, radians

Denotes perturbational quantity

Built-in blade prelead, dee or rad, as appropriate

Dynamic patterers used in dynamic stalled airloads functionality, (ND)

The approximate distance measured from the G400 5-coordinate system segment

boundary to the 4-coordinate system segment boundary, at a generalized blade

chordwise location

The approximate distances measured from the G400 5-coordinate system segment

boundary to the 4-coordinate system segment boundary, at the blade leading

and trailing edges, respectively, (ND)

Empirical coefficients for Ctlu functionality

Total local blade pitch angle, radians

Built-in blade pitch angle (structural tvist), deg or tad

Built-in twist rate, (N_D)

Elastic torsion deflection angle, radians

Alternately, local static blade pitch angle, as defined by Pad _' filtering

technique, or pitch angle due to input control angle, deg and tad

Local blade pitch angle in the 4-coordinate system, radians

12
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND FORTRAN EQUIVS.

FORTRAN Equiv.

THTIL

CAPPA

G_5

AGME 5

GMF5

AG_5

SWFLAM

DGAM

LAMBDA, (NONE)

XI

ZETA

ZETAMC

SIGMA,ROOTE

SIGXL,SIGYL,

SIGZL,SIGWL,

(SIGX)I,SIGYM,

SIGZM,SIG_)

(NONE)

PHI

PHIO

PHTILN

(NONE)

PSl (PSIREF)

DP

(NONE), ROOTI

FF,EF,TF

(Cont'd)

Description

Local blade perturbational pitch angle, as defined by Pad_ filtering tech-

nique, rad

Aerodynamic pitch damping parameter, (ND)

Structural sweep angle projection onto x5-Y 5 plane, rad

Aerodynamic sweep angle projection onto x5-Y 5 plane, rad

Structural sweep angle projection onto Xb-Z 5 plane, rad

Aerodynamic sweep angle projection onto xb-Y 5 plane, tad

Aerodynamic section sweep angle of mldchord measured in edgewise direction,

(+) aft, deg

Difference in sweep angle between midchord and elastic axis, as measured

in local chordwise direction, deg and tad

Alternately, aerodynamic rotor inflow, and eigenvalue (= o z i_)

Vector of excitations for the degrees-of-freedom

Angle which the radius measured from the hub to the intersection point of

the section midchord with the section boundary, makes with the preconed

and prelead-lagged feathering axis.

Angle which the radius, measured from the hub to the intersection point of

the section mldchord with the section center, makes with the preconed and

prelead-lagged feathering axis.

Air density, Ib-sec2/ft 4

Alternately, rotor solidity, and real part of eigenvalue

Integrations of Pad-' pole distributions for llft (and moment)

Alternately, section thickness ratio, (- section thickness/se_ichord).

(ND)) and blade torsion stress, psi

Total local blade inflow angle, radlans

Local blade static inflow angle, as defined by Pade filtering technique,

deg or red

Local blade perturbational inflow angle, as defined by Pad_ filtering

technique, red

Generalized Wagner function with compressibility corrections

Blade azimuthal (angular) position, red and (deg)

Nondimeneional time (azimuthal) step, rad

Alternately, frequency of motion, (Hz), and imaginary part of eigenvalue

(Nondlmensional) uncoupled natural frequencies of i'th flatwise bending

mode,k'th edgewise bending mode, and J'th torsion mode, respectively

13



LIST OFSYMBOLSANDFORTRANEOUIVS.(Cont'd)
S_bol FORTRAN Equiv. Description

fl OMEGA,PRPI.[ Rotor rotational frequency or speed (rpm)

Subscripts

( )a

( )g

( )D

( )F_

( )e

( )k

( )LE

()LEB

( )Mc

)MCB

)N

)Oc

)TE

( )u

Superscripts

(A)
()

( ) (L)

( )(M)

( )(1),()(2)

(-)

()

()'

()

Arising from aerodynamic loading

Structurally built-in parameter, or conditions of blade immediately outboard

of Juncture

Effects of dynamic origin

Defined at the elastic axis

Due to elastic deformation

Pertaining to particular time step

Defined at the blade leading edge

Defined at the intersection of the section leading edge with the section

boundary

Defined at the intersection of the section midchord with the section

center

Defined at the intersection of the section midchord with the section

boundary

Components of vector quantities normal to segment midchord, or about

local elastic axis

Defined at the blade quarter chord

Defined at the blade trailing edge

Pertaining to unsteady stalled aerodynamic effects

Pertaining to aerodynamic as opposed to structural

Relating to Pade lift coefficient

Relating to Pade pitching moment coefficient

Pertain to first and second integrals defining the deflection correction

function, respectively

Nondimenslonalizatlon by combinations of mo, R and/or

Differentiation with respect to (_t)

Differentiation with respect to (r/R)

Denotes evaluation at zero collective angle

14



STRUCTURALTWISTANDSWEEP

Principal Assumptions

Theaeroelastic analysis presented herein represents a specialization
of the G400analysis described in References1 and 3. Since the publication
of the initial documentation(Referencei), various of the principal assump-
tions enunciated therein have beeneither relaxed and/or extended. Most
significant are the specific extensions which have beenmadeto account for
the morestringent modeling demandsof high performancepropellers (e.g. the
prop-fan). Insofar as is practical within the scopeof this report, the
principal assumptionsused herein are presented below:

le The rotor is rotating at a constant angular velocity, has infinite

hub impedance, and is in steady translational flight. The orien-

tation of the rotor in space is specified by appropriate Euler angles

(pitch and roll). The orientation relative to the freestream is

specified by means of a rotor angle-of-attack and a yaw angle.

. The elasto-mechanics of tile blade are describeable within a beam

theory framework with corrections of a kinematic nature to account

for structural twist and sweep (see Figures 2a and b). The elements

of beam theory analysis pertinent to the development, are the concepts

of an elastic axis, the relationship of elastic bending to elastic

torsion, and the definitions of these two elastic deformations.

. The elastic (torsion) axis is defined as the spanwise locus of

shear centers of the two-dimensional blade (beam) sections taken

perpendicular to this spanwise locus. Note that this definition

treats the elastic axis as an abstracted section property, as

contrasted with what one would measure in a bench test of an actual

curved beam. In such a test, the locus of points where bending loads

produce no torsion deflection (at the points of load application)

would conform to the usual interpretation of the "elastic axis."

This axis, however, would be different from the herein usage of

the term to denote the locus of section shear centers. The built-in

structural sweep (elastic axis offset), together with the elastic

bending deflections, defines an elastic axis which is generally a

space curve about which the local torsion deflections must take

place. Thus, as shown in Figure 2a, each spanwlse beam segment will

not in general be defined parallel to the other segments. For the

analysis of tile beam-llke elastic properties, the structurally

swept blade (Figure 2a) is assumed to have its so-defined elastic

axis "straightened out". This artificial straightening defines an

15



a) LOCUS OF SHEARCENTERS DEFINING ELASTIC AXIS

x 5

PITCH AXIS

Y5

BEAM SECTIONS

REMAIN THE SAME---_
TYPICAL SEGMENT

_ AFTER STRAIGHTENING

STRAIGHTENEDELASTIC AXlS -_

WITH ARC LENGTH MAINTAINED
CONSTANT

b) EQUIVALENT BEAM FOR DEFINING BEAM ELASTOMECHANICS

Figure 2. Basis for Use of Beam Theory for Structurally Swept Blade
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o

,

"equivalent beam" whose (straight) elastic axis has the same arc

length as the original swept blade (see Figure 2b).

The blade elasticity is described by the conventional (linear) beam

bending and (nonlinear) bar torsion characteristics, as formulated

by Houbolt and Brooks in Reference 4, for the above defined

"equivalent beam". It is recognized that various deficiencies

have been identified in these and other earlier formulations,

both with respect to their adequacy for moderate to large bending

deflections (References 5 and 6) and with respect to the proper

modeling of pretwisted beams under tension (References 7-9).

However, there is not yet well established agreement either on the

impact of these deficiencies on propeller elasticity or, more

importantly, on a final proper reformulation. Thus, the continued

use herein of the Houbolt and Brooks elastic formulations must be

viewed as an eventually correctable deficiency of uncertain

importance, to be addressed at some future date.

The elastic bending and torsion deflections are "small" and

respectively defined in a local sense normal to and along the space

curve as defined by the built-in elastic axis. These deflections

are defined as "small" in the sense that the elastic bending slopes

and torsion deflection angles conform to the usual definition for

"small" angles.

The elastic bending and torsion deflections are describable using

the "uncoupled" normal bending and torsion modes of the "equivalent

beam". Thus, the deflections in the flatwise and edgewise direc-

tions are respectively given by:

NFM

We = _ ?'wi(?') qwi(t)
i:l

(la)

NEM

Ve = _ Y'vk(?) qvk(t)
k:l

(ib)

, and the elastic torsion deflections are given by:

NTM

8e:j=l _ YSj (_) qgj (t) (Ic)

17
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.

I0.

ii.

12.

Uncoupled modes are herein defined to be those beam vibration modes

calculated assuming zero precone, prelag, pitch, twist, center-of-

gravity offset and elastic axis offset. Thus Ywi, YVk, and y%j are
all mutually uncoupled from each other.

Blade elastic bending is defined by the conventional beam bending

differential equations (as developed in Reference 4) wherein the

usual independent spanwise variable is taken to be the arc length

along the elastic axis. Furthermore, these bending differential

equations are defined locally using the loadings locally normal

to the built-in elastic axis. Within this context, explicit elastic

bending-torsion coupling due to structural sweep is omitted in

favor of implicit coupling due to inertial, aerodynamic and

gravitational loadings taken with appropriate sweep related

kinematics.

The blade aerodynamic and structural twist distributions are non-

linear. Additionally, the total (integrated) angle of structural

twist is negligible beyond second order; cases of large local

twist rates over short sections of span are not denied, however.

Local radial foreshortening is defined relative to the equivalent

beam defined in Figure 2. Contributions to radial foreshortening

accrue from (a) the built-in structural sweep, i.e. that which

restores the equivalent beam to the original swept planform (shown

in Figure2a), (b) first order (linear) functions of bending,

arising from built-in structural sweep, (c) second order (nonlinear)

functions of bending each with elastic torsion arising from built-in

structural sweep, and (d) second order functions each of both

flatwise and edgewise bending. Note that this greatly relaxes

principal assumption number 6 given in Reference i.

The elastic axis is coincident with the feathering (pitch) axis at

the root of the blade. The built-in elastic is furthermore defined

relative to the feathering axis.

The blade flapping and lead-lag degrees-of-freedom used in Reference I

are assumed to be fixed at the built-in values. Thus, pinned root

conditions are denied. It is to be noted that this assumption pertains

only to the propeller dedicated aeroelastic analysis described herein.

The blade distributions of center-of-gravity, aerodynamic center and

center-of-tension (intersection of flatwise and edgewise neutral axes)

are defined in two dimensional sections normal to the space curve

elastic axis. These distributions are furthermore generally

18



noncoincldent with the elastic axis and measuredrelative to the
elastic axis.

13.
The blade sections have finite thicknesswise mass, but generally

the thicknesswise location of the section center-of-gravity away

from the chordwise principal axis is negligible.

The above assumptions are used for the mechanical developments in the

subsections which immediately follow. Assumptions regarding the basic imple-

mentation of aerodynamic sweep are described in the next chapter.

Basic Methodology for Structural Twist

The present aeroelastlc theory is characterized to a large extent by the

kinematic modeling selected to describe the bending deflections of a pre-

twisted, prebent beam (elastic axis taken as a space curve). The material

presented draws heavily on the development of Reference I subject to above

assumptions 5 through i0.

As shown in Figure 3, the "5" coordinate system is defined by the preconed

and prelead-lagged feathering axis. The "6" coordinate system is defined by

unit vectors taken locally normal to the preswept elastic axis with the Y6

direction arbitrarily taken parallel to the x 5- Y5 plane.

In the presence of only blade pitch angle, e, the "5" and "6" coordinate

systems would be the same and the resulting "5" coordinate system deflections

would be simple trigonometric resolutions of the flatwlse and edgewise

deflections as given by Equations (la) and (Ib). With the addition of

(arbitrary) structural twist, however, a simple trigonometric resolution

transformation of flatwlse and edgewise deflections is incapable of satisfying

the beam "force" boundary conditions aT The blade tip and an "integrated"

trigonometric transformation is required.

As is shown in Reference i, the required integrated effect can be

achieved by means of a trigonometric resolution transformation not on

deflections, but instead on the second spanwlse derivatives of the deflection,

i.e. the curvatures:

Y6 : cos®- sin® (2a)

ZSll=_Isin8 + wellcos® (2b)

19
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Figure 3. Schematics of the “5” and “6” Coordinate Systems 
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This basic coordinate system transformation has the advantage that the

aforementioned boundary conditions are always satisfied. In of themselves,

however, trigonometric resolutions of curvatures are not directly useful for

defining the blade kinematics. Instead, they serve as a starting point for

deriving such a deflection based transformation. The required blade kinematic

coordinate system transformation for deflections can then be derived from

Equations (2) using integrations by parts and invocation of assumption 8.

While the details of this integration procedure is straightforward, it is

sufficiently tedious to be inappropriate to the scope of the present report.

The integration yields a trigonometric resolution coordinate transformation

in the usual form, as given in Reference 4 and elsewhere in the literature,

but with the addition of various "deflection correction" functions due to

twist:

Y6 : ( ve + Av - AV) COS _ -- (We - Aw - AW) sin _ + 0 (®tZ) (3a)

z6 = (_e + Av - ,%v)sine + (We- Aw - Aw)cos® + 0(® Iz) (3b)

where the underlined terms are, by assumption, negligible and where the

deflection correction functions are defined by the following expressions:

first order in twist:

AV:fo® wedg+
(4a)

F I
(4b)

second order in twist:

AV = _'_0/AW d_z + ,_rf0rl0/Aw(2}tdir2 d_
(5a)

I

(5b)
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It is to be noted that the total twist rate, _ contains the built-in
! ) !

twist, 8B, and the time dependent elastic deflection, 8e (= ySi" qs_). Thus,
the deflection correction functions, Av, Aw, AV, and AW, nominally _ontaln

both linear and nonlinear combinations of the modal time variables (qwi,. qv k ,

and qs.)" Specifically, the linear ones involve the built-ln twist angle

and ar_ denoted with a "B" subscript. The nonlinear combinations involve

the elastic twist angle and hence, are proportional to the product of qe

with either qw or qv • Herein, the products q8 "qw and q8 "q- are re _
i k i Vk

tained only in the Av and Aw (first order) correction functions and are

denoted with an "e" subscript. _ne _V and AW (second order) correction

terms retain only the contributions due to built-in twist rate, eB, and

hence, are strictly linear. Thus, the deflection correction functions de-

fined generally in Equation (4) are given specifically as follows:

first order in twist:

_V : AV B + Ave (6a)

Aw: Aw O + _w e

where:

NFM

AVB: _I Avel qwi (7)

(6b)

NFU

NEM

Aw,• aw%% (9)
k,t

NEM k'TM

AWe.. _ _ A,,ekjqvkCll| (10)
j,t

22



second order in twist:

L_V : AV 0 (lla)

AW : AW B (lib)

where:

NEM

AV B: k_..l AVB k qv k
(12)

NFM

z_we: Y. Awoi qwi (13)
i:i

Additional deflection correction functions are defined with the consideration

of structural sweep given in the following subsection.

Kinematic Representation for Structural Sweep

Approximations for Small Sweep

Structural sweep is defined in a general sense wherein both chordwise

and z
and thickness offsets of the built-in elastic axis, YlOEA IOEA

respectively, are admitted (see Figure 3). Within the context of the material

in the preceeding subsection an approximation to the effects of structural

sweep, for "small" values, can be obtained heuristically by considering the

structural sweep to be "pre-bends" in the elastic axis. Within this context,

the deflection correction functions defined by Equations (4) and (5) would

be modified by the following substitutions:

)'W i qwi _ ZtOE&

Xwi/qw i _.__.,.. ZJo E,k
(14a)

:Yvk qv k "--"" YtO EA

YV_ qv k --.--.,-- Y_o EA

23



where only those terms involving the elastic modal variables would be

retained. For example, those terms involving only built-in twist and

built-in sweep would be omitted. Thus, for small structural sweep

Equations (6) and (ii) would be modified as follows:

Av ------_6v + AVEA

_w -'---'-,- _w+ &WEA

AW _ _r + AW EA

whet e:

_W[A " _ qej /_r[AjAVEA j"l

AWEA _AWEA j

and where :

(14b)

(15)

_VEAj " Ye_Z,oEA d_e + Y#j ZlOEA d[_l

r i & # (2) / .
AWEAj: ,_0 8; _ttEA | dl?l÷/_0 811AV'A| d_'d_l

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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Coordinate Transformation Appropriate for Large Swee P

For the general case of moderate to large structural sweep, the material

in the preceeding subsection is inappropriate, but serves as an introduction

to the material which follows. A successful modeling of structural sweep must

account for the fact that the sweep angles defining elastic axis offset orien-

tation are Euler angles and must be carefully defined.

l_n_lane and Out-ofzplane Position Vector Components

The general modeling of the blade y_ and z kinematics due to combined

the following steps:structural twist and sweep is accomplished in

le The elastic axis of the "equivalent beam" described in an above

subsection is "distorted" back to the original planform defined by the

built-in structural sweep and segment arc length distributions.

This step essentially defines the position in space of the elastic

axis space curve. This positioning requires the x , y and z offset
5 5. . 5

distances of the centers of the segments as well as projections onto

the x5-Y 5 and Xs-Z 5 planes of the swept elastic axis line segments.

These projections define the sweep angle distributions, A and Af5 ,as shown in Figure 4. e5

2. The orientations of the elastic axis line segments define the local

"6" coordinate system, x 6 is defined parallel to the axis of the

elastic axis line segment; Y6 is defined parallel to the Xs-Y 5

plane, (+) in leading edge direction; z 6 is orthogonal to x 6 and Y6, (+)

in the normally positive thrusting motion. It should be stressed

that the result of step 1 is to produce, in addition to the inplane

and out-of-plane offsets (Ay 5 and _z5) of the elastic axis from the

(reference) x 5 pitch axis, a radial foreshortening (Axs) due to the

constancy of the total arc length of the elastic axis. D_thematically,

this Ax 5 kinematic foreshortening is modeled differently and separately

from the _Y5 and _z 5 kinematic modeling.

3. The blade segments of the blade configuration resulting from steps 1

and 2 are then pitched and twisted about their respective elastic

axis llne segments (x 6 axis) to restore the blade back to its original

built-in, but undeflected position. The pitch and twist angles for

each segment are defined relative to the Y6 axis.
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Figure 4. Euler Angles Defining Structural Sweep Transformation and Section Pitch 
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. The blade is then elastically deflected in torsion about the built-ln

space curve elastic axis to define a first set of "small" incremental

Y5 and z5 deflections. This first set of small incremental deflections

is governed by Equations (!5) through (19).

. The blade is then elastically deflected in flatwise and edgewise

bending (in the presence of the torsion deflection) to define a

second set of small incremental deflections. This second set of

incremental deflections is measured in the "6" coordinate system

and is governed by the basic deflection transformations defined by

Equations (3) through (5).

6. The second set of small incremental "6" coordinate system deflections

defined in step 5 is transformed to the "5" coordinate system using

a Euler angle transformation derived from sweep angle projections

Ae5 and Af5 , discussed in above step i.

7. The results of steps i, 4 and 6 are combined to define the Y5 and z 5

position vector components. These results are summarized by the

development which follows.

First, the sweep angle projection distributions are defined using the

built-in elastic axis line segment changes per segment length, the (invariant)

segment arc lengths, Ar, together with changes to the projection angles caused

by elastic torsion deflection:

Ae.5: sin-I{ - _ [(Av (2)/ ^"" (2) / (2) I (2) I"-" I[Aj -- "_VEAj J COS(_
(20)

(21)

where AY5E A and AZ5E A are the built-in changes per segment length. For

consistency with the definitions used for other previously defined radial
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distributions these spanwise variable quantities are considered to be "derived"

quantities calculated from the corresponding quantities defined in the

chordwise and thicknesswise directions, AYlOEA and AZlOEA , respectively.

In practice, however, the "5" coordinate system quantities are the more

accurately known and the "i0" coordinate system quantities are derived using

the "5" quantities according to:

Z_ymzA: Ay_zA cos_ + _zszAsin0j (22a)

AZmoEA = - AySE A sinSll + AZ_ACOS8 ! (22b)

Accordingly, A YlOEA and A z10E A are input to the program and AYSE A and

Az are calculated internally using the inverse transformation of Equations

SEA

(22).

The coordinate system transformation relating the pitch axis ("5")

coordinate system with the swept ("6") coordinate system makes use of the

sweep angle projections given in Equations (20) and (21):

(23)

{x,}- [,,,;.] {x.}-[,-,,,,]{x.} (24)
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[TAS]=

X - sin Ae5 sin Afs

sinA e_ ×
0

cos A fs cosA fs

- x sinA_ sinAf_,._n

cosAf s cosA.f s c°sAfs

(25)

where:

X= V_ - sinZAe 5 - sinZAf5 (26)

Equations (3), (15) through (19), (22), and (24) through (26)

can then be combined to yield the required expressions for inplane and

out-of-plane displacement:

zs LY,oEAsines+ ZmEACOSes J

NTM
+I

j=I

(AVEA j- AVEA j) COS @ + (AwEAj + AWEAj) sin(_ "_

(AvEA j- L_VEAj)sin e - (LSWEAj + AWEAj)COS@ f qeJ

4- t o 1
(re+ Av - &V) sin@ + (we - Aw - AW)cos ®

(27)

where :

(28)
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and where Ve, We, Av, Aw, AV, AW are linear and nonlinear combinations of

qw.'l qvk and qej' as per Equations (6) through (14).

_Radia1_eo_si_ti_o_-Vecto_r_Com_o._e._t

The modeling of the radial, x5, kinematics is accomplished in

accordance with assumptions 3 and 9. The basis of the radial position

modeling is the assumption of arc length constancy for each blade segment.

Figure 5 presents a pictorial representation for a typical segment of the steps

followed in this modeling process:

i, The elastic axis of the "equivalent beam" segment is rotated to the

built-in swept positions defined by the projection sweep angles,

Ae5 and Af5 , (given by Equations (20) and (21), with qej = 0).

o
The°cosine foreshortening that results from this step is the

built-in (constant) value and, for each segment, this "first"

foreshortening is referred to as (dAx) I.

o The elastic axis orientation sweep projection angles are modified

due to the elastic torsion deflections, in accordance with Equations

(20) and (21).

,

The results of step 2 (with the q_ dependency linearized) are

J

combined with the elastic bending deflections, Y6 and z6 , to
e e

produce the "second" foreshortening referred to as (dAx)2, as shown

in Figure 5. This second foreshortening contribution is linear in

the bending deflection variables, qw i and qv k but contains nonlinear

(quadratic) combinations of these variables with the torsion

deflection, qej"

.

Using the built-in projection sweep angles, Ae5 and Af5 , the cosine

o o

foreshortening due to bending away from the undeflected elastic axis

position is the "third" contribution to the foreshortening and is

referred to as (dAx) 3. This third foreshortening contribution is

nonlinear in both the bending deflection variables, qw i and qv k.
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i
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Do The results of steps I through 4 define the total incremental fore-

shortening over an arbitrary blade segment, (dAx). The total x 5
deflection for any segment is obtained by integrating the

increments inboard of that location. These steps are summarized

by the development given below:

Built-ln Contribution

Reference to Figure 5 gives

(dAx) I -" dr - (ix : dr- Jdr z - Ay_E A- AZZSEA

= dr[,-J,-(Ay,OEA/L_r)2--(AZ,OEA/Ar )z ]

(29)

Contribution Linear in Bending_

The second foreshortening contribution is obtained by taking components

of the bending deflection in the x5 direction:

(30)

where the (^) superscript denotes evaluation with zero collective angle since

foreshortening relative to the pitch axis is invariant with collective angle.

Each of the trigonometric functions of the sweep angle projections is then

linearized with respect to q8 as are the bending shapes,

J

Y6 and z6 The details of this linearization are straightforward, but
e e

sufficiently tedious to be beyond the intent of this report. After this

operation, Equation (3) can be rewritten as:

(dZ_x)2 = [d(DUEAFi)" qw i + d(DOEAEk)" qv k

+ d(UELSFTij) • qw i q@j + d(UELSETkj), qvkq#j]

(31)
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Contribution Nonlinear in Bendin_

Thethird foreshortening contribution is obtained by calculating the

cosine foreshortening and taking components in the x5 direction:

(dAx)3 = cosAeso cosA,5o [,- Jl - v_Z- w_z ]dr

! (v_Z + w_2)dr
cosA%o cosAf5 o "_

(32)

" (dAx], = cosAesoCOSAfso" ½[)'vkl)'vmqvkqvrn + Ywi'_'wnqwiqwn] dr (33)

where summations over i, k, m and n are implied.

Combination of Contributions

All of the three contributions to the incremental radial position

deflection must be integrated:

XSn= rn - Uen (34)

where r is the radial location of the nth segment of the "equivalent beam"
n

and is the summation of segment arc-lengths up to the center of the nth segment,
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and where

Uen= _0 rn [(dAx)l+ (dZ_x)2 + (dZ_x)3] (35)

Symbolically, u is given by:
e

Ue = (DUEAO) + (DUEAFi)qwi

+ (DLTEAEk) • qv k

+ (UELSETkj) qvkqg j + (UELSFTij) qwiqe j

I I

+ _- (UELASEkm)qvkqv m + --_ (UELASFin)qwiqw n

(36)

where variation in all terms with radial station is implied.
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Torsion Excitation for Elastic Axis

As A Space Curve

As given in Reference i, and as recognized elsewhere in the literature,

the torsion differential equation is comprised of three basic parts. The

first part consists of the usual elastic stiffening terms, and the second

consists of combinations of distributed moment loadings. The third part is

the wholly nonlinear torsion loadings accruing from distributed force

loadings acting on moment arms provided by curvature in the elastic axis.

As given in Reference i, the torsion equation is given by:

'_ ' '_ ;',o' ''I'®+ ekAT + _'EBI(@ --0 - EB28Bve

_f

elastic stiffening

[ -' , ]®: -qxs YsqYs-Zsqzs

Y

moment loadings

(37)

I I I I

I

Z51#I I I I I- ,/,[,,,I,
I

curvatures functions of force loadings
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In Reference i, the curvatures used in the (nonlinear) third portion

of the torsion equation were assumed to arise entirely from the elastic bending

deflections, v e and We, as per Equation (2). As such, it can be shown

that the nonllnear excitation term in Equation (37) can be reduced to the

familiar difference of bending stiffness, AEI ( = E1 - E1 ), term:
z y

II II I I ]: (El z- EIy)v e We - (eAT + EB2(8 B + -_eel)Sel)We II (38)

This method for including the effect is attractive principally because

of its simplicity and has been used to good advantage by numerous investiga-

tors. Three difficulties exist with this method of implementation, however.

The first difficulty relates to the fact that the implementation of Equation

(38) is based on a "mode deflection" description of internal bending moment.

The difficulty with a mode deflection formulation per se is two-fold.

Studies of the characteristics of "mode deflection" (References i0 and ii)

have established that convergence to accurate representations of internal

bending moment is often not assured with a small number of modes. This

accuracy problem is then compounded by the fact that the two components

of this nonlinear excitation are subtractive. This is evidenced by the

differencing of the section bending stiffnesses as indicated above.

A second difficulty with using the AEI method relates to the assumed

space curve character of the elastic axis. As such, torsion deflections

are seen to contribute to inplane and out-of-plane deflections in the

presence of bending (see Equations (8) and (i0)). Thus, an analogous

nonlinear excitation effect exists in both the flatwise and edgewise bending

equations. In the framework of the G400 analysis, these nonlinear excita-

tions in the bending equations are most practically implemented using a

"force integration" approach. Consequently, the use of a &El mode deflection

implementation in the torsion equation together with a force integration

implementation in the bending equations results in a (coupled) modal mass

matrix which is generally nonsymmetric. A nonsymmetric mass matrix is not

intrinsically a weakness for isolated rotor simulation and has been

successfully used for years in that mode. However, the potential exists

for spurious divergent response conditions caused by an inertia matrix

becoming nonpositive-definite due to this deflection dependent nonsymmetry.

The third difficulty with the Equation (38) formulation is that it is

difficult to include the built-ln curvature due to structural sweep.

Equation (38) requires curvature information which is not generally available

for the built-in geometry
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Becauseof these difficulties, the conventional AEI approach of

Equation (38) was abondoned in favor of a "force integration" approach.

Accordingly, the Galerkln approach is applied to the nonlinear excitation

term and integration by parts is used to achieve an intermediary step

needed to eliminate the explicit curvature terms:

f"

So'",{'"%0r=

/.r fr_ i_ r H

+%JoJo_ojz,d,,dn+(z;,+%)/o%Y__'
(39)

Since this term represents the nonlinear effects, it is reasonable to

use a zeroth order approximation to the curvature terms wherein the structural

sweep in assumed to be "small". With this assumption, all the integrals in

Equation (39) can be evaluated using the deflection correction functions

defined in the above subsections. Thus, Equation (39) becomes:

./oi )'ej { "'" }(_ dr : _0' {Fysj [PYsCOS® + Pz5 sinE_]

- .z.i[.z<o.__.,o.,._] (40)

+ _ziti[T(*t_- A. 12i'- AWim'i + +qYS COS_ qzssin® ]
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Where:

ryej: )'ej(we + Z,OEA- Z_w--AW) - (AVEAj-ZWEA j)
(41a)

l"zsj= _j(Ve+YlOEA+ AV -- AV)-- {Z_WEAj + AWEAj)
(41b)

= Z I _ Z_W(2)1_ L_.W(2)1) ,- (2) I _ (2) I.
×oj(w + 'OEA --  aVEAi- AVEAj)

(41c)

_Z0j = T0j (,v_ + Y_OEA + L_V(2)_ LW (2)') - (AWE_ 2)'+ "_'EAj^'u(2)',,
(41d)

Equation (40) represents the required form of the "force integration"

implementation of the nonlinear torsion excitation term. To conclude thls

subsection, three observations can be made of the above formulation:

o Equations (41) all reduce to zero for zero structural sweep and

zero elastic deflection, as would be expected from the behavior of

Equation (38).
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o

o

In Equation (40), the terms multiplying the nonlinear torsion

weighting functions (Fyg.,...) are actually the force and
J

momevt loadings defined for the linear excitations of the

bending equations. The nonlinear torsion weighting functions,

Equations (41), thus serve in effect, as the virtual deflection

functions arising from torsion deflections appropriate to the

bending generalized loads.

The validity of the force integration approach is substantiated

by the fact that the resulting terms in the torsion equation which

represent rows of the inertia matrix (reflecting the integration

of inertia forces) produce complete mass matrix symmetry and

consequently insure positive-definiteness.
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AERODYNAMIC SWEEP

Principal Assumptions

The unsteady airloads formulation incorporated in the G400PROP analysis

is based on aerodynamic concepts originally developed for helicopter rotor

blades. A characteristic of the aerodynamics of helicopter rotor blades

is the generally large variability in local air velocities due to a

combination of rotation with translational motion within the plane of the

rotor. As a result, the aerodynamic formulations which have evolved are

typically of a "strip theory" type with varying degrees of refinement to

account for unsteady and swept flow effects. Such refinements typically

are two-dimensional and applied in a heuristic manner based on the strip

theory assumption. This is generally the approach followed herein.

In addition to the basic strip theory assumption, the following specific

sweep related assumptions are made.

1o The local aerodynamic section sweep angle is defined by the angle

the local airflow direction makes with the blade section taken normal

to the midchord line (see Fig. 6).

. The section angle-of-attack is defined by the inflow and pitch

angles measured within the section taken normal to the midchord

line.

. For those cases wherein the "quasi-static" option is invoked,

the effective angle-of-attack is defined (using above assumption 2)

as the sum of the pitch and inflow angles. For this case, inflow

angle is evaluated using local flow velocities at the 3/4 chord

control point.

. For those cases wherein either of the specific, more advanced

unsteady methods of the next two sections are invoked, the angle-

of-attack or plunge variables are also defined using above

assumption 2, but with inflow angle evaluation at the 1/4 chord

control point.

o Airfoil drag is divided into two vectorial components (pressure drag,

and skin friction drag) which are vectorially added to give the

total drag. Pressure drag is that generally associated with compres-

sibility and lift, and locally acts in the direction normal to

midchord line, whereas skin-friction drag acts in the direction

of the local flow velocity.
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Skin friction drag varies with span (and hence Mach number) but

is invariant with angle-of-attack.

Lift, pitching moment, and pressure drag coefficients are determined

by the angle-of-attack and Mach number measured in the section

normal to the mldchord llne. The llft, pitching moment, and pressure

drag are determined by their so-deflned coefficients and the

dynamic pressure based on the velocity components normal to the

mldchord line.

Skin friction drag is determined by the Mach number and dynamic

pressure based upon the total vector sum of all components of the

local total flow.

These assumptions form the basis of the development which follows.

Basic Modeling Characteristics

Aerodynamic Sweep An_le Projections

As was developed in the previous section, the appropriate axis for

defining structural sweep is the elastic axis. The appropriate axis for

defining aerodynamic sweep, however, is, by assumption i, the locus of

midchords. Therefore, the aerodynamic sweep angles are defined as:

A(A)
: he5 + (COS @ AA- y_;e)e5

(42)

h(A)f5: Afs+ (- sin @ AA + z_e)
(43)

where AA is the difference in sweep angle between the midchord and the

elastic axis, as measured in the local chordwise direction, and can reasonably

be assumed to be a "small" angle. Since the elastic bending slopes of
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Y6 and z6 , are also assumed to be small, the small angle assumption can
e e

safely be used on the parenthetical terms In Equations (42) and (43).

Similar to the coordinate system transformation developed in the

previous section (Equations (23) through (26)) and pictorlally defined in

Figure 4, a coordinate system transformation can be formulated for aerodynamic

sweep. In particular, such an aerodynamic sweep transformation is needed

to relate velocity and loading components in the "5" coordinate system to

those quantities in the "8" coordinate systems. The "8" coordinate system

is defined similarly to the "6" coordinate system but is additionally

displaced by the elastic bending deflections, and is rotated relative to

the "5" coordinate system by the aerodynamic sweep angles,

A (A) and .(A) given by Equations (42) and (43), respectively. Using the

e5 _f5 '

vector decompositions shown in Figure 7, the following definitions are made

for an arbitrary spanwlse element:

n I E unit vector along the span of the mldchord of the blade element

÷ 51n 2 E unit vector perpendicular to and parallel to the Xs-Y 5 plane,
positive forward

n3÷ E unit vector mutually perpendicular to both_ I andS2, righthand rule.

Similar to Equation (24) the following relationship can be written:

(44)

where the elements of [TAS (A)] are defined using Equations (_5) and (26),

but with the aerodynamic sweep angles.

Velocit 7 Decompositions

As shown in Figure 7, the local velocity vector including only environ-

mental effects (i.e., neglecting blade motion) can be expressed in either
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coordinate system:

u- u%,- U.rsj + upsk

=URo_',-U_-o_'=,+U,,o_3
(45)

Use of the above coordinate system transformation together with the local

velocities due to blade motion, v and v , yields the following useful

f_rm: Y6 z6

-oT = [TAs'"]-oT,- v' e
up up LVz6eJ

(46)

Note the UR5 , UT5 , and UP5 can include not only the components due to

axial flow and variable inflow distortion, as discussed in a later section,

but any perturbation which might accrue from hub motion. Consideration of

such hub motion is presently outside the scope of the study, however.

Other relationships which are needed to formulate the airloading distri-

bution are the magnitude of the total velocity, U, and the component normal

to the midchord, U :
N

U = (sgn UT) JU_ +U_ + Uz (47)

UN: (sgn UT)JU2T + U_) (48)
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Airload Distributions

Using standard strip theory techniques, the local lift, pitching moment,

pressure drag, and skin friction drag distributions can, respectively, be

written as:

L : /°_C" AfU2N CI,((IN, MN) (49a)

M x: P_C2ArU 2 Cmc/4(GN,MN) (49b)

Op = p_CArUN z Cdp(aN, MN) (49c)

Os = p_cAr U2Cds(M) (49d)

where:

(2 N = 8 N + ton -I (Up/UT) (50)

MN= U N/0= (51)

M : U/O= (52)

Cdp : Cd(aN,MN)-- Cds(M N) (53)

The pitch angle seen in the "8" coordinate system, 8N, is obtained from

the nominal pitch angles with consideration of the integrated effect of the

cosine components:
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NTM

8N=8 0+ OS+ _ _ej'qe)
j=l

where :

)"oj= ["_' fo'"_'J_cos,,.'"',,.,,-,_c,,.,]co,.,,.'"

-,-[for;,,;jsin,_"_,',,,:,r,]s,n,'"
and where :

A(A) = sin-= AYmOEA
Ar

+ AA

(54)

(55)

(56)

C_o_ponents in the "8" coordinate szstem

The airload distributions given by Equations (49) are then resolved

to the "8" coordinate system using the components of the inflow velocity:

POx8 : P2CArUURCds
(57)

(58)

%= p_c,v[u.(c_uT* CdpUp)+UUpC_] (59)

(60)
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and where:

_r
K = _- c(sgn U)

o

2
I- _ Ylo c/4

: using advanced unsteady alrloads

option

(61)

: forward flow, quasi-static

option

: reversed flow, quasl-static

option

Components in the "6" coordinate__s_stem

Above Equations (57) through (60) define the airload components

with directions aligned with the deflected blade segments. The appropriate

airloads needed are those defined in the "6", or undeflected coordinate

system:

= I

Poxs Poxe + Poye(COS@ZIA-yse) - paze(-sin@ + Z_e) (62)

-- I

Poy6: POye Po.e(c°se_A - y6,) (63)

poz6 : poz e + POxe(- sineAA +Z_; e) (64)

qox6 = qoxe (65)
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Remarks Concerning Application

Above Equations (63) through (65) define the most general information

of the airload distributions to be used in the bending equations and in the

nonlinear excitation term of the torsion equation (see Equation (41)).

These expressions for airloadings are very nonlinear and, in the above form,

are only suitable for utilization in the time-history solution. For eigen-

solution purposes, they must be completely expanded to yield all explicit

linearized perturbations of the modal variables and their derivatives,

6qw i, 6qvk , 6q8 , 6qwi... The details of this perturbational expansion areJ

straightforward, but sufficiently tedious to warrant excluding them from the

present report.
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UNSTEADYSTALLEDAIRLOADS

A detailed analysis of dynamicstall experiments has led to a semi-

analytic methodology characterized by a set of relatively compact analytical

expressions, called synthesized unsteady airfoil data, which accurately

describe in the tlme-domaln the unsteady aerodynamic characteristics of

stalled airfoils (Reference 12). Under the present study, the unsteady

stalled airloads methodology was expanded for propeller applications by

synthesizing similar unsteady loops at subsonic Mach numbers which are

higher, more relevant than those used in the earlier study. More specifically,

the high Mach number data contained in References 13 and 14 were reduced to

synthesized form within the established Reference 12 framework.

Review of Basic Methodology

Dynamic Stall Model

The analytical model of dynamic stall, described herein, includes the

main physical features of the dynamic stall phenomenon as observed in

oscillationing airfoil tests. A brief description of dynamic stall events

is given below.

When an airfoil experiences an unsteady increase in angle-of-attack

beyond the static stall angle, a vortex starts to grow near the leading edge

region. As the angle continues to increase, the vortex detaches from the

leading edge and is convected downstream near the surface. These events are

shown schematically in Figure 8. The suction associated with the vortex

normally causes an initial increase in lift. The magnitude of the increase

depends on the strength of the vortex and its distance from the surface.

The streamwise movement of the vortex depends on the airfoil shape and the

pitch rate. The relative distance between the vortex and the airfoil varies

according to the kinematics of the airfoil. That is, it depends on charac-

teristics such as the pitch rate and the instantaneous angle-of-attack.

As the vortex leaves the trailing edge, a peak negative pitching moment is

obtained. The airfoil then remains stalled until the angle-of-attack drops

sufficiently so that reattachment of the flow can occur. The present method

incorporates all of these events. For example, the strength of the vortex

is made a function of the angle when the vortex leaves the leading edge

(moment stall angle). The higher the moment stall angle, the higher the

strength of the vortex.
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Parameters Influencing D_namic Stall

The unsteady llft, drag, and pitching moment coefficients of the airfoils

obtained from the two-dimensional oscillating airfoil tests show a large

degree of hysteresis when plotted as functions of angle-of-attack,

particularly when the reduced frequency and the maximum angle-of-attack are

sufficiently high. Figures 9a, 9b, and 9c show an example of typical

loop data obtained from the oscillating airfoil test. The amount of

hysteresis and the shape of the loops vary in a highly nonlinear fashion with

such test parameters as amplitude, mean angle, and reduced frequency.

The results of the oscillation airfoil tests clearly indicate that the

dynamic characteristics of an airfoil depend on the following main parameters:

(i) airfoil shape and sweep; (2) Mach number; (3) Reynolds number; (4) reduced

frequency, k; (5) oscillation amplitude, _ ; and (6) mean angle-of-attack,
o"

The first three of these parameters affect both the static and the

dynamic characteristics of the airfoil, while the last three parameters

represent purely dynamic parameters. Since most rotor aeroelastie analyses

employ time-hlstory solution techniques for computation of the aerodynamic

loading acting on the rotor blades, frequency domain parameters such as reduced

frequency or amplitude, etc., are inappropriate for use in these time domain

simulations. Moreover, for arbitrary motion it is difficult to describe the

reduced frequency, the amplitude of oscillation, or the mean angle-of-attack

of a rotor blade section in a precise manner. As a result, an alternative

set of dynamic parameters, which are appropriate for the time domain simula-

tions, is defined. The parameters replacing k, _, and _ in the present method
o

are: (4) the instantaneous angle-of-attack, _; (5) the nondimensional

pitch rate, A; and (6) the unsteady decay parameter, e , which accounts for
w

the time history effects of the change in e, and is based upon the Wagner

function.

For the sinusoidally oscillating airfoil, these three _arameters can be

tasily expressed in terms of the reduced frequency, the amplitude, and the

mean angle-of-attack. Also, they can be easily evaluated for rotor blade

sections in a stepwise manner and are very convenient to use for the prediction

of the onset of dynamic stall and for the determination of the unsteady airloads.

Thus, the present method determines, through the synthesization process,

the effect of these selected parameters ( _, A, aw) on the dynamic stall

characteristics of the airfoils by utilizing the data from the oscillating

airfoil tests. The synthesization process used herein essentially involves

curve-fitting of the test loop data to the prescribed analytical expressions,

with the objective of determining the unknown parameters or coefficients

embedded in the analytical expressions. The analytical expressions are
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obtained mostly by mathematical or empirical means and in general they

represent simple quantitative approximations to the various observed

physical features of the dynamic stall phenomenon.

Definition of the Unsteady Decay Parameter,
w

For a two-dimenslonal airfoil going through an arbitrary change in

angle-of-attack, one can describe an instantaneous effective angle-of-attack,

E' by using Duhamel's integral (Reference I0) as given below:

• /'Sda ,.

aE: (S) = a (0) _c (S,M) 4-Jo -_-_/,s _c (s- o', M) do"
(66)

where e(0) corresponds to the initial angle-of-attack, M represents Mach

number, _c(S,M) is the response to step change in _ (a compressibility

corrected form of the Wagner function), and s is the nondimensional time

as given by:

2iS = _" Udt I (67)

The unsteady decay parameter, _w' to be used extensively in the present

method, is defined as follows:

a w = a (S)- _'E (S) (68)

The _ parameter physically represents the difference between the instan-
w

taneous angle, e and the effective angle, eE' and therefore accounts for the

time-history effects of the change in _. This physical description of
w

is valid for attached flow conditions only. In the present method, the
w

parameter is most useful for predicting the onset of dynamic stall, and

for convenience, it is also used to describe approximately the unsteady

coefficients after the stall.
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The effects of compressibility are incorporated in the definitions of

by the use of the general or compressible Wagner function (see also
W

Reference 15) obtained from the following approximate relationshlp

_C (S,M)= [I.0 -0.165e "0"0455 $ (I-M2) - 0.335 e

(69)

-0.3S (I-Me)] /,/'_f"

Computation of Dynamic Parameters

For the sinusoidally oscillating airfoil, where the motion of the airfoil

is completely known, the parameters _, A, and _ can be obtained analyticaly
W

as given below:

a : _ sin ks (70) ,

A: k_ cos ks (71)

Ow = Yl (k,M) k_ cos ks +yz(k,M)_ sin ks (72)

where k, s, and M represent reduced frequency, nondimensional time, and

Mach number, respectively. The TI and 72 functions are described by:

= 0.165(I-MZ)(0.0455) + 0.335(I-M )(0.3)

y, (k,M) k z +(I-M2)2(0.0455) 2 kZ+(I-MZ)2(O.3) 2 (73)

X2 (k, M) 0'165k2 0'335k2= + (74)
kZ+(I-M2) 2 (0.0455) 2 k 2+(I-M2) 2 (0.3) 2
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In contrast to the closed form evaluations obtainable for slnusoidal

motion, numerical evaluations of these three section dynamic parameters must

be obtained for arbitrary motion in the time domain. This is accomplished in

a stepwise manner utilizing the following recursive relationships at (time)

step n:

a n = 8n + _n (75)

rash + a_n] A_ (76)
An = La_ _--J ('_n

(aw)n = Xn + Yn
(77)

where:

X n = Xn_ I e-O'O45SlI-MZ)(_S)n +0.165 (a n - an_ e) (78a)

Yn = Yn-, e -°'3('-MZ)l/lS)n +0.335 (a n -an_ I) (78b)

2Un

(AS) n = -_ (A_) (79)

Here A_is azimuthal stepslze, _is rotor speed, c is chord length, and U
n

is streamwlse velocity.
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The instantaneous angle-of-attack, an, is described in the section

normal to the midchord, e and ¢ being the pitch angle and inflow angle,
n n

respectively. The numerical calculation of the nondimenslonal angle-of-

attack rate, A, poses special problems. The nondimenslonal time derivative of

pitch angle in Equation (76), De n / _, may be computed analytically from

the known control angle and elastic torsion response rates, whereas the time

derivative of Cmust be computed using some form of numerical differentiation.

The nominal method suggested in Reference 12 is a backward difference scheme.

However, in some applications, this method was found to give violent numerical

instabilities and an alternate method was required. The alternate method

selected is based on the assumption of a predominantly oscillatory response

at some user selected frequency, _, which typically would be taken as the

dominant blade torsion natural frequency. These two numerical results are

given below:

I

_ (I.5_N- 2_n_ I _- .5_n_2) i
_=O

COS _ A_ (80)

(cos  n_ll  >o
sin_ L_

Prediction of Dynamic Stall Events

In the present method it is considered important to accurately

predict three major events associated with dynamic stall. These events,

as shown in Figure 9b, are the stall onset, the vortex at the trailing edge,

and the reattachment. The next section describes the semi-empirical equations

that are used to predict these events.

Onset of Stall

Because the dynamic stall airloads acting on an airfoil are highly

influenced by the leading edge vortex, an accurate prediction of the instant

the vortex breaks away from the leading edge (moment stall point) becomes

very important. The occurrence of moment stall depends on factors such as

Mach number, the airfoil shape and the pitch rate.

Under the conventional quasi-static theory formulation, the stall

is assumed to occur when the effective angle-of-attack reaches the static

stall angle,

--Qaem ss (81)
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In general, = is assumed to vary with the airfoil shape, Math number and
ss

Reynolds number. To some extent, the value of _ also depends on the
ss

criterion followed for stall.

Under the present formulation, the relationship represented by

Equation (81) is extended to include dynamic stall effects, and an assumption

is made that at the dynamic stall point, in general, the effective angle of

attack, _Em' is not only a function of _ss' but also depends on the pitch

rate at stall, A , and the instantaneous angle-of-attack at stall. That is,
m

aEm = F" (ass, Am, aom) (82)

The actual functionality F depends on the type of stall and on the criterion

followed for stall. It is assumed that F varies with airfoil shape, Mach

number, and Reynolds number, and can be established empirically. Linearization

of the relationship of Equation (82) with respect to parameters Am and _Dm

around quasi-steady conditions, _ (l+C),leads to the following simple
ss

expression for _Dm' the angle at which dynamic moment stall first occurs:

aDm = (I +_ + CAm A m + Cwmawm)ass
(83)

Here, _ represents the value of the parameter, _ , at the point of
w w
m

moment stall. Thus, instead of the function F, one can determine empirically

the coefficients e, CAm , and Cwm for various Mach numbers, Reynolds numbers,

and airfoils. In Equation (83), the last two terms represent the delay in

dynamic stall when compared with quasi-static stall. Other available methods

(References 15, 16) represent this delay in stall by a constant time delay.

However, Equation (83) is a much more general relationship which predicts the

onset of dynamic stall quite accurately for airfoils experiencing unsteady

motion.

Vortex at Trailing Edge

Normally, after the occurrence of moment stall, there is a significant

increase in negative pitching moment due to the travel of the stall vortex.
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Themaximumnegative pitching momentoccurs whenthe vortex is near the
trailing edge of the airfoil. For the case shownin Figure 9b the
instant whenthe vortex leaves the trailing edge is markedby 'TE'.
Preliminary results have led to the following empirical relationship for
predicting the instant whenthe vortex leaves the airfoil:

Smt = I,O/(CAt Apm + Cat (Zpm) (84)

Here s is the total nondimensional time for the vortex to travel from
mt

the leading edge to the trailing edge. Once again, the coefficients

C and C vary with Mach number, airfoil shape, sweep, and Reynolds number.
A
t at

Reattachment

The instant when the reattachment of the flow occurs is marked in

Figure 9b. Normally, for low Mach numbers (M!0.4) the reattachment occurs

at an angle aRE which is less than the static stall angle. At higher Mach

numbers, where the static stall may be induced by shocks, the reattachment

angle aRE can be higher than the static stall angle, ass. In the present

formulation, a general expression for aRE is assumed and is given by:

CERE:(I--( -I- CA RADm÷CW R(2WM )aS S (85)

In general, for a given airfoil, the values of CAR and CwR , as used in

Equation (85) for reattachment, are quite different from CAm and Cwm used

for stall o_set. However, the value of the parameter e is the same in both

of these equations.

This completes the description of all the events associated with dynamic

stall that are required to compute the unsteady stall aerodynamic characteris-

tics of an airfoil. It should be noted that the present formulation does not

require explicit prediction of so-called 'dynamic lift stall'. Normally a

sudden loss of lift occurs due to increase in the relative distance between

the stall vortex and the airfoil surface. These effects are included
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implicitly in the formulation of the unsteady llft coefficient which is

described next.

Unsteady Section Coefficients

Unsteady Lift Coefficient

The unsteady lift coefficient, CLu , of an airfoil in the time domain

under the present synthesization is described by the following expressions:

CLu= CL=(= -&== -/10=) + OOL&== +&CL_ + &CL2 (86)

Z_QI =(Pl A÷P2 Qw ÷ P3 ) ass (87)

Zla z = 8 z ass (88)

ZlCLI : Oj A +0 z Ow+ OZ_(O/aSS) +Q4(a/ass) 2 (89)

l_e-(a, sin) 3]
ZICLz =0 5 S, +0 e _a z +O_,(Clom )2 ['_1 Sin-_ j (90)
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EU (t - tdm)

Sm : C (91)

O a <_ ass(a/ass - I) ass __ a __ aom

Bl=t_°m/ass-I)[l'O-(Sm/Smt)2]Sm>smtO<sm<-Smt

(92)

Z

_0 a <_ ass

(a/ass -I) ass __ a __aDm

(aOm/ass - I) 0 __ s m __ Smt

' a -aRE
(aDm/ass -I) aRE < a <

oTE-a_ - _ aTE

0 as asE

(93)

The synthesized unsteady lift coefficient (Equation (86)) has been

expressed as a sum of static CLS at some shifted angle (_-&e I - _%_2)

plus an incremental lift coefficient ( ACLI + ACL2 ). The shift in angle

is given by Equations (87) and (88) and the incremental lift coefficient

by Equations (89) and (90). (The quantity aoL in Equation (86) is the

conventional static lift curve slope.) The A_ I shift in angle (Equation (87))

is present even when no stall occurs, and the &_ 2 shift in angle

(Equation (88)) is mainly associated with the occurrence of dynamic stall and

subsequent reattachment. Similarly, the A CLI (Equation (89)) represents

essentially the unsteady effects over static C for dynamically unstalled
LS

airfoils, and A CL2 (Equation (90)) represents the effects associated with

the dynamic stall events such as vortex formation and reattachment. In fact,

the last term in Equation (90) represents explicitly the suction effects of

the leading edge vortex and equals zero when no vortex exists.
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• hus, Equation (86) is a general expression for unsteady C evenwhennoL
dynamicstall occurs. For unstalled cases, the magnitudesof A_ and2
A CL2are essentially zero.

The 81 parameter in Equation (90) is an empirically determined
constant and is nominally equal to 0.18. Thequantity s , as described

m
by Equation (91), represents the nondimensionaltime measuredfrom the
instant of the occurrence of dynamicmomentstall. Theunknownparameters
PI through P3 and QI through Q7are determinedempirically by meansof a
least-squares curve-fitting of Equation (86) with the test data. It should
be noted that most of the terms in Equation (86) are linear in parameters _,
A, and _ .w

Unsteady _ment Coefficient

The unsteady pitching moment coefficient, CMu , has been formulated

using relationships similar to those for C and is described below:
Lu

CMu= CMs(a-_a z) + Oom _O 2 + _C M

(94)

_CM:n I A+_ 2 aw+ Yt3(a/ass)+ n4 lawl

+_/S 81 +_s _a2 +_? aDmAomSm
(95)

Here a represents the static pitching moment slope at zero angle-of-
om

attack and it normally equals zero. The last term in Equation (95) represents

the vortex effects. For unstalled airfoils, the last three terms in

Equation (95) are zero. The unknown parameters ql through n 7 once more are

determined by the least-square curve-fitting of Equation (94) to the

test data.
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Unsteady Dra$ Coefficient

The unsteady drag coefficient, CDu , appears to vary with the dynamic

parameters in the same way as CMu and is described as follows:

CDu: COS(a - _a 2) + _C D (96)

A + R2 _'. + R3(a/_'ss) * R, I_.lAC D =R|

+R5 _5 + R6 84 + R7AQ2 + R8 (2DmADmSm

where :

(97)

8 3

O _< ass

GSS<_a < aDm

Sm > Smt

(98)

'C) a<ass

(a/ass - I) 2 ass_< (2 <_aom

'0 Sin> Smt

(99)

The last term in Equation (97) represents the effects of the stall

vortex on the unsteady drag. For unstalled conditions, the last four

terms in Equation (97) are essentially equal to zero. Once more, the

unknown parameters R1 through R8 are computed using the linear least-squares

curve-fitting of Equation (97) to the unsteady drag test data.
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Because the higher Mach number unsteady data used to synthesize the

coefficients in the G4OOPROP code did not include unsteady drag, the

use of unsteady drag is not available to this version of G400.

The description of unsteady drag coefficient given above was included

herein for completeness.

Description of Additional Synthesization

The empirical relationships, for the prediction of stall events

(Equations (83) through (85)) and for the description of unsteady airfoil

characteristics (Equations (86) through (99)), have been established by

utilizing a large number of available oscillatory airfoil test data sets.

Furthermore, by illustrating the excellent correlation between the test

and synthesized results, the generality of these empirical relationships

to adequately represent the effects of variations in Mach number, sweep,

and airfoil shape has been clearly demonstrated (References 12 and 17).

This section describes the similar correlation results obtained under the

present study, which relates mainly to the synthesization of the high

subsonic Mach number data.

Test Data Used for Present Synthesis

The first step in the procedure for synthesis normally involves

preparing a data set consisting of the loop data obtained for an airfoil

at the same _ch number, Reynolds number, and sweep angle. Normally, a

set of fifteen loops, consisting of both unstalled and stalled data, is

found to be sufficient to establish the values of the empirical coefficients.

The second step of the synthesis procedure consists of determining the

empirical coefficients through least-squares fitting. The final step

involves reconstructing the data from the empirical relations and comparing

the synthesized data with test data.

Table I provides a list of all the data sets that were successfully

synthesized under the present study. The data sets listed in Table I were

acquired from two different sources (i) NASA CR-2915 (Reference 13) containing

data sets i through 3, and (2) USAAVLABS TR-68-13B (Reference 14) containing

data sets 4 through 7.

Each of the seven data sets represents a unique combination of test

conditions. As a result, the values of the various empirical coefficients

obtained are, in general, different for each of these data sets. Also, it

should be noted that each of these data sets have, in general, a different

static airfoil characteristic associated with them (steady state CL, CM,

C D variation with _).
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TABLEI :

Data
Set
No.

I

2

3 13

4 14

5 14

6 14

7 14

TESTDATASETSUSEDIN AIRFOILUNSTEADYSTALLSYNTHESIZATION

Source
Ref. No.

Airfoil
Type

13 NLR-I

13 NLR-I

NLR-I

V0012

V0012

V2301-158

V2301-158

Mach
No.

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.6

Reynolds No.

xlO-6

6.3

9.1

i0.I

4.8

6.2

4.8

6.2

Parameter Range of Test Data Used

0.07-0.22

0.06-0.18

0.05-0.16

0.0-0.31

0.0-0.25

0.0-0.25

0.0-0.25

Ct
0

0.0-12.5

0.0-12.5

0.0-12.5

5.0-15.0

5.0-10.0

5.0-15.0

5.0-10.0

D

2.5-7.5

2.5-7.5

2.5-7.5

2.5-7.5

2.5-7.5

2.5-7.5

2.5-7.5
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Comparison of Synthesized Loop Data With Test Data

This subsection discussed the results obtained from the curve-fitting

of Equations (86) and (94) to the test loop data corresponding to lift

coefficient and pitching moment coefficient, respectively. As a typical

case, consider all the lift coefficient loop data contained in data set

number 3 (see Table I). When these loop data are curve fitted to

Equation (86) in a least-squares sense, the values of unknown parameters

PI through P3 and QI through Q7 are obtained. When the values of the

PI through P3 and Q1 through Q7 parameters are inserted in Equations (86)

the resulting time domain equation represents the two-dimensional unsteady

lift coefficient of the NLR-I airfoil at Mach number 0.7 for essentially

all dynamic conditions.

To illustrate the accuracy of the resulting equation, a sample of the

loop data for this case has been reconstructed from the equations and the

comparisons of these synthesized CLu loops with test data are shown in

Figure lOa. The differences between the test data and the synthesized are

small and these differences are comparable to test data accuracy.

Similarly, when all the pitching moment coefficient loops contained

in the data set number 3 in Table I are curve-fitted to Equation (94),

the values of unknown parameters n I through _7 are obtained. The comparison

of the synthesized C loops with test data is shown in Figure lOb. Once

again, the reconstructed loops match very well with the test data. The

maximum negative CMu is generally predicted accurately for all the stalled

loops.

Similar computations for the six other data sets contained in Table I

have been successfully carried out. Figures lOa through 12b illustrate the

good agreement obtained between the synthesized loop data and the test data

corresponding to the highest Mach number data sets for each of the three

airfoils. These figures correspond to the published data contained in

References 13 and 14 as obtained in the Boeing two-dimensional, variable-

density wind tunnel. It should be noted that Figures i0 through 12 present

only lift and pitching moment loops because no drag data were included

in these references.
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UNSTEADY UNSTALLED SUBSONIC AERODYNAMICS

The use of quasi-static airloads in the aeroelastic analysis of

advanced propeller systems (such as prop-fans) lends itself to simplicity and,

hence, economy rather than accuracy. For an accurate quantitative aero-

elastic analysis, unsteady aerodynamic forces become indispensible. This

can be seen by noting the lift coefficient variations with reduced frequency

shown in Fig. 13 for a two-dimensional airfoil at a subsonic Mach number

typical of prop-fan operations. The reduced frequency range shown in Fig. 13,

moreover, is typical of the vibration modes of real prop-fan blades. The

aerodynamic force lag is substantial as implied by the imaginary part of the

lift coeffiGient.

The majority of the available unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment in-

formation for airfoils comes from theory or experiment in the (real) fre-

quency domain instead of in the time domain. This is mostly due to the sim-

plicity in mathematics and experimental effort in working in the frequency

domain. In order to perform time-history solutions for an aeroelastic prob-

lem, however, the frequency domain unsteady aerodynamic data must be properly

transformed into the time domain. The frequency domain unsteady aerodynamic

data are typically in tabulated or transcendental function form. As a

result, it is difficult to perform a transformation which is both accurate

and economical. In cases where only eigensolutions are required, there

remains a fundamental problem of generalizing data available only in the fre-

quency domain (constant amplitude oscillation) to the complex frequency or

Laplace variable domain (decaying and growing oscillations).

!

In order to overcome the above mentioned difficulties, Pade approximants

have been introduced in the literature as an approximate but consistent way

to bridge the gap between the (real) frequency domain usnteady aerodynamic

data and the time domain description of the unsteady aerodynamic forces. See,

for example, Reference 19. As opposed to the generally transcendental nature

of the unsteady aerodynamic data, the Pade approximants are defined in terms

of rational functions that are known to have simple Laplace inversions or

inverse Fourier transforms. Besides its mathematical advantage, the Pade

approximant also provides a quick method for interpolating and/or extrapolat-

ing the frequency domain data, which are usually limited to some discrete

frequencies.

!

The sources of unsteady aerodynamic data for generating Pade approxi-

mants can be theoretical and/or experimental in nature. If necessary, the

data source can even be nonlinear as exemplified by the time domain transonic

LTRAN2 code or its advanced versions (References 20 and 21). Such nonlinear

sources can be used either in the frequency domain by explicitly making the
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airfoil motion sinusoidal (in which case only the first harmonic component

of the total airfoil is extracted and used), or in the time domain itself

using indicial responses. In the latter case, the Pade form lends itself

equally well to an exponential fitting procedure such as Prony's method

given in Reference 22.

In the following subsections, the sources of unsteady aerodynamic data

used in this study are first described and then the data synthesization pro-
!

cedures for rendering these data to Pade forms are discussed. Then, in the
!

subsequent subsections, the details of going from the Pade forms to linear

differential equations are described.

Sources of Unsteady Airloads

!

Either theoretical or experimental data can be used in Pade approxima-

tions. In this report, both data source types were used. The theoretical

linear unsteady aerodynamic data source selected is the work of Jordan

(Reference 18) for two dimensional flow about an isolated flat plate air-

foil. The experimental data source used is that of Davis and Malcolm

(Reference 23) for the NACA 64AI0 airfoil. The data were put in standard

forms according to the following lift and (quarter chord) pitching moment

coefficient definitions before synthesization.

L

C_h = _..pu2 h
(lOOa)

L

C,e a = !pu2c_ (lOOb)
2

M

Cmh= I u2C_ (lOOc)
gP

(100d)

Here h and _ are the airfoil plunging amplitude and the airfoil pitching

amplitude, respectively. The pitching motion and the moment are defined

throughout this section about the quarter chord. The total lift and moment

coefficients are then given simply by the sums of the plunging and pitching

results.
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(i01)

Cm: Cm hh÷crn a
(102)

!

Synthesization of Data to Pade Form

!

The Pade approximant of any unsteady frequency domain aerodynamic

coefficient C is defined as the ratio of two polynomials in complex fre-

quency. N÷!

Z Oj (i_)j
j=l

C((.u) : (103)N

Z bj (i_)j
j=l

where N is the order of the approximant. The degree of the denominator is

lower than that of the numerator by one, because of the known asymptotic

behavior at large frequencies.

Physical Constraints

!

The Pade coefficients aj and bj in Eq. (103) are determined by imposing

the following requirements:

(a) The zero frequency data must be satisfied exactly.

!

(b) The Pade approximants should approach the piston theory results

asymptotically for large frequencies.

(c) The available data (except for zero frequency) will be approximated

by Eq. (103) in the least-square sense.

(d) The resultant poles must be stable.

Using basic concepts given in Reference 24, the lift and moment coeffi-

cients of plunging and pitching airfoils based on the piston theory can be

written in the following form:

C : A + i'_ B (104)
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where A and B are frequency independent. These constants (A, B) for both

lift and moment coefficients of plunging and pitching airfoils are shown

below.

Constants in Force and Moment Coefficients

From Piston Theory

Unsteady
Coefficient A

O

O

4

C_ h

Cm h

C_,a

Cma

B

4

M

4 I Xs
_(_- _1

4 I xO
_ (g-E-)

I Xo I Xs I Xs Xo
c c )

Note: xo = pitching axis location measured from L.E.

xs = point about which moment is taken
c = full chord

Synthesization Techniques - Least-Square Fit and Weighting Schemes

!

For simplicity, a two pole Pade approximant is sought, namely, N = 2.

C(_) :
a(ioj) 3 + b(ku)2+ c(i(u)+d

(i_)2+ e(i_) + f
(105)

To satisfy the zero frequency and high frequency limits we have, for xs =

xo = c/4, the following constraints:

d = c (0). f

a = I//_

where :

- M/4 for CY,h

M for C_,a

M for Cm h

-12M/7 for Cma
(106)
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Therefore, we are left with four unknown constants: b, c, e and f. Let

C(_): CR(W) + iCz(w)

and multiply out Eq. (105) to yield the following real equations.

I IIblI 2cR1c.-c(o)
0 _ (_C_ - Cz J f

(107)

Least Square Fit

The unsteady aerodynamic coefficient C(m) is assumed to be known for n

frequency values. Equation (107) in general cannot be satisfied for all fre-

quencies when n > 2. In fact, we would.have the following 2n equations

for for unknowns:

[A] I x } I 8 } (108a)

2nx4 4Xl 2nxl

where :

(108b)

The least-square solution for {x}, however, can be found as the solution of

the set of modified equations.

[E] {X} : ID} (109)
4x4 4_I 4xl

where:

[E] : [A] T[A] ; [D] : [A]T[D]

!

Equation (109) is the final required form used to generate the Pade

coefficients for both the Jordan theoretical data and the Davis and Malcolm
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experimental data, as supplementedby the Jordan data for missing
!

frequencies. It was initially found that the Pade approximants of some

of the lift coefficients would not provide stable poles and almost all
!

Pade approximants of the moment coefficients contained unstable poles.

We_ghtin_ Schemes

It was believed that the unstable poles might have been caused by the

undue weighting to high frequency data in the least-square procedure de-

fined by Eq. (109). This can be seen in the coefficients in Eq. (107).

Therefore, several attempts to minimize this undue weighting for high fre-

quencies were made by dividing the two real equations in Eq. (107) by

several chosen functions of w as follows:

O_.ption

2
i w

Divide ist Equation by Divide 2nd Equation by

2
2 w in w w in w

3 w in w w in w

2
4 _ only for w > I w only for w > i

3 3
5 w only for w > i w only for w > i

As a result of these normalization processes, almost all lift

coefficients and most moment coefficients resulted in stable Pade approxi-

mants. A further interpolation and extrapolation procedure applied to the

poles rendered all Pade approximants stable as required.

!

Working Forms of Pade Approximants - Partial Fractions

!

The Pade approximant in Eq. (103) can be written in terms of its par-

tial fractions. Then the total lift coefficient becomes, according to

Eq. (i01),

A2P A3P B3P B4P
C_:(A, + _ + _^ )_+ (e,p+S2+ _ + _)e (110)

P+_ P-P2 P-_ P-P2

where we have formally replaced the Fourier transform variable iw by the

Laplace transform variable p. Meanwhile, the inflow angle, _, replaced the

plunging velocity variable, ph/c, and the pitch angle, e, has replaced old

symbol _. A similar equation holds for the total moment coefficient with

generally different constant coefficients and poles in Eq. (9). These

coefficients and poles are summarized in Tables IIA through liD.
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!

Relation of Pade Approximation to Unsteady Decay Parameter

The introduction of the formalized Pade form to the description of

unsteady airloads is but a generalization of an approximation to the Wagner

function originally formulated by R. T. Jones (Reference 25). In the pre-

ceeding section, the unsteady decay parameter, _w' was defined using a

generalized form of this approximation (see Eq. (68)). The resulting

"effective" angle-of-attack, _E' defined using this unsteady decay parameter,

is a useful aerodynamic tool in its own right. It can be used independent

of the unsteady stalled airloads theory to approximate low frequency un-

stalled unsteady airloads. Although the effective angle-of-attack concept

assumes that plunging motion can be treated as an equivalent pitch angle,

Eq. (66) can still be used to formulate an airloads description similar to

that given above in Eqs. (i01) and (102):

= (c)e +CL= -_- C_ao (iii)

C 8 + ae (112)Cmc/4 = 4 (-U") (Cmao)c/4

It can be shown that the Laplace transforms of Eqs. (iii) and (112)

together with that for the effective angle-of-attack, aE, result in mathe-

matical forms which are identical to Eq. (II0). The various constants de-

fining the Laplace transformed lift and moment equations, for the Generalized

Wagner function (_E) formulation are given in Table III.

Differential Equation Form

The starting points for formulating practical differential equations

for the airloads are the Laplace transformed equations for lift and pitching

moment, as typified by Eq. (ii0). The expressions for both the lift and

moment coefficients may then be rewritten in the same abbreviated general
form:

/kC=[A,@+AeX +A3y +B,p0+ B28+ B3Z +B4w] (113)
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Table III. Pad_ Coefficients for Generalized Wagner Function

Symbol

A

PI

P2

A I

A 2

A3

PI

P2

BI

B2

B3

B4

C£ h

-0.02275_ 2

-O.15B 2

c_a
0

-C_a (0.165)
o

-Cg a (0.335)
o

• --| |=

C£ a

--0.02275B 2

-O.15B 2

C£a + 0.5=
o

C_ a
o

-C_a (.1648-.0075B 2)
o

-C£a (.33517 - .i005582)
o

C

%

-0.02275S 2

Cma o

-Cma (0.165)
0

-Cma (0.335)
0

Cm

-0.02275B 2

-O.15B 2

Cn_ - 0.25_
o

Cma
o

-Cma (.16483 - .0075B 2)
0

-Cub _ (.33517-.10055_ 2)
o

B = _I - M 2
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where Ac refers to a perturbational implementation of the Pade theory, to

be discussed in a later section, and where the augmented state variables

appearing in Eq. (113) are given by:

p_
y= A

P-P2

(114)

(ii5)

P8
Z : -- (116)

P-P,

p8
W =

P-P2

The above constants and poles have unique values for lift and for moment

as shown in Tables II and III.

For each coefficient, there are generally four Laplace transformed

expressions to solve of the form presented in the above equations:

p_
X =

A

P-q

Since the Laplace operator is invertible, the associated differential

equation becomes:

(117)

A

Px- PC = p,x (118)

and then after nondimensionalizing the time differentials by aerodynamic

time (chord/velocity) and rearranging:

_- [---U_]x:_ (l19a)

where U and c are the nondimensionalized velocity and chord, respectively.

Similarly:
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0

W - W=e

(119b)

(i19c)

(l19d)

Solving these differential equations over a time step, A_, gives the

following formulas:

^o
P,:A*

Xk : Xk-I e c
+ O_,l_

Yk Yk-, e_'2u A_= -_

_,]

[e_2_ "A_ -1]

e-0 a_ @
zk = Zk_ , e' _- +

_p,/g-

e_ _ a_ e
Wk= Wk_ ! + _

uP2/c

(120a)

(120b)

(120c)

(120d)

where (k-l) and (k) refer to successive time steps, where A_ is the time

increment, and where each expression is formulated for both lift and for

moment.

Implementation Within the Time-History Solution

!

The Pade coefficients and poles, computed using the data synthesiza-

tion techniques discussed above, were included in the G4OOPROP time-history
t

solution. The Pade approximations of the Jordan (theoretical) and the

Davis and Malcolm (experimental) aerodynamic data sets were tabulated for

variations in Mach number from 0.5 to 0.95 for Jordan, and for a Mach number

of 0.8 for Davis and Malcolm. A linear interpolation scheme was devised in

order to obtain Pads values at intermediary Mach numbers.
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!

Since the Pade theory is based upon classical small amplitude

aerodynamic theory, a perturbational implementation appears warranted. To

this end, an option was included to use either perturbational or total

(perturbational plus static) pitch and inflow angles in the calculations

of Ac_ and Ac m. The option to use the total angle description in place of

the perturbational angle description was included to allow for lack of

static airfoil data.

With the perturbational approach, the steady-state values of the pitch

and inflow angles are estimated by eliminating the contributions to these

angles due to elastic responses. This estimation is accomplished by elim-

inating the elastic torsion from the pitch angle and the explicit rate

dependent terms from the tangential and perpendicular section velocities

used to form the inflow angle. Thus, referring to Eqs. (54), (46) and

(50) we have:

NTM
(121a)

OO=SN-- E _ejqe,
j=l

-- I Up+ VZ 6
_0 = ton (--) (121b)

U T - Vy6

Therefore the perturbational angles become:

8"= e- 80 ;+ = _b- _ (122)

at each time step.

These essentially filtered values of 8 and _ would then be used in

computing the Pade Ac_ and Ac m coefficients, and the _ and $ values would

be used to compute a steady-state c_ and cm (from the static airfoil

tables). The static C_o and Cmo wou_d be added to the Pade Ac_ and ACm:

C t: C,£ 0 + AC L ; Cm : Cmo+ ACre (123)

The object of this filtering is to produce perturbational angles for
!

use in the Pade calculations which calculate only the transient airloads.

Therefore, the filtered option should produce lift and moment coefficients

which, with time, approach those of the quasi-steady case. The above
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approach therefore uses only perturbational angles-of-attack in computing

the unsteady airloads together with estimated steady-state angles-of-attack

in computing the steady airloads to determine the overall transient aero-

elastic responses.
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COUPLING WITH PROPELLER/NACELLE PERFOR}_ANCE ANALYSIS (PANPER)

Overview and Interfacing Issues

PANPER is an analysis developed at UTRC for high speed propeller-

nacelle aerodynamic performance prediction*. The program produces in-

duced velocities, in cylindrical coordinates, for use in blade response

programs such as G4OOPROP. PANPER assumes axisymmetric flow and single

propeller operation, as opposed to coaxial, counter-rotatlon duel propeller

operation. The induced velocity field provided by PANPER includes the

flow distortion effects of the nacelle.

In usage, the G400PROP analysis must be run first, to obtain the

various geometric and aerodynamic parameters required by the variable in-

flow analysis. Since PANPER assumes axisymmetry, these parameters must be

the azimuthally averaged values evaluated at the last rotor revolution.

A transformation must be made between the "5" coordinate system (preconed

and prelead-lagged feathering axis) and the rectilinear coordinate system

required by PANPER. Also, the airfoil data used in G40OPROP must be

modeled in polynomial format for use in PANPER.

Geometric and Aerodynamic Data Required for PANPER

Nondistributed Geometric and Aerodynamic Descriptors

The principal nondistributed parameters which must be conveyed from

G400PROP to PANPER are as follows:

i. The number of blades.

2. The blade radius, R, feet.

3. The speed of sound, a=, feet/second.

4. The density of air, 0, ib-sec2/ft4.

5. The forward flight speed, VT, knots.

6. The propeller rotational speed, _, rpm.

7. The momentum induced velocity, Vim, defined positive in the upflow

direction, feet/second.

This program was developed under Contract NAS3-20961 and is to be docu-

mented in a two volume set entitled "An Analysis for High Speed Propeller-

Nacelle Aerodynamic Performance Prediction".
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Distributed Geometric Quantities

The PANPER routine requires distributions of the spanwise segment

centers and boundary points at the quarter chord, and in its rectilinear

coordinate system. It also requires distributions of the chord and pitch

angle in the same coordinate system, referred to herein as the "4" system.

The following material draws upon the earlier sections relating to

structural and aerodynamic sweep, and refers to the details shown in Fig.

14. As shown in this figure, the "4" coordinate system is defined by vec-

tors taken locally at the intersection of the segment midchord with the seg-

ment boundary. L is the local radius of the mldchord-boundary point P,

measured from the hub; _ is the angle which this radius makes with the pre-

coned and prelead-lagged feathering axis. The distance measured from the

swept G4OOPROP segment boundaries to the "4" system segment boundaries is

referred to as n, where n varies along the chord from 0 at the midchord to

nLE at the leading edge and nTE at the trailing edge.

First, the total "5" system deflections must be formed, based upon a

combination of the elastic axis location and the elastic bending terms as

described in Eqs. (27) and (28), and upon a transformation due to aero-

dynamic sweep of the arbitrary chordwise locations within the airfoil sec-

tion. As presented in an above section (see Eq. (44)), the aerodynamic

sweep transformation matrix can be defined as:

where:

X (A) _ sinA:: )

sin A e_a) X(a)

_ (A) COS A(_COS Af fl

i -- ¢A)
• (A)_(A) sinA(f_ ) Sn_e 5-- sin A f_ ^

cosAfs (') cos Af(: )

u

• (A)
sin _fs

0

(124)

x(A) = JI-- ,,es-- f5 (125)sin2^ (A) sin2_ A)

and where the aerodynamic sweep angles are as defined by Eqs. (42) and (43).

The arbitrary chordwise locations within the airfoil section are formed

using straightforward trigonometric rotations. Using the leading edge of the

airfoil section provides the following example:
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y5+[TAs'"] 'oLECOS I I
Z 5 LE Z5 YlOL E sin

where:

(126)

YIOLE = ylOoc + C/4 (127)

and where YlOQc , the edgewise location of the section quarter chord point
relative to tNe elastic axis, is input to the program. Similarly, the

total "5" system displacements may be found at other chordwise locations

within the airfoil section such as the midchord, the quarter chord, the

trailing edge, etc.

Next, in the "5" system, the intersection of the section midchord with

the section boundary must be obtained for use in determining the angle

and the distance L. The inboard boundary displacements are assumed zero.

Direct interpolation is required to obtain the midchord boundary positions

at arbitrary spanwise locations (n) along the span, and extrapolation

must be used to obtain the outermost midchord boundary point.

Z5MC(n). Ax(n-I) ZSMC(n--I)'Ax(n)+ (128)
ZSMCB(n) = _X(n) + Ax(n--I) L_x(n) + Ax(n-I)

(N) (N) + (ZSMc(N)-- -- I))Z5MCB = ZSM c ZSMcB(N
(129)

where MCB refers to the intersection of the segment midchord with the seg-

ment boundary, MC refers to the intersection of the segment midchord with

the segment center, the parenthetical indices refer to the segment number,

and (N) refers to the last spanwise segment.

Solving for the angle _ and the distance L:

_¢= ton-_ [ YSMCB(n)- esinBe
ecos 8B + XSMCB (n) COS/9B-- ZSMCB(n) _e ]

(130)

L = 'V/_(YSMcB(n)- esinaB)2 + (.ecos8 s + X5MCB(n) COS,8 B- ZSMCB(n)J_B) 2 (131)
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where Fig. 14 displays the various geometric quantities such as offse_ e,

prelead-lag, 6B, precone, BB, etc.

Once E and L have been defined, the "5" system segment boundary dis-

placements may be found, by interpolation, at points along the chord other

than the midchord (nMC = 0). For example, the segment boundary points at

the leading edge of the chord may be found based upon the segment midpoints

at the leading edge of the chord as follows:

1xs - z

-- _-(Ax(n+l)+ Ax(n}) YS (132)
LIE (n + I) Z5 ! LE (n)

where LEB refers to the intersection of the segment leading edge with the

segment boundary, LE refers to the intersection of the segment leading edge

with the segment center, and n and n + i represent successive spanwise seg-

ments. The center leading edge displacements were calculated in Eq. (126).

However, nLE remains so far unknown, the solution for which needs the

development which follows. (A similar procedure might be followed for any

other chordwise position within the airfoil section.)

The coordinate transformation from the "5" system to the "4" system is

given by:

X4

Z4

cos _B cos ( sin E. -/_B cos("

- cos/_ e sin( cos ( /9Bsin

Be o cos/ e

xs + ecos 8e 1
ys- esinSe

Z5

(133)

This transformation may be seen from Fig. 14 to be the product of a trans-

formation from the "5" system to the hub coordinate system and a transforma-

tion from the hub system to the rectilinear "4" system.

The relationship x4 = L, approximating the streamwise chord line

through P, is given by the first row of Eq. (133). In general form:

(134)

where :
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Xl:

Ax(n)
2

! (Ax(n+ I) + Ax(n)
2

(135a)

I Ax(n+l)+ Ax(n) Y5- esin_
Z 5 (n+l) "_ Z5 (n)

X 2 :
2

Ax (n+ 0 + Ax(n)

(135b)

- esinSe 2 Yfl-esinSs {

Z5 (n*l) Z5 )(n)

Equation (134) represents a linear relationship in n from which, for

example, the values for qLE and nTE may be determined. The interpolation

procedure of Eq. (132) may then be completed. Having once determined the

displacements of the segment boundary points in the "5" system, the boundary

point values in the "4" system may be found using Eq. (133).

The intersection of the segment quarter chord with the segment center,

in the "4" coordinate system, may be determined to be midway between the

intersections of the segment quarter chord with the segment boundary points.

Finally, the chord and pitch angles in the "4" system are defined as follows:

)2 2C 4 = _(Y4LEB- Y4TE e + (Z4LEB-- Z4TE B)
(136)

84= ton-I [ Z4LE--_B-Z_TEB ]

Y4LEB-Y4TEB
(137)

Distributed Aerodynamic quantities

The PANPER routine requires that lift and drag coefficients from

G4OOPROP be in polynomial (quadratic) form about the operating angle-of-

attack. Thus:

c_,=C_,o+ C#,,e+ C_,202 (138a)
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Cd = Cdo + Cdl a + CdzOZ

where _ varies _ 2 ° about the operating condition, and where the

coefficients are determined using a Lagrange interpolation approach

(Reference 22). It can be shown that:

(138b)

C,o:,(,,) ,(,,)[?] * ,c,,) (139a)

C_ = f(x I)[-(xz+x3)]+8 f(x2)[_]+ f(x3) [-(x_ +x2)] (139b)

f(x,) fCxz) f(x:_
C2'2 = 8 4 + -._ (139c)

where f(xl), f(x2), and f(x3) are the lift coefficients computed at (_ - 2°),

_, and (_ + 2°), respectively. Similarly, a series form of the drag coeffi-

cient may be produced.

The above lift and drag coefficients, along with the geometric quan-

tities and distributions computed earlier, are written into a file chosen

by the user for communication between G400PROP and PANPER.

Assimilation of PANPER Generated Components of Variable Inflow

The PANPER routine uses the geometric and aerodynamic data provided by

G400PROP to produce induced velocities, in cylindrical coordinates, due to

the rotor, rotor wake, and nacelle. The radial induced velocity is defined

positive from root to tip, the tangential velocity is defined positive

opposite to the direction of rotation, and the axial velocity is defined

positive in the normally thrusting direction.

To convert the induced velocities back from the rectilinear "4"

coordinate system to G4OOPROP's "5" system, the inverse of the rotation

matrix given in Eq. (133) may be applied. The new transformation matrix

is defined as follows:
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T R45 ] =

COS_B COS _mc - c°s/_ssin_m¢ /_s

sin_Cmc COS_Cmc 0

-/_e cos (me /_e sin_mc c°s/ge

(14o)

where _MC is defined in a similar manner to _, with the exception of its

being taken at the midchord center rather than the midchord boundary. The

above rotation varies with spanwise location, and is input to PANPER along

with the geometric and aerodynamic distributions described above. PANPER

uses this transformation to preconvert the calculated induced velocities

to "5" system velocities at the G40OPROP segment centers, before the data

is transferred to G400PROP. These components of the variable inflow are

then included in the airload calculations of both the eigensolution and

the time-history solution.
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EIGENSOLUTION

Review of Basic Methodology

All of the development presented in the previous sections has been

directed to the accurate modeling of the various aeroelastic elements of

rotary wings, and in particular, propellers. This modeling ultimately takes

the form of a collection of nonlinear differential equations of motion. The

two basic types of solution adopted by the G400 analyses for these differen-

tial equations are eigensolutions and time-history solutions.

Basic Solution Types

The purposes of these two solution types are different, yet complementary.

The purpose of the eigensolution is to calculate those inherent, seneral

characteristics relating to vibration susceptibility (natural frequency and

mode shape), and to stability (characteristic exponent and/or neutral

stability point). The eigensolution is essentially a solution for the so-

called "homogeneous" solution to the differential equations. The purpose of

the time-history solution, on the other hand, is to calculate the specific

responses due to either self-excitation (together with appropriate initial

conditions), or environmental influences (control inputs and/or airflow

distortions).

Of the two, the time-history solution is by far the easier in that all

nonlinearities can be easiJy retained and a corlpact, implicit form of the

equations can be used together with a variety of time-marching integration

algorithms. The time-history solution selected for the G400 analyses

(including G400PROP) is relatively simple and is well documented in

Reference i. Nothing substantially new has been added to this type of

solution in the present study and further descriptions of tlme-history

solutions per se are, therefore, omitted.

General Characteristics of Eisensolution

The principal reason eigensolutions are relatively more difficult to

achieve is the requirement that the differential equations must be explicitly

linearized. Hence, all the compactness afforded by the implicit formulations

of nonlinearities available with time-history solutions must to a great extent

be abandoned. The great advantage bought with the increased complexity of

setting up an eigensolution, however, is the relatively low cost of solving

the eigensolution compared with time-history solutions.

Within the context of aeroelasticity, there are two basic types of

eigensolutions: frequency domain and (complex) Laplace variable domain. In
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the first case, simple harmonicmotion is assumedand an appropriate
eigenvalue is defined such that a stability boundaryresults for a realistic
value of the eigenvalue. Theprincipal advantageof this type of eigen-
solution is that it can use a wide variety of available unsteadyaerodynamic
theories and/or experimental data which, owing to simplicity, are defined in
the frequency domain. Theprinciple disadvantageof this type of eigen-
solution is that it can predict neither actual stability levels nor
quantitative stabilizing (or destabilizing) trends. A further disadvantage
of this type of eigensolution is that it provides an aeroelastic description
of a structural memberwhich cannot be easily integrated with transfer
function dynamicdescriptions of other structural or control elements.

For the abovereasons, the frequency domaineigensolution approachwas
rejected in favor of the moregeneral complexfrequency (Laplace variable)
type. Thus, the basic form of eigensolution problemconsidered in the G400
analyses is represented by the following matrix equation:

wherethe homogeneoussolution is given by:

(142)

Themodeshapesand complexfrequencies are given, respectively, by the
columnsof _ and %. (= o° + i_i). Themodeshapesare generally complexand,
• l I --

llke the eigenvalues, occur in complex pairs, when not strictly real.

Numerical Considerations

The general solution of Eq. (141) for _ and %i' as defined in Eq. (142)i
must account for the nonsymmetry of the A, B and C matrices comprising the

eigenvalue problem. Within the G400 analyses, Eq. (141) is solved using the

QZ algorithm method described in References 26 and 27 and available as part

of the EISPACK Matrix Eigensystem Subroutine Package (References 28 and 29).
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Principal Assumptions

The additional eigensolution development undertaken in this study, to

account for structural and aerodynamic sweep, was accomplsihed within the

existing mathematical structuring already established for the G400 analyses,

as reported in Reference I. Within this context, the following principal

assumptions were used to guide the additional formulations:

i. The elastomechanical modeling of the unswept blade, including

linearization about an initially deflected position, is retained.

This includes the mode deflection implementation of the AEI nonlinear

torsion excitation as given by Eq. (30), but only with regard to the

elastic curvatures due to modal deflection, v " and w ".
e e

2. Within the bending equations, the effects of elastomechanical coupling

due to structural sweep can be formulated using the equivalent prebend

principle.

3° Within the torsion equation, the couplings due to structural sweep are

formulated using the force integration approach of Eq. (40). However,

consistent with Assumption 2, the loadlngs required for Eq. (40) are

evaluated using the approximations for small structural sweep.

4. The aerodynamic modeling formulated for large aerodynamic sweep in an

above section is used, as formulated, with appropriate llnearization.

5. The aerodynamic submatrices comprising Eq. (141) can be accurately

(and more practically) evaluated using direct integrations of the

various Galerkin weighted partial derivatives (in implicit compact

form). This is contrary to the more usual approach of first evaluating

numerous integration constants and then forming the matrices from

these constants.

Prebend Equivalency Principle

The prebend equivalency principle is a technique whereby existing eigen-

solution terms formulated for zero elastic axis offset (structural sweeD) can

be used, with appropriate substitutions, to yield the new structural sweep

related terms in the bending equations. The basis of the principle derives

from the definitions for the deflection correction functions, Eqs. (4) and

(5), discussed in an above section. These deflection correction functions

are typically formed from integrations of nonlinear combinations of twist

and bending deflection functions. Hence, the integrands of these integrals

are of the general form:
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where:

ZIw (I) _0 r= f(%)dx,

f(x,)=e'(x,)Ve(X,)=(8_ + 8;)v,

(143a)

(143b)

The prebend equivalency principle states that the effect of elastic axis

offset is to augment the integrand as if it were an increment to the elastic

axis displacement due to bending, but omitting the combination of built-in

twist with built-in elastic axis offset:

# I

f+ Af: 8By e + 8e(Ve + YlOeA) (144)

Perturbations to this equation then become:

8(f + Af) ' ': 8BSVe,,C,_ + 0e 8re + ve88e + YIOEASee_ (145)
_)

The interpretations of these equations is twofold. Equation (144)

indicates that for those (nonlinear) terms, which are proportional to finite

deflection, analogous terms should arise with elastic axis offset substituted

for initial bending deflection. Equation (145) indicates that for those

linear terms involving built-in twist (term O) analogous linear terms should

arise involving built-in elastic axis offset (term @ ). Note that the

second and third terms are nonliner and contribute nothing to the equivalency

principle. Thus, this prinicple must be implemented by examination of

both the linear and nonlinear terms appearing in the bending equations.

As per the third principal assumption in this section, the effects in the

torsion equation are treated in a different manner.

Nonlinear Source Terms

In the original eigensolution formulation summarized in Reference i,

various nonlinear elastomechanical terms emerged which are of the form:

qv k, (S n 6TI) and qw ' (S_ _n). The quantities qvk' and qwm, are the initial
m _

generalized (modal) deflections in edgewise bending and flatwise bending,

respectively. The general quantities Sn and 6n refer to some appropriate

integration constant, and to one of the perturbational response variables,

6qw_' 6qvk' 6qe i (and/or their time derivations), respectively. The prebend

equivalency principle as outlined above states that built-in structural sweep,

YlOEA, and ZlOEA, should behave as initial modal bending deflections. Thus,
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in the present context the previously derived elastomechanlcal terms
involving qwm and qvk, can be used in this heuristic mannerto formulate
the first set of terms arising from built-ln structural sweep(prebends).

Linear Source Terms

The perturbational results of Eq. (]45) pertain to those linear

elastomechanical terms which are of the form S_6_ where S_ is some appropriate
built-in twist (8_) related integration constant and _ is a bending

perturbational response (_qvk, 6qw i, or derivatives). The prebend

equivalency principle states that the linear terms involving elastic twist

(_Se') perturbation in the presence of built-in elastic axis offset

(YlOEA) and ZIOEA) should behave the same way as the above S_d_ terms.

The detailed practical implementation of the prebend equivalency principle

relating to the nonlinear and linear source terms is summarized in Table IV.

Note that with any entered pair of equlvalencles, both the functional and

its first spanwlse derivative are given, were appropriate.

Perturbational Airload Matrices

The perturbational airload matrices and submatrices required for the

Eq. (141) eigensolution format are formulated using principal assumptions

4 and 5. The actual calculation of these matrices proceeds in various matrix

multiplication steps representing the steps of a chain-rule differentiation

procedure. One advantage of this approach is that it maximizes the accuracy

in the linearizatlon process because it is implicit, compact and, hence,

reasonably tractable. The major steps in this chain-rule, matrix multipli-

cation procedure are described in the following subsection.

Partial Derivative Matrix of Unsteady Airloads

The appropriate starting point for calculating the perturbational aero-

dynamic matrices is the collection of formulae defining the total load

distributions, Eqs. (57) through (61) and (i00). This subsection formulates

the various partial derivative matrices leading to the partial derivative

matrix of alrloads with respect to the intermediary (aerodynamic) perturbation

vector _Z. Specifically, the following partial derivative matrix is sought:

[DFDZ] :
i Paz,ol azj

Pa,. /az,
_ _aO_ _ J

qaxe / Ozj

(146)
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TABLEIV

SUBSTITUTIONSUSED FOR IMPLEMENTING PREBEND EQUIVALENCY PRINCIPLE

Bending Functionals I Structural Sweep Substitution

Nonlinear Source Terms

YWm, qwm,; 7"W/m/ qw ml

"YV/k.qvk, _ YV/k' q v.,

AVemlj qwm, ; ,AVm_2)lqwm,

(UeFmm,qwmI 3qwm + UeEkkl qvk' 8qv k)

Z I
ZIOEA ; IOEA

I
YlOEA ; YlOEA

AV (2)/
AVEAj ; EAj

Z_w (2)/
AWEAj ; EAj

8_
(AUEAFm 3qwm+ AUEAEk qvk)

Linear Source Terms

AVBm Sqw m _AV (2)1Sm 3qwm

LIW (Z)/ BqAWBk 3qv k; ek vk

,,..(2)1,.
"AVk 8qv k ; "xVl_ Oqvk

_Wm Sqwm; AWrn(2llSqwm

AVEA j 8 qsj _ Z_VE(_)/Sqsj

z3w (2)/_"
L_wEAj8qej _ EAj _#j

/_r (2)/_,

AVEAj 3qsj i LWEAj °HSj

ZIW, (2)/_"
AWEAj 3qsj ; EAj oq#j
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where Pa -- and Pazl n are, respectively, the airload distributions in the
edgewlseY_d flatwise directions:

!

pcylo pays case + Paza sin@ + paxa(yse cos@ + Z_e sin@ - AA)
(147a)

= - sine + pazeCOS@+ Paxe(Z_eCOS@- Y_eSin@)Paz,o PaYe (147b)

and _z. are the elements of the intermediary aerodynamic perturbation vector,
3

6{z}.

Perturbations of Basic Airloads

The first step in evaluating Eq. (146) is to form the partial

derivatives of the "8" coordinate system force airloadings. Using Eq. (57)

through (59) one obtains:
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Of the three contributions to the perturbational "8" coordinate

system airloads shown in Eq. (148), only the first two perturbational

vectors have to be further expanded to forms relating to components of

the _Z vector.

l_nt_er__medlar_y_Aero_d_namic Perturbation Vector

The elements of the intermediary perturbation vector fall into two

main groupings: the first relating to blade kinematics, _Z I, and the second

relating to the Pad_ augmented state variables, 6Z2:

(149a)

The twelve (12) elements of Z I are respectively defined as:

uT,,u'..,y..,z..,y4,Z-4,eN,e*.,Y,,Z ,U.J (149b)

The (maximum of) forty (40) Pade augmented state variables derives from four
!

Pade variables defined each for lift and moment (for a subtotal of eight)

taken each with a spanwise shape distribution given by the first five (5)

Legendre polynominals. Note that some elements of the Z I vector, as defined

in Eq. (149) are constant or unused within the scope of the present study

and therefore have zero perturbational values, effectively.

Perturbational Section Coefficients

The next step in evaluating the DFDZ matrix (Eq. (146)) is obtaining the

partial derivatives of the airfoil section coefficients appearing in Eq. (148),

with respect to the element of the intermediary perturbation vector. This

in turn depends on the type of unsteady alrloadlng selected and the assumptions

made regarding each:
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(Quasi-static):

c_

Cdp

Cds

Cm

I OC_ /Oa N

= O_Cdp/C_aN

O

_cm/¢_a N

c_cj,/ o_M

ClCdp/ 8 M

8Cds 1 8M

ClCm 1 8M

(150)

(Pade Approximant) :

From Eq. (113) the following perturbational form can be written:

i c_Cdp

/ cds
\C m

8c_ 18@ 8C_188N 0 8C 188N 8C_18Z z

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

8Cm18_ C_Cm/c_ N O 8Cm18_ N 8CmlSZ 2

(jbN

eN

MN

eN

Z2

(151)

where 6Z 2 again represents the perturbations of the Pade augmented state

variables, Eqs. (114) through (117). Note that in the case of the quasi-

static airload option, 6e N is equal to the sum of g@N and 6_N" Both @@N
and 6M N can be further chain-rule expanded using Eq. (50), (48) and (51):

I

_¢N -- _N 2 (UT BUp-Up_SUT)
(152)

I

_M N = _Na=(UTBUT + UpBUp) (153)

Note also that in the case of quasi-static airloads, the 6e N dependency appears

in Equation (i_8) (K # 0), whereas in the case of Pads approximate airloads,

K = 0 and the e N dependency appears instead in Eq. (151).
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Perturbation Section Velocities

Thelast major step in evaluating Eq. (146) is to obtain expressions
for the partial derivatives of the various perturbational section velocities
appearing in the secondcontribution to Eq. (148). The appropriate relation-
ship defining these velocities comesfrom the abovesection on aerodynamic
sweep:

I I01u, :IT,s,,,]u,5
Up Up s

(154)

Taking perturbations of this equation leads to the required perturbations

in U T and Up. The remaining perturbations in U N and U come from

differentiations of Eqs. (48) and (41):

= I JUT BUT + Up,Up ]SUN _N (155)

I [UTSUT ._. UpSUp+ URSUR]8u: 0"
(156)

Perturbational Equations for Pad_ Ausmented State Variables

Using Eq. (119) as a basis, perturbational forms of the differential

equations for the (lift) Pad_ augmented state vectors can be written as:

8_ -(U Pl)SX: 8_ (157a)

' U
8y - (_- _2)8y : 8_ (157b)

u p,)sz:_e% (157c)

8W--( 8W : 8e N (157d)
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These four differential equations, identical in form, for either the lift or

moment perturbational augmented state variables strictly apply at only one

spanwlse station. For the (NSEG) spanwise stations, there would, for complete

accuracy, have to be (8 x NSEG) differential equations (4 for lift and 4 for

moment) to be solved simultaneously with the blade modal equations to complete

the eigensolution formulation. For this most general case, it appears that a

large eigenvalue problem would have to be solved. A practical method for

keeping this problem tractable is discussed in the next subsection.

Reduction of Au_gmented State Variable DeKrees-of-Freedom

The (8 x NSEG) degrees-of-freedom due to distinct augmented state

variables at each spanwise station can be reduced by expanding the augmented

state variables in terms of Legendre polynominals defined along span r. For

example:

N

8x(r,_) = ._ Pj_i(r)_x'j($)
j=l

(158)

where the Legendre polynominals are defined as:

Po(r) = I

: 2r-J

_(r)= 6r 2- 6r +1

Substitution of Eq.

yields:

P3(r) = 20r3- 30r s' + 12r- I

P4(r) = 70r 4-140r 3 + 90r 2 - 20r + I

(158) into the differential equation for _x, Eq. (157a)

where:

N

_x'i (2i I) j:EI (x)--- - o-ij _xj = (2i-I)Sfi(_}
"=

Iu^

°'_}x' = f O (E)Pl (r)Pi_ ' (r)Pj_l (r)dr

J'o'8fi(_) = Pi(r} 8_(r,_)dr

(159)

(160a)

(160b)
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Recalling the definitions for the inflow angle, _:

= tan -I (Up I UT)

and the normal flow velocity, UN:

one can easily shown that Eq. (159) becomes:

N (X) _ --

Sx" i-(2i-I)_j _xj
j=i

,ToI [ UT _ Up *: (2i-I1 Pi-, _N 2sUp -_3U TUN2

I _Up"_'Tu2-* 2UTU T -- 2UpUpUT)SUp
"J"UN4

I _ "Y"

+ "0-#.(up - 2U,UpU,)Su,]u 

(161)

Similarly, one can show the following:

.Byi-* (2i-I)Z.o-:(.Y),.J_yj-: [san',eRHS as eq.,61]
j=l

(162)

where:

I -- Xu
_rij(y) = ./0 ('C) P2(r) Pi-, (r) Pj_l(r)dr

(163)

Substituting similar Legendre polynominal expansions into the 6z and _w

equations in Eqs. (157c) and (157d), and recalling the modal expansion of

pitch angle perturbation:

NTM

J
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one can easily show the following:

_± N _' I(r)_'ej 8qej8 z. - (2i-I) [ (Ti(jz)8z. = (2i-I) [ dr Pi (r) *
' j=l J J -

(164)

-)f N (W) =[ ]8W i - (2i-I) _.. o-ij BWj same RHS as eq.164
j=l

(165)

where:

o-i](z) :_' (U)piCr)Pi_,(r)Pi_,(r)dr
(166a)

(w) lo-,j --/o (166b)

The smaller set of first order differential equations, Eq. (161), (162),

(164) and (165), for optional choice of N in the Legendre polynomina!

expansion, Eq. (158) can be used to replace the larger the set of differential

equations defined by Eq. (157).

DecompositiQn of Intermediary Perturbation Vector

All of the above development has been directed to the evaluation of

Eq. (146) and to the formulation of the Pads augmented state variable

equations, both of which are defined in terms of the indermediary perturbation

vector, 6{Z}. However, the ultimate eigenproblem formulation must be in

terms of perturbations of the blade generalized (modal) coordinates (_qw.,

6qv k and 6qej) and the Pad_ augmented state variables, _Z 2. The method _or
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eliminating the _{Z} vector and introducing in its place these generalized

coordinates is an appropriate second major chain rule, matrix multiplication:

where the blade coordinates are given by:

[SQBJ = 8 l qw, ... qWNFM-., qv,.., qVNEM.-- qe, ...qeNr_ J (168a)

and where the weighted Pad_ augmented variables are given by:

L: , xj ,yj ,zj ,wj j (168b)

The details of the TI, T2 and T 3 partial derivative matrices are obtained
using the formulation given in the above section on structural twist and

sweep, and the above subsection relating to the perturbational forms for the

Pad_ augmented stall variables. While these formulations involve straight-

forward partial differentiation, they are quite tedious and presentation of

the details herein would contribute little to the clarity or usefulness of

this report.

General Application of the Galerkin Method

The remaining formulations required to define the final matrix operations

for calculating the required aerodynamic matrices are the approriate Galerkin

weighted integrations. Define the generalized (modal) excitation vector

commensurate with the vector of generalized coordinates:

, IPoz= 
8{HB} =/o If'B] 8 PO dr

f, qaxe

where, by Eqs. (146) and (167):

(169)
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qaxjo

and where the Galerkin weighting matrix is given by:

(170)

(rw i- AW i) Av i O

- 4wk (YVk "AVk) o
• • A

rz.ej ry.ej _i
(171)

Finally, the three required perturbational airload matrices can be written

as:

[_,,]:- fo'[_,][o_oz][_,]_, (172)

(173)

(174)

For completeness, the following additional matrices appropriate to

the Pads airloads modeling can be defined:

(175)

(176)

where the f and o vectors are ensembles of similar constants defined as by

Eqs. (160), (163), (164)and (166).
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Structuring Techniques for Semi-Canonical Form

The purpose of this subsection is to integrate the definitions for the

various components submatrices given above into the semi-canonical form

required by the EISPACK matrix eigensolution algorithms. Specifically,

the general form of the perturbational equations of motion, Eq. (141), can

be written in its most detailed form:

IoJ L_,,J
I + BAll

BA21

+ [c,,+c,,,, {o,} (178)

-The elastomechanic submatrices, All, BII and CII are obtained from Reference i

and as outlined above regarding the prebend equivalency principle. The

remaining aerodynamic matrices, BAIl, CAll, CA12, AA21, BA21, CA22 are

given by Eqs. (172) through (177).

The three semi-canonical forms which are now required are those for

the vacuum, nonvacuum- quasl-static, and nonvacuum-Pad_ airload optional

calculations.

Vacuum Case

For this case, all aerodynamic matrices are deleted and the resulting

semi-canonical form becomes :

]I
Nonvacuum, quasi-Static Airloads Case

For this case, only the principal upper left-hand corner aerodynamic

submatrices are retained and the semi-canonical form becomes:

(18o)
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Nonvacuum, Pad_ Approxlmant Airloads Case

For this most general case, the seml-canonlcal form becomes:

_-''_''_'''°I[_I
[[_I BA2l_J [oI

cCAIoi_2] IXQe t

Note that the maximum dimension of QB is I0 and that of Q_ is 40;
thus, the total maximum size of the matrix elgenproblem define_ by Eq.

is 60 x 60.

(181)

(181)
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS MADE USING G4OOPROP

The SR-2 Model prop-fan blade was chosen to provide a realistic physical

data base for the purpose of demonstrating the capabilities of the G400PROP

analysis. This selection was made for two reasons: First, since the SR-2

blade is unswept, complete beam data exists for this prop-fan configuration

(in contrast to other, swept prop-fan configurations for which accurate

equivalent beam data do not yet exist). Second, results from NASA conducted

stall flutter tests of this blade exist and were readily accessible.

The appropriate SR-2 blade beam data were assembled and input to the

G400PROP analysis, first to determine blade natural frequencies (E159

preprocessor) and then to evaluate coupled mode characteristics and

aeroelastic stability. The following subsections describe in turn the blade

configuration and selected operating conditions, the uncoupled modal

frequency calculations, blade coupled frequencies and mode shapes as

calculated by the eigensolution (both without and with sweep), and finally

correlation results comparing experimental stall flutter characteristics with

the G4OOPROP predictions.

Description of Selected Blade Configuration

and Operating Conditions

The SR-2 prop-fan propeller model is of solid steel construction, has

a .6223 meter diameter, and is configured with eight "shovel tipped" blades

(no sweep). The planform of this model design is shown in Figure 15, and

a summary of the pertinent geometric and other measured parameters is given

in Table V. Also included in this table are the various dynamic parameters

which were either calculated or estimated. The blade uncoupled modal

frequencies listed were obtained using the E159 preprocessor portion of the

code and the frequencies are presented in units of both Hz and per rotor

frequency (P), based on the given design tip speed. Rough estimates of

the viscous equivalent structural damping values were estimated on the

basis of the stall flutter results; these estimates are discussed in

greater detail in a subsequent subsection. The torsion stress/torque

coefficient, T/T, at the 19.05 cm spanwise location was calculated using

blade geometry and appropriate formulas from Reference 30. The nominal

section properties for the SR-2 model blade are then given as functions of

nondimensional spanwise location in Figures 16 through 24.
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T
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USED FOR STALL FLUTTER

ISOSTRESS CONTOURS

AXIS

Figure 15. Planform of SR-2 Model Prop-Fan Blade
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TABLE V

SR-2 MODEL PROP-FAN PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

Design Parameters

Tip Speed, _R, m/s

Rotor Speed, _, rpm

No. of Blades, b

Radius, R, m

Solidity, o

Blade Root Offset, e

Preconing, BB, deg

Prelead-lag, 6B, deg

Fabrication Material

Parameters Calculated or Estimated

Uncoupled Mode Natural Frequencies

ist Flatwise Natural Frequency, w , Hz

w I

2nd Flatwise Natural Frequency, m , Hz

w 2

3rd Flatwise Natural Frequency, m , Hz

w 3

1st Edgewise Natural Frequency, m , Hz

v I

ist Torsional Natural Frequency, m e , Hz
1

2nd Torsional Natural Frequency, m 0 , Hz
2

Structural Critical Dampin_ Ratios

Flatwise Modes

Edgewise Mode

Torsion Modes

Torsion Stress/Pitchin_ Moment

/M (@ r = 19.05 cm)

Model Values

277.01

8500

8

.3112

.565

.1567R

0.i

0.i

4340 stainless

steel

233.34 (1.577P)

541.94 (3.825P)

1037.74 (7.325P)

1030.59 (7.274P)

627.64 (4.430P)

1246.79 (8.801P)

0.008

0.008

0.008

3.89/cm 3

(63.77/in 3)
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The seven cases selected to define operating conditions for the SR-2

prop-fan are described in Table VI. The first two conditions are defined

by a blade pitch angle and rotor speed representative of unstalled operation,

both without and with a fictitious (but representative) structural sweep

distribution. These two cases were selected solely as vehicles for

demonstrating the capability of the code and are not intended to show

any quantitative performance characteristics of the SR-2 blade. While

case i could potentially be correlated with test data, if such data were

available, case 2, with the fictitious structural sweep of 35.3 deg, can

only have meaning in a theoretical sense. The purposes of these two cases

are, therefore, to demonstrate program operation, as check cases, and to

establish qualitative sweep related trends.

The fictitious sweep selected for case 2 was arbitrarily constructed

to have a sweep angle of approximately 35.3 deg at and outboard of the 75%

span location with parabolic variation inboard to the offset location. This

fictitious sweep (elastic axis offset) distribution is shown in Figure 23.

The forward flight speed was chosen to maintain an unstalled blade angle-of

attack of about 4 o at the .75R spanwise location. The number of flatwise,

edgewise, and torsion modes used were chosen to exercise the elgensolution

to its fullest extent.

The last five conditions shown are identified for the nominal (nonswept)

SR-2 blade and are intended for correlation with The stall flutter test

results, as discussed in a later subsection. With the seventh correlation

case, the edgewise mode was deleted due to the expected inactivity of this

relatively high frequency mode, and only the first torsion mode was retained

commensurate with the predominantly first torsion mode excitation test results.

The variations in uncoupled blade modal frequencies with tip speed are

presented in Figure 25. These frequencies, of course, lack the coupling

effects of twist, precone, prelead, etc., which the G400PROP analysis provides.
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Results of Eigensolution

Both cases i and 2 were run using the eigensolution analysis to establish

satisfactory operation of the code in predicting realistic coupled mode

vibration characteristics as well as reasonable aeroelastic stability estimates.

The results of these eigensolutions are presented in complementary forms in

Table VII and Figures 26a, 26b, and 26c. The table summarizes the eisenvalue

results for both the unswept and swept configuration. These consist of the

(vacuum) coupled made frequencies, as well as the (nonvacuum) aeroelastic

stability damping levels. The three portions of Figure 26 summarize the

vacuum case eisenvector results for these two configurations for the six

coupled modes. The results are presented in phase-plane format for the three

components of tip motion: inplane motion (y5) , out of plane motion (zs) and

pitching (0). For each of these modes the results for the nominal (unSwept)

SR-2 are compared with the corresponding results for the fictitiously swept

blade.

Figure 26a shows comparisons of modes I and 2 for the swept and unswept

configurations. In particular, it can be seen from the phase-plane diagrams

that out-of-plane motion is the dominant factor in modes i and 2, with

significant pitching motion only in mode 2, for both the swept and unswept

configurations. This is to be expected since in both configurations

mode I represents primarily the first flatwise mode (IF), and mode 2 represents

the second flatwise mode (2F) with some first torsion mode (IT) coupling.

The opposite signs of the inplane (YS) and out-of-plane (ZS) phase-plane

vectors indicate that the bending is primarily flatwise. Also, since the

swept blade second mode pitching vector is relatively inphase with the

bending, it can be seen that sweep is generating a strong coupling between

torsion and flatwise bending as is expected.

Figure 26b shows similar comparisons for modes 3 and 4. The phase-

plane vectors illustrate a great deal of pitching motion for modes 3 (IT)

and 4 (3F, IE, 2T), but a significant amount of inplane and out-of-plane motion

for both blade configurations only for mode 4. The bending in mode 4 is

similarly indicated to be primarily flatwise. Most 3 has a coupled frequency

which closely resembles that for pure first torsion mode (IT); this mode is

essentially the coupled form of the first torsion mode. Mode 4 has a frequency

which is very close to that for third flatwise (3F), first edgewise (IE), and

the second torsion (2T) modes.

Figure 26¢ shows comparisons of mode and 6 for the two blade

configurations. Because the Y5 and Z5 components of mode 5 are now in-phase,

the bending is indicated to be edgewise. The 5th mode for the swept configu-

ration unexpectedly exhibits a large amount of coupled pitching motion with

the second torsion mode (2T). Mode 6 is seen to represent pure second torsion

mode (2T), and is thus the coupled form of this mode.
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Stall Flutter Correlation Cases

Figure 27 summarizes the experimental and analytic stall flutter

results for the statically thrusting SR-2 Prop-Fan model blade. The

experimental results are presented in the form of isostress curves for the

1/2 peak-to-peak (I/2PTP) torsion stresses measured at the 19.05 cm spanwlse

location, as shown in Figure 15. These results were obtained from stall

flutter tests on model Prop-Fan configurations.* The reduction of the test

data to I/2PTP torsion stresses was accomplished using the manufacturer's

quoted gage factors for the torsion strain gages used.

The analytic G400PROP calculations consist of cases 3 thru 7 given in

Table VII and are indicated on Figure 27 by the open or closed square

symbols. These five cases were selected with blade pitch angle-rotor speed

combinations which would appear to result in both stable and unstable

calculated responses. Cases 3 and 7 were selected to overlap partially

with case 5 in either blade pitch angle (Case 3) or rotor speed (Case 7).

Case 5 was deemed to be a representative condition strongly associated with

stall flutter, as opposed to the deep stall buffeting which was observed at

significantly higher pitch angles. Correspondingly, Cases 3 and 7 were

deemed to be probably stable conditions. Furthermore, in the course of

the study, additional conditions, Cases 4 and 6, were introduced to enhance

the definition of the apparent stall flutter boundary. In all the G4OOPROP

calculations, the dynamic stall parameters appropriate to the NLR-I airfoil

were used.

In the course of performing the G4OOPROP calculations, it was noted

that the degree of stall flutter response obtainable was a strong function

of the values selected for structural damping. With a sufficiently high

Value of damping (0.02) the blade was stable and a stall flutter condition

could not be induced. The final value of damping used (0.008) was selected

on the basis that it produced "stable" limit cycle oscillations which

neither grew nor diminished once the instability "locked-ln."

The final G40OPROP calculation results for the five conditions are

shown in Figure 27 either with an open or closed symbol denoting stability

or instability, respectively. Where appropriate, the calculated I/2PTP

torsion limit cycle torsion stresses are shown parenthetically. Generally,

the detailed results of this figure show the correlation between experiment

* These tests were performed under contract NA53-22755 and are summarized in

UTRC Report RBI-335414, "Static Stall Flutter Tests of HSD Prop-Fan Models."
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and analysis to be quite good in that:

(i) Stall flutter was predicted for conditions close to those where

it was measured,

(2) Stable conditions were predicted where the propeller was found

to be stable, and

(3) The maximum I/2PTP stress levels correlate well with those

measured (despite the disparity in methods used for obtaining

the stresses, experiment vs. analysis).

It would appear that the principal disagreement between the experiment and

theory is the pitch angle at which the apparent stall flutter boundary

occurs; a disparity of about 6 degrees is indicated. Possible reasons for

this disparity are as follows:

(l) The inadequacy of using uniform inflow for the statically

thrusting condition. Use of the PANPER code to obtain a more

realistic flow field for the static thrust condition is

practical and could have been used, but was outside the scope of

the present study.

(2) The uncertainty in the static stall characteristics of the NACA

16-series airfoil data used.

(3) The unknown impact of cascading effects on the airfoil stall

characteristics.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE G40OPROP PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The G400PROP Rotor Aeroelastic Analysis is an extended, special purpose

version of the parent G400 analysis described in Reference i. For applica-

tion to the special requirements of propellers, the G400 analysis was ex-

tended to include an internal preprocessor for uncoupled beam normal modes,

the elastomechanics accruing from structural sweep, and an upgraded, more

rigorous aerodynamic modeling. This aerodynamic modeling includes aero-

dynamic sweep, stalled and unstalled unsteady effects, and three-dimen-

sional variable inflow. This version now includes an expanded eigensolution

and direct coupling with the PANPER variable inflow analysis. The program

was coded in FORTRAN IV and developed on the UNIVAC III0/81A computer system.

Program Structure

The G400PROP program is structured in a generally conventional hierarch-

ical fashion with an initial routine (MAIN), appropriate modular elements

and a collection of utility subroutines and/or functions. Figures 28 through

31 present flowcharts showing the four sequential portionN of the G400PROP

program structure; each of these figures highlights one of the four major

portions of the code. Note that the Q end terminal depicted in Fig. 38

corresponds to the beginning terminal of Fig. 39, and so on with terminals

Q and O with Figs. 29 through 31. In these figures, where appropriate,

the names of the subroutines performing the functionally labeled operations,

are given parenthetically above their respective functional symbol.

The hierarchical subroutine calling structure is presented in tabular

form in Table VIII; this functional structuring also serves to list the

elements (subroutine, functions and/or data), contained in the G400PROP

code. Note that the hierarchical structure is alternately indicated using

indentations with symbols denoting level and/or with parentheses. Note

also that this table lists the routines in alphabetical order within any

given hierarchy and not with respect to calling order, size or importance.

Following thi§ table is Table IX which presents a common block/subroutine

cross reference list. Finally, alter these two tables the last subsection

presents a brief description of each of the G4OOPROP elements.
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TABLE VIII

HIERARCHICAL LISTING OF G400PROP ELEMENTS

• MAIN

,E159

• BMFIT

• ELAST

• INVERT

• NFMS

BMEVAL

BMFIT

EIGENE

• INVERT

• SI>fUL

• PCHDAT

• PCHM_D

• TMSS

"INITT

mLCADER
_M@DEIN

_M@TION

• ENDCCN

_PNPRSU

•BLIN5

•DEFLEX

•RSPNSS

QSTHRM (HAP@I)

RESETQ (SETVAL)

SETVAL

(QQPSET)
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TABLEVIII (Cont'd)

A INISH

_ADMC@F
_DPCHEK

_MAJITR

_AERPRF
_BLADEL

VRSPNSS
VSETUP
VSPANS

_CR@UTS

(QQPSET)

_ALFD@T
_ALWC@M
_BLIN5

DEFLEX
HYSDMP

_PHID_T
_REVPAD(PADC@F)
_SHLDM
_UNSTCF

COEFF3
SYNTH3

V BLIN5

_GETCDS

_VGETCLS

_GETCMS

• SHLDM

(INTERP)

(INTERP)

(INTERP)
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TABLEVIII (Cont'd)

PANM_M (MOMNTM)
_TABLE

_TMARCI{

VADAMS

VEXTRAP

VQPPCAL

VQPPTST

V STRSSS

--AUNDATA

• N IAM

AAER_

DEFLF..XLNAER_

yBLIN5

VSHLDM

NATRXT

RSPNSS (QQPSET)

A AIRPAD

tDEFLEX

tFLGDR

LNAERO

VBLIN5

VSHLDM

MATRXTPADC@F
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TABLEVIII (Cont'd)

_RSPNESS(QQPSET)

A DFYZEA

k EIGSLN

FILL2

S_LVE

VEIGRMC

,RGG

VPHASE

VVECTRS

AFILL

_RSPNSS (QQPSET)

AINTC_F

ASPNWIE

_SPRINT

• PRNT

• REDATA

,RESETG

,RESETQ

ASETVAL

DQZHES

DQZIT

|QZVAL
_QZVEC

,DEFLEX

_GJR
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TABLE VIII (Cont'd)

"VARINF

mWAKUCZ

_DISCRT

AFFTGEN

LFCT (NPRM)

REVERS (SBSCRP)

SCTAB
SUBS (SBSCRP)

A LINFiT

A MAXIMZ (IDSCRT)

AM@DULS

_SEARCH
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Brief Description of Program Elements

ADAMS

This function implements an algorithm for time integration of any of

the time dependent variables.

ADMCOF

This subroutine evaluates the coefficients required for the time

integration algorithm.

AERO

This subroutine generates the aerodynamic damping and stiffness ma-

trices for the eigensolution assuming a quasi-static formulation, blade mo-

tion and aerodynamic sweep effects.

AERPRF

This subroutine completes the calculations for and outputs the summary

of aerodynamic performance quantities.

AIRPAD

This subroutine generates the aerodynamic inertia, damping and stiff-
!

ness submatrices for the_eigensolution assuming a Pade formulation, blade

motion and aerodynamic sweep effects.

ALFDOT

This subroutine calculates the aerodynamic A parameter using backward

differencing on the inflow angle and direct knowledge of the time derivative

of pitch.

ALWCOM

This subroutine calculates the unsteady decay parameter, _, required

for the unsteady stalled and generalized Wagner function airloads method-

ologies.

BLADEL

This subroutine provides the computational loop structuring over number

of blades in forming the blade response equations. This loop for G400PROP

is presently degenerate and the upper limit on this loop is i.
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BLIN5

This subroutine does a tri-variant table look-up of the airfoil section
coefficients. The three variables are angle-of-attack, Machnumberand span-
wise station.

BMEVAL

This subroutine evaluates the bending modeshapeand its derivatives
at spanwiselocations other than where they are calculated in the E159
eigensolution.

BMFIT

This subroutine performs a functional (polynomial) fit of the bending
modeshape for use in subroutine B_VAL for evaluating bending modeshapes
at nonstandard spanwiselocations.

COEFF3

This subroutine calculates various coefficients neededfor the UTRC
stalled unsteady airloads methodology.

CROUTS

This subroutine is a compactsimultaneous equations solver used for
nonteetered rotor configurations. It uses the Crout Reduction methoddes-
cribed in Reference22.

DEFLEX

This subroutine evaluates the spanwisedeflections, slopes, velocities,
etc. from the modal responses, forms the sweeptransformations and, for the
eigensolutions, forms various deflection partial derivaties. DEFLEXtypi-
cally operates within the spanwiseloop of the calling subroutine.

DFYZEA

This subroutine forms the spanwisederivative of the structural sweep
angles form the input sweepchangesper segmentlength, or from numerical
differentiation.
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DISCRT

The purpose of this subroutine is to computethe magnitudeof the
Fourier coefficient, CMAG,of a set of time-history data, as part of the
transient spectral stability analysis (TSSA).

DPCHEK

This subroutine tests the input integration steps size for acceptable
accuracy, and automatically decreases it if the value is too large.

EIGENE

This subroutine performs the eigensolution of the bending portion of
the E159preprocessor for uncoupledblade frequencies and modeshapes. It
uses the methodof determinant iteration.

EIG_IC

Thepurpose of this subroutine is to coordinate the running of the
standard nonsymmetricmatrix eigensolution subroutine, RGG,to the extent
of organizing the root pairs which are caluclated for the main (G400)
eigensolution.

EIGSLN

This subroutine coordinates the setup of the main (G400)eigensolution.
Specifically, it controls the calculation of the matrices comprising the
eigensolution, and the extraction of the eigenvalues.

ELAST

The purpose of this subroutine is to calculate the elastic coefficients
for flatwise and edgewisebending for the E159eigensolution.

ENDCON

This subroutine serves three main functions associated with the com-
pletion of the Part II time-history solution: (i) it completes the calcula-
tions for medianand 1/2 peak-to-peak stresses, (2) it controls the harmonic
analyses of responseshub loads and stresses, and (3) it controls the saving
of end conditions and other data for use in either the PANPERcode or sub-
sequent G400runs.
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EXTRAP

This subroutine effects a "static" solution on any degree-of-freedom
whosenatural frequency is sufficiently high to approximate the response
neglecting the twice time differentiated term in that degree-of-freedom's
governing equation.

E159

This subroutine controls the preprocessor calculations of the un-
coupled modal frequencies and modeshapesfor flatwise and edgewisebeam
bending, and for torsion responses.

FFTGEN

This subroutine is a standard Fast Fourier Transformcalculator, and
is used in the transient spectral stability analysis (TSSA).

FILL

The purposeof this subroutine is to fill in the nonaerodynamicpor-
tions of the mass, dampingand stiffness matrices used in the main (G400)
eigensolution.

FILL2

This subroutine arranges the various matrices and submatrices set up
by subroutines FILL and AEROor AIRPADinto the semi-canonical form required
for eigenvalue extraction by the standard eigensolution solver, RGG.

FLGDR

This function evaluates any of the first five Legendrepolynomials.

GETCDS

This subroutine provides internally calculated static aerodynamicdrag
data in place of user provided static airfoil data for usagein the un-
steady stalled airloads calculation.

GETCLS

This subroutine provides internally calculated static aerodynamiclift
data for usagein the unsteady stalled airloads calculation.
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GETCMS

This subroutine provides internally calculated static aerodynamic
momentdata for usagein the unsteady stalled airloads calculation.

GJR

This utility subroutine optionally obtains simultaneous equation solu-
tions and/or matrix inversions using the Gauss-JordanReduction method.

HARM

This utility subroutine performs a Fourier (harmonic) Analysis of any
time-history string of data. This harmonic analysis uses a negative cosine
and sine definition for the harmonic components.

HYSDMP

This subroutine calculates the increment to blade edgewisebending
momentto account for hysteretic structural damping. This formation of
structural dampingis dependenton edgewisedeflection and the signs of
rate and acceleration, but not their magnitudes.

INISH

This subroutine initializes arrays and logic variables, and nondimen-
sionalizes parameters, as required for the time-history solution.

INITT

This subroutine zeros out the various arrays in common"BLOCKS".

INTCOF

This subroutine forms the various elastomechanic integration constants
used in the eigensolution and, to a limited extent, in the time-history
solution.

INTERP

This subroutine is a general purpose linear interpolation calculator.

INVERT

This subroutine is a general purpose matrix inversion, determinant cal-
culator used by the E159eigensolution.
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LFCT

This subroutine finds the prime decompositionof any integer for use
with the Fast Fourier Transformsubroutine, FFTGEN.

LINFIT

This subroutine performs a least-square fit to results from the tran-
sient spectral stability analysis routine, WAKUCZ.

LNAERO

This subroutine calculates partial derivatives of airfoil section
coefficients with respect to angle-of-attack and Machnumber.

LOADER

The purposeof this subroutine is the loading of the generic loader
portion of the input data.

MAIN

This is the main programelement and directs all major portions of the
solution flow.

_JITR

This routine contains the time marchingcomputation loop used in the
time-history solution; it calls the specialized calculation subroutines
neededin this loop.

MATRXT

The purposeof this subroutine is the calculation of vmrious partial
derivative matrices usedby subroutines AEROand AIRPADto calculate the
aerodynamic_ortions of the main (G400)eigensolution.

MAXIMZ

Thepurposeof this subroutine is to maximizethe magnitudeof the
Fourier coefficient as a function of frequency in the vicinity of an
identified high response frequency, as part of the transient spectral
stability analysis.
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MODEIN

This utility subroutine inputs the blade bending and torsion modeshapes
and their derivatives with respect to span.

MODULS

The purposeof this utility subroutine is to form the modulusof a
vector of Fourier transforms.

MOMNTM

This function evaluates an empirical function joining the two branches
of the actuator disk momentumequation across the vortex ring state based
on a function given in Reference31.

MOTION

This subroutine controls all the major elements of the time-history
solution.

NFMS

This subroutine controls the calculation of the uncoupledbeambending
vibration modeswithin the E159eigensolution preprocessor.

NIAM

NPRM

This subroutine performs the following functions:

i. Performs someof the detailed initializations and/or nondimen-
sionalizations of logic and system parameters.

2. Calculates the deflection correction function arrays which accrue
from structural twist and sweep.

3. Controls the calculation of the vacuumand nonvacuummain eigen-
solutions.

previous primes.
This utility subroutine finds the next prime numbergiven the vector of

It is intended for use with subroutine LFACT.
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PADCOF

!

This subroutine evaluates the Pade coefficients using linear

interpolation, as appropriate. It incorporates and optionally selects,

the data from either the Jordan data, Davis and Malcolm data, or generalized

Wagner function sources.

PANMOM

This subroutine forms the derivative of momentum induced velocity for

use in the time-history solution.

PCHDAT

This utility subroutine output punches spanwise array elastomechanical

data from the E159 portion of the program for subsequent optional explicit

input to the G400 proper part of the program,

PCHMOD

This utility subroutine output punches spanwise mode shape data from

the E159 portion of the program for subsequent optional explicit input to

the G400 proper portion of the program.

PHASE

This subroutine evaluates the phasing matrices used by the eigensolu-

tion for stability analysis.

PHIDOT

This subroutine calculates the time derivative of inflow angles for use

in subroutine REVPAD.

PNPRSU

This subroutine forms the geometric and aerodynamic parameters

required by the Propeller/Nacelle Variable Inflow Analysis (PANPER).

PRNT

This subroutine provides an echo print output of the Part II input data

which pertains to the Inertia, Elastic, Geometric and other Operational Data.
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QPPCAL

This subroutine calculates the array of response accelerations for output

print.

QPPTST

This subroutine tests the system degrees-of-freedom for numerical insta-

bilities. The criteria used to identify such an instability are the occur-

rence of three sign changes of increasing amplitude in three time steps.

QQPSET

This subroutine sets the blade modal responses and modal rates for a

given blade from the vectors of system response amplitudes and rates,

respectively.

QSTHRM

This subroutine performs harmonic analyses (using subroutine HARM) of

the blade modal responses, hub shears and moments, and blade stresses, after

the responses have converged to periodicity.

QZHES

This subroutine is the first step of the QZ algorithm for solving

generalized matrix eigenvalue problems, as required by subroutine RGG.

QZIT

This subroutine is the second step of the QZ algorithm for solving

generalized matrix eigenvalue problems, as required by subroutine RGG.

QZVAL

This subroutine is the third step of the QZ algorithm for solving

generalized matrix eigenvalue problems as required by subroutine RGG.

QZVEC

This subroutine is the fourth step of the QZ algorithm for solving

generalized matrix eigenvalue problems as required by subroutine RGG.

REDATA

The prupose of this subroutine is to read the static airfoil data.
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i.

2.

3.

SBSCRP

RESETG

This subroutine resets torsion mode shapes which might be displaced by

the formation of the pseudo-torsion mode.

RESETQ

This subroutine places selected terminal conditions into an array and

writes them to a data file for use as initial conditions for subsequent runs.

REVPAD

!

This subroutine calculates the Pade augmented state variables used in

the time-history solution of the differential equations for unstalled un-

steady airloads.

RGG

This utility subroutine calculates the eigenvalues of the generalized

nonsymmetrical matrix eigenproblem.

RSPNSS

This subroutine performs the following time-dependent calculations:

Forms the blade azimuth angle and various harmonics.

Sets the impressed control angle and its time derivatives.

Sets the modal response variables from various optional sources.

This subroutine finds the mixed radix representation of an integer

for use in the Fast Fourier Transform.

SCTAB

This utility subroutine exponentiates an angle multiplied by the

imaginary vector, i.

SPNWIZ

This function performs a numerical integration between blade section

centers of a specific integrand type as required for forming the deflec-

tion corrections functions due to structural twist.
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SPRINT

This subroutine outputs (as optionally requested) the spanwise
integration coefficients. Although most of these coefficients are required
only for the eigensolution, someare used in the time-history solution.

STRSSS

This subroutine calculates the spanwisestresses and integrated hub
loads optionally using the forc_ integration or modedeflection methods.

SUBS

This subroutine computesappropriate subscripts and exponents for the
Fast Fourier Transform.

SYNTH3

This subroutine is a componentof the group of elementscomprising the
unsteadystalled airloads modelingwherein the final calculations of un-
steady lift, drag and momentare made.

TABLE

This utility subroutine performs a table look-up and first derivative
calculation for use in defining the instantaneous control angle.

TCOUPL

This subroutine calculates the coupled torsion modesarising from
optional use of the rigid body degree-of-freedom with the E159 calculated

elastic (normal) torsion modes.

TMARCH

This subroutine controls the solution flow for obtaining the time-

history solutions. It furthermore tests for numerical instabilities and

convergence to periodicity.

TMSS

This subroutine calculates the uncoupled torsion mode shapes and

natural frequencies within the E159 eigensolution.
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TWOF

This function performs a least-square curve fit calculation on blade
twist to facilitate subroutine NIAMin the numerical differentiation of
blade twist.

UNDATA

This element contains the empirical coefficients required by subroutine
COEFF3for using the unsteady stalled airloads calculation.

UNSTCF

This subroutine controls the implementation of the unsteady stalled
airloads calculation.

VARINF

This subroutine serves as the input/output interface with the PANPER
propeller/nacelle variable inflow program.

VECTRS

For any eigenvalue calculated by the main (G400)eigensolution, this
subroutine calculates the coupled generalized modeshapeand the spanwise
componentsof the physical modeshape.

WAKUCZ

This subroutine performs the transient spectral stability analysis
(TSSA)for extracting such stability indicators as characteristic exponent
and time to half amplitude from the time-history solutions (see Reference
32).
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PROGRAM INPUT DESCRIPTION

The required input to the program consists of the following major

data blocks in order of loading:

I.

II.

III.

IV.

Airfoil Data

Inertia, Elastic, Geometric and other Operational Data

Blade Mode Shape Data

Components of Variable Inflow

Details for preparing the data for each of these blocks are given in

the subsections which follow. An additional subsection provides informa-

tion relating to efficient management of the data and to the input and out-

put of restart data using files.

I. Airfoil Data

This data block generally consists of one or more sets of tables of

two-dlmenslonal llft, drag and pitching moment coefficients versus angle-

of-attack for various Mach numbers for up to five (5) arbitrary spanwise

locations. Additionally, if unsteady aerodynamics are used, the static

stall angles and linear coefficient slopes for both lift and pitching

moment are included in this table.

Input Format for First Card(s)

While actual set-up of this. data block follows a basic format

(described below), specific variations are required on the first card(s)

of this block depending on optional usage. These variations denote whether

multiple data sets are to be input for respective spanwise locations, a

single set is to be input for use on all spanwise locations, or an analytic

representation of the NACA 0012 airfoil is to be used for all spanwise loca-

tions. Each of these optional usages is described below.

Multi_pl_e_S2anwlse Airfoils

For the case of distinct airfoil characteristics being defined at up to

five (5) multiple spanwise locations, the first card image format is as

follows:

card #1A: NA NRCL NRCD NRCM TITLE (optional) (412,A72)
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whereNZwould be ignored so long as the sumof the absolute values of the
quantities NRCL,NRCDand NRCMis 4 or greater. The quantities NRCL,NRCD
and NRCMare, respectively, the numberof radial stations for which multi-
ple c_, cd and Cmc/4airfoil data are to be input, as appropriate, each
with a minimumabsolute value of i and a maximumabsolute value of 5.
Normally, NRCL,NRCDand NRCMare input as positive integer numbers. The
programalso provides for the optional input of these data as negative
values, in which case the extensive output point of these data, as part
of the normal caseprintout, is suppressed. Note that at least one of
these three inputs must have an absolute value of 2 or greater. For multi-
ple spanwisesection properties, an additional card, following the one
described above, is then required, which begins the input of the c_ air-
foil data:

card #1B: NZ(1) RADCL(1) TITLE(optional) (12, FS.0, A70)

whereNZ(1) is the numberof Machnumberfor which groups of c_ data are
to be read in for the first radial station; RADCL(1)is the nondimensional
radial station at which the airfoil data is defined.

Sing!e_A_ir!o_il_Desc!i_t!on

For the case of a single airfoil to be used for all spanwiselocations,
a single first card imageis input. This card is similar to the card #1A
described above, except that the quantities NRCL,NRCDand NRCMare input
as zero (or the columnsare left blank):

card #I I NZ(1) 0 0 0 TITLE(optional) (412, A72)

In this case the card is interpreted as the first card of the c_
data with the RADCL(1)information omitted (see description above for
card #1B).

Analxtic Airfoil Description

For those optional caseswherein the analytic NACA0012airfoil option
is evoked (see "S" array location 63 discussed in the following subsection)
the first card imagemustbe a single card with blank or zeroed columnsi
through 8. For this option, the remainderof the airfoil data block of
data is omitted.
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Input Format for Subsequent Cards

For those cases wherein tabulated airfoil data are to be input, the

subsequent inputs continue the airfoil c_ data initiated with the #1A and/

or #1B cards. Thus, the card image set-up defined below is then input

NRCL times (or only once, if NRCL = 0):

card #2: J N M A(1) CL(2) A(2) CL(2) ... A(4) CL(4) (12, 10F7.0)

cards #2+: I A(5) CL(5) ... (F9.0, 9F7.0)

A(N) CL(N) ALSTAL DCLDAO (F9.0, 9F7.0)

where: J is the number of data entries to be input into each Mach number

group. N is the number of angle-of-attack -c£ (abscissae - ordinate) pairs

to be input. Normally, a maximum of thirty-four (34) a-c£ pairs may be

input; thirty-three (33) pairs are input if the unsteady option is chosen.

M is the Mach number appropriate to the data group. A(i) are the N angle-

of-attack abscissae in degrees and CL(i) are the N lift coefficient

ordinates. ALSTAL and DCLDAO are, respectively, the static stall angle, in

degrees, and the lift curve slope at zero angle-of-attack, in per degree;

these items are needed only if the unsteady airloads option, (A)64, is

invoked with a value of 2. Note that J is fixed-point formatted, but N

and M are floating point formatted.

Cards 2 and 2+ are repeated for each successively higher Math number.

A maximum of 12 Mach numbers is allowed and the lowest and highest Math num-

bers need not define the total working range as the search technique uses

the boundary data for Math numbers beyond the range input. Thus, repeated

data for zero and supersonic Mach numbers are not needed. The lowest Mach

number input must contain an angle-of-attack range from -180 ° to 180 ° or

from 0 ° to 180 ° depending on whether or not unsymmetric airfoil data is

being input; all higher Mach number data need extend only from -30 ° to 30 °

or from 0 ° to 30 ° in a similar manner.

The general format described above is repeated for the c d and cm ,.
c/_

subblocks in that order but with either card image #1B o__rr#1A used, depending
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on whether multiple airfoil section data are or are not being input (and
used). Thestatic stall angles and aerodynamiccoefficient curve slopes at
zero angle-of-attack are deleted for the cd subblock. Lastly, note that the
total storage allocated for the combinedairfoil data is 5000 (which is
somewhatless than 2500abscissa - ordinate point pairs). Themaximum
storage should be adequate for most applications and can be "budgeted"
amongthe various spanwisesections, as appropriate.

II. Inertia, Elastic, Geometricand Other Operational Data

Generic Load Blocks

This data block includes those items used to define the more detailed

dynamic features and/or those which are most likely to vary from case to

case. The card image format for these data is as follows:

zz NN L DATA(L) DATA(L+I) ... DATA(L+4) (AI, !i, 14, 5F12.0)

where: ZZ is an alphameric code item having the value "E", "R", "G", "D",

"A", "V", "S", or "-". This alphameric input code determines into which

generic loader block the data in the card image will be input. These

generic loader blocks store data pertaining respectively to: the E159

preprocessor for calculating blade uncoupled frequencies and modes (see

accompanying descriptive material). R_adial distributions, G__eometric charac-

teristics, State Variables (functions of time), and Solution control. NN

is the number of data items to be input on a given card; NN must not exceed

5. L is the location or identifying number within the indicated generic

loader block of the first data item on the card columns 3-6 right adjusted.

DATA(L+I) represents the various data items on the card image, columns 7-18,

19-30, 31-42, 43-54, and 55-66, in the floating point format. The loca-

tions or identifying numbers for the various data and control items within

each generic loader block are listed below along with definitions and other

pertinent comments; note that some data locations are intentionally left

blank. These intentionally blank data locations represent inputs defined

for other more general versions of the G400 family of aeroelastic analyses

but are not appropriate to this specialized propeller version of G400. By

not reusing these data locations, the generic loader management permits

input compatibility among the various versions of G400.

E159 Preprocessor for Uncoupled Modes

Data input to (E) loader block controls the optional internal calcula-

tion of the required uncoupled blade modal data. This calculation thus
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serves as a preprocessor for the main body of the G4OOPROPanalysis. Use
of this preprocessor is optional to the extent that, if available, these
required modal data and related spanwisedistributions can be input explic-
itly, without recourse to the E159calculation as is described below. Use
of the E159processor within any given G400PROPrun, however, enables the
calculation and direct transfer of these data for subsequentusagewithin
the main G400calculations andwould neednot be explicitly input.

Furthermore, in the input descriptions to follow, there are apparent
redundancieswith regard to items in the (E) block and similar ones in the
(R), (G) and (D) blocks. The redundanciesand possible implied ambiguities
where they occur are resolved within the programby a deference to the
appropriate quantities which are output from the E159preprocessor. Thus,
irregardless of what is initially loaded in the (R), (G) and (D) generic
loader data blocks, those quantities output from the E159preprocessor (and
arising from the input (E) loader data) are the ones which are used and sub-
sequently ouptut in the echo listing of the input loader data. Note that
in the descriptions to follow, those quantities which are redundantly defined
in the (Z), (G) and (D) loader blocks are dagger tagged (t). In the event
that use of the E159preprocessor is erronously requested together with
explicit input of the modal shapedata (see Section III below) the program
will detect the ambiguity, print a warning and stop.
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(E) Location

1

2

4-23

24

25

26

27

28-47

48-67

69

70

Item

R

e

NSEG

Ar

NFMC

NEMC

NTMC

(Control)

(Ilc)F

(I/c)E

_R

(Control)

E159 Preprocessor Data

Description

Rotor radius, ft

Offset distance of start of elastically

deformable portion of rotor blade,

nondimensional with respect to R

Number of segments into which the

blade is partitioned

Blade breakup distribution of segment

lengths, in order from root to tip,

maximum of 20, in.

Number of flatwise bending modes to

be calculated

Number of edgewise bending modes to

be calculated

Number of torsion modes to be calculated

Make nonzero (i.) to output punch loader

data and uncoupled mode shape data for

direct input in subsequent runs

Section moduli for flatwise bending

for sections defined in.l@cations

(E) 4-23, root to tip, in .

Section moduli for edgewise bending

for sections defined in locations (E)

4-23, root to tip, in 3.

Rotor tip speed, ft/sec.

Make nonzero (l.)to output intermediary

E159 calculations for debug purposes.
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E159 Preprocessor Data - (Cont'd)

(E) Location

71

i00

101-150

252

253-452

453

454-653

655-674

Item

_FE

N
W

(w , _s)

N

IF

(IF, _ s)

N

IE

(IE, _ s)

(Xi)NS

Description

Frequency scan interval for flatwise

and edgewise bending frequency

iteration; default value is .5,

rad/sec.

Number of elements in weight

distribution, table (equal to twice

the number of constant value spanwise

increments used).

Weight distribution table, taken as

sequential ordinate-abscissa pairs,

root to tip. Generally, this and

all other distribution tables should

include an extended final (tip)

distribution spanwise increment so

that the sum of the spanwise increments

and the offset exceeds the radius by a

sufficient amount to preclude diminution

due to numerical round-off. U (w') =

Ibs/in; U ( _ sk) = in.
K

Number of elements in flatwise area

moment of inertia Table.

Flatwise area moment of inertia table

(sec above remarks for w', _s table);

U (IFk) = in 4, U (_Sk) = in.

Number of elements in edgewise area

moment of inertia table.

Edgewise area moment of intetia table

(see above remarks for _', _s table);

U (IEk) = in 4, U (_Sk) = in.

Stations other than those defined by

the input breakup ((E)4-23) for

purposes of evaluating the mode shapes.
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E159 Preprocessor Data - (Cont'd)

(E) Location

676-695

696-715

716-735

736

737-886

887

888-1037

1038

I tem

_°

l

K
F.
l

K
E.
l

NGj

(GJ, _ s)

N

k A

(kA, _ s)

N.

10

Description

Discrete incremental masses added to

centers of blade segments (defined

by inputs ((E)4-23), Ib-sec2/ft.

Explicit flatwise hinge spring rates

at inboard ends of selected blade

segments to replace values obtained

from input flatwise bending stiffness

considerations, ib-ft/rad. (Note:(E)

696 and (E)716 should both be

sufficiently large values to

approximate infinite stiffness

retention of a cantilever beam root

boundary conditions.)

Explicit edgewise hinge spring rates

at inboard ends of selected blade

segments, to replace values obtained

from input edgewise bending stiffness

considerations, ib ft/rad. (See note

above)

Number of elements in the torsion

St. Venant torsion stiffness table.

Torsion stiffness table (see above

remarks for w', A s table); U (GJk) =

Ib-in2; U( As k) = in.

Number of elements in spar area radius

of inertia table.

Spar area radius of gyration table

(See remarks above for w' _ s table)"

U (kAk) = in., U(_Sk) = in.

Number of elements in torsional inertia

distribution table.
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E159 Preprocessor Data - (Cont'd)

(E) Location

1039-1188

1189

1190

1191

1192

1193

1194

Item

(18, & s)

(Control)

K
e
R

(Control)

T

E

BSCALE

Description

Torsional inertia distribution table

(See remarks above for w', _ s table);

U (18 ) = Ib-sec-). U (&s_ = in.

Default value implies cantilever

attachment at the root. Make (-I.)

to activate root torsion spring

restraint (input item (E) 1190).

Torsion root spring rate, ib-in/rad.

(Note that this input and (D) 34 define

a redundant capability. This input

item includes the effect of root

flexibility in the torsion mode

directly, whereas (D) 34 is used

to approximate this coupling

"after the fact". Consequently,

input items (E) 1190 and d(34)

should not both be nonzero.

Innermost segment which is elastically

active in torsion; default is i.

Frequency scan interval for torsion

frequency iteration; default value

in 5., rad/sec.

Modulus of elasticity; default value

is i x i0 ?, ib/in 2.

Factor used to scale the stiffness

matrix to avoid erroneous zero

evaluation of the determinant due to

computer underflow _r overflow;
default value is i0-. Indication of

a need to vary this input is the

calculation of bending mode shapes

with frequencies equal to multiples

of the scan interval (E) 71.
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(E) Location

1195

1541-1560

2000

Item

(Control)

E159 Preprocessor Data - (Cont'd)

Description

Make nonzero (I.) to activate the

E159 uncoupled mode preprocessor

branch of the program.

k

YI0

Thicknesswise mass radii of inertia

for selected blade breakup, in. Note

that nonzero values will cause the

input torsion inertia to be represented

by both thickness and chordwise radii

of inertia (input items (R) 121-140

and (R) 141-160).

(Control) Case number for output generated by

E159 branch of the program.
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(R) Location

1-20

21-40

41-60

61-80

81-100

101-120

121-140

141-160

161-180

181-200

201-220

Item

t
M.
I

t

(El) F

%

(El) m

t

(llc) F

(llc) E

k

YI0

t __

k

zlO

q

k
A

YlOcG

eA

Radial Distributions

Description

Nondimensional blade segment lengths, in

order from root to tip, maximum of 20 values,

starting from the offset location. Accuracy

is generally improved if the last segment

is small (_ 0.03).

Mass of each blade segment, ib-sec2/ft.

Flatwise bending stiffness, ib-in 2

Edgewise bending stiffness, Ib-in 2

Section modulii for flatwise bending,

root to tip, in 3.

Section modulii for edgewise bending,

root to tip, in 3.

Thicknesswise mass radii of gyration of

blade segments about axis perpendicular

to chord line and through the reference

axis, root to tip, nondimensional with

respect to R.

Chordwise mass radii of gyration of blade

segments about elastic (reference) axis,

root to tip, nondimensional with respect

to R.

Area radii of gyration about elastic axis,

root to tip, nondimensional with respect

to R.

Distances from elastic axis forward to

airfoil section mass centers, root to tip,

nondimensional with respect to R.

Distances from reference (elastic) axis

forward to edgewise bending neutral axis,

root to tip, nondimensional with respect

to R.
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Radial Distributions (Continued)

(R) Location

221-240

241-260

261-280

281-300

301-320

321-340

341-360

Item

YlOEA

A YlOEA

z

10EA

Az
10EA

EB
i

EB 2

T/M

Description

Chordwise distances forward from the

(extended) root pitch axis to the

built-in elastic axis (defined herein

as the locus of section shear centers),

nondimensional with respect to R.

Built-in chordwise elastic axis offset

change per segment (arc) length distribu-

tion. This item is a direct statement of

the sine of the chordwise (forward)

structural sweep angle distribution; if

all values of this distribution are input

as zero, the sweep angle sine distribu-

tion is computed internally using

numerical methods from the offset data

(R)221-(R)240 , as appropriate.

Thicknesswise distances from the root

pitch axis to the built-in elastic

axis (see above items (R)221 - (R) 240),

(+) in the normally thrusting direction,

nondimensional with respect to R.

Built-in thicknesswise elastic axis

offset change per segment (arc) length

distribution

Torsional stiffness (to be multiplied by

twist rate squared), as defined in

Reference 4, ib-ft4.

Torsion to edgewise elastic coupling

stiffness (to be multiplied by twist

rate), as defined in Reference 4, ib-ft 3.

Constants relating torsional moment to

torsional stress, root to tip, in -3.
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Radial Distributions (Continued)

(R) Location

361-380

381-400

401-420

421-440

441-460

461-480

Item

eBa

e
B
s

Ae
B

YI0
c/4

A S

Description

Aerodynamic built-in nonlinear twist

angle distribution, deg. Since collective

angle is defined at the 75% span location,

e should have a zero value at 75% span.
B a

Should the structural twist angle distribu-

tion differ from e B , the appropriate data
must be loaded intoalocations (R)381-(R)I00;

otherwise, e will be used for both

aerodynamic Ba and structural applications.

Structural built-in nonlinear twist angle

distribution, root to tip if different from

aerodynamic twist, deg. See remarks above

for aerodynamic built-in twist, locations

(R)361 - (R)380.

Built-in (structural) twist angle change

per segment length distribution, root to

tip deg. Note that this item is a direct

statement of the built-in twist rate

distribution, 0'' if all values of this
B'

distribution are input as zero, the twist

rate distribution is computed internally

using numerical methods from the input

twist angle distributions, locations

(R)361 - (R)380 or (R)381-(R)400, as

appropriate.

Blade chord at center of each segment

(use for nonconstant chord blades only),

root to tip, ft.

Distances from elastic axis forward to

airfoil quarter chord position, root to

tip, nondimensional with respect to R.

Aerodynamic built-in sweep angle distribution,

positive aft, deg.
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Radial Distributions (Cont'd)

(R) Location

481-500

501-520

521-540

541-560

Item

cd
sf

Vse

(Control)

(Control)

Description

Blade airfoil section skin friction drag

coefficient, for use with swept airfoil,

skewed flow option.

Distribution of edgewise nonviscous

structural damping ( = g /2, where g
v v

is the usual structural damping coefficient)

Distribution of explicit airfoil shape

similarity index for use with the unstea.d_

stalled airloads option. A zero value

denotes a default quasi-static airloads

modeling whereas a value of (I., 2., 3.)

denotes respective airfoil similarity with

the (NLR-I, NACA 0012 (Mod), Vertol 23010-

1.58) airfoil sections, all in the mid to

high subsonic Mach number range.

Distribution of optional selection modeling

with the unsteady unstalled airloads.

A value of (0., i., 2.) denotes Pad_

approximants evaluated using (generalized

Wagner function, analytic Jordan theory,

experimental Davis data) aerodynamic sources,

respectively.
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Geometric Characteristics

(G) Location Item

t
_R

t
R

b

t _

e

Description

Rotor tip speed, ft/sec

Rotor radius, ft.

Number of blades

Nondimensional offset distance of start of

deformable and/or deflectable portion of

rotor blade, e/R

8

i0

Ii

t NSEG

i
equ

C

_B

B

Number of blade segments used to define

spanwise variable arrays

Rotor area solidity (bc/zR)

Linear equivalent blade twist angle,

i.e., difference between tip and root

built-in angles, positive when tip angle

is greater (L.E. up) than root angle.

Note, this input is the default value

when both the built-in twist angle

radial distributions have all zero

values, deg.

Blade chord if chord is constant, ft.

Built-in precone angle, deg.

Built-in prelead angle, deg.
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Dynamic Related Parameters

(D) Location

I

4-8

10-12

14,15

30

31

32

33

Item Description

NFM

NEM

NTM

t

[O

wi

t

0O

v k

t -

we.
J

(Control)

V

se

w

se

_0
se

Number of flatwise bending modes to be

used (5 max)

Number of edgewise bending modes to be

used (3 max)

Number of elastic torsion modes to be

used (2 max)

Flatwise modal frequencies, nondimensional

with respect to _, in ascending modal order.

Edgewise modal frequencies, nondimensional

with respect to _, in ascending modal order

Torsion modal frequencies, nondimensional

with respect to _, in ascending modal order

In general, a nonzero value invokes the

hysteretic (nonviscous) structural

damping formulation in the edgewise

bending mode equations. Specifically,

make (i., 2.) to use (the constant

location (D)31 value, a spanwise

distribution of values) in this non-

viscous formulation, respectively.

Viscous damping equivalent critical

damping ratio used to approximate

structural dampin$ in all edgewise

bendin$ modes

Critical (viscous) damping ratio for

structural dampin$ in flatwise bendin$ modes

Critical (viscous) damping ratio for

structural dampin$ in torsion modes
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(D) Location

34

39

Dynamic Related Parameters (Cont'd

Item Description

K
e
root

Torsional spring rate connecting root of

blade to fixed structure to represent

control system flexibility, ft-lb/rad.

A nonzero value will automatically

introduce the rigid-body feathering

degree-of-freedom as an additional

"torsion mode".

Acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2;

a negative value implies inverted flight.
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(A) Location Item

0

a

B

Aerodynamic Characteristics

Description

Air density, ib-sec2/ft 4

Speed of sound, ft/sec

Tip loss, used to define equivalent

momentum area and three-dimensionality

corrections to computed two-dimensional

airloads near the blade tip.

ACd o

N
cut-out

Increment added to all values of c d
obtained from tabulated airfoil data or

from the analytic NACA 0012 data.

Airfoil data generally correspond to

smooth wind tunnel models and & Cdo
is often used to adjust for the

higher drag of production blades; a

commonly used value of ACdo is 0.002

Number of blade segments, starting at

inboard end and defining the cut-out

region for which the lift and moment

coefficients are set to zero.

(Cd)cut-ou t

K •

vlm

The drag coefficient used on the first

N segments.
cut-out

Effectivity factor of the induced velocity

calculated using actuator disk momentum

considerations in calculating inflow

angle at a local blade section. Default

value is i., corresponding to conventional

usage of momentum actuator disk inflow.

This input quantity can be used to

approximate the effects caused by real

inflow characteristics as modeled by

more accurate theories. For such

usage, the effectivity would typically

be in the range of 1.0 + I.i
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Aerodynamic Characteristics (Cont'd)

(A) Location

21

22

28

29

30-32

61

62

63

Item Description

V

S

0
•75R

V , V V
o i ' i

C S

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

Forward flight velocity, kts

Shaft angle-of-attack measured relative

to vertical position, deg. Thus, a

forward thrusting propeller would

generally have the value -90.

Blade collective pitch angle as defined at

the 75% radius, deg.

Mean rotor inflow ratio

Initial conditions on the "momentum"

induced velocity components comprising

a Glauert-like variable inflow description.

Note that the "vorticity" variable inflow

(controlled by locations (A)65 and (A)66.

and the momentum variable inflow can

be used separately or simultaneously.

Make nonzero (i.) if airfoil data for a

nons_mmetric airfoil are to be used.

Make i., to invoke the radial flow t swept

airfoil option•

Analytic (static) airfoil option. Make

nonzero (I.) to use the built-in analytic

approximation to the static NACA 0012

airfoil data.
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Aerodynamic Characteristics (Cont'd)

(A) Location

64

65

66

Item Description

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

Unsteady airfoil data option. A zero

(default) value invokes the use of the

conventional quasi-static airloads

description in both the eigensolution

and time-history (t-h) solution.

Nonzero values invoke the following usages:

i. = generalized Wagner function to

define effective angle-of-

attack; assumes unstalled aero-
I

dynamics, Pade form in eigen-

solution and tabular airfoil

data look-up in t-h solu.;

2. = UTRC synthesized a, A, aw

method in the t-h solu, quasi-

static in eigensolution; assumes

dynamic stalled aerodynamics

(see locations (R) 511-540)
I

3. = Complete Pade description in

eigensolution and t-h solu.;

t-h solu. uses filtering to

define constant angles-of-

attack for use with tabular
!

airfoil data look-up; Pade

airloads are then perturba-

tional (see locations (R) 541-

56O).
1

4. = Complete Pade description with-

out filtering in t-h solu.; non-

perturbational usage with no

tabular data look-up.

Make nonzero (i.) to load (vorticity)

induce _ velocity distributions from the

PANPER code using the input unit code

specified in input location (S)33.

Make nonzero (I.) to use the (PANPER)

induced velocit_ distributions loaded as

per input locations (A)65 and (S)33.
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Aerodynamic Characteristics (Cont'd)

(A) Location

68

69

70

71

72

i01

102-149

251

Item Description

(Control_

(Control)

(Control)

G
W

BG
W

N
_e

.75

(Control)

Generalized Glauert (momentum derived)

variable inflow option. A zero value

deactivates usage. A value of i. caumes

the input induced velocity components

to be used as constants; a value of 2.

causes the velocity component, v _ to
o

be varied to satisfy momentum

considerations.

Input nonzero (I.) to activate use of

the tabulated time-histories of incremental

control angle, L e
.75

Gust wave option. Make (i., 2.) to use

the input gust wave function table as

(a gust factor,(ND);an incremental gust

velocity, fps), respectively.

Inclination angle of the gust wave, deg.

A positive value implies an upward

component.

Side flow angle of the gust wave, deg.

A positive value implies a component

from the starboard side.

Number of abscissa-ordinate point pairs

used to define time-history of _e.75(t) ;
calculation of this time-history

is bypassed with a zero value•

Table of _ abscissa-ordinate pairs;

U ( A e.75) e'75 deg.; U (t) = sec

Number of abscissa-ordinate point pairs

used to define the time-history of the

gust wave function; calculation is bypassed

with a zero value.
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Aerodynamic Characteristics (Cont'd)

(A) Location

252-299

300

301

302

305

306

307

308

309

Item Description

f
gust

(Control)

Mlower

M
upper

(Control)

(Control)

(A)
max

(=)
W

max

Table of gust wave function absclssa-ordinate

pairs; u(f ) = (see input loc. (A)70);

U(t) =sec. gust

Static data utilization option for use with

the UTRC a-A-= synthesized unsteady

stalled airloa_s. A value of (I., 2.)

invokes the use of (input static data,

built-in static data) respectively.

Lower Mach number below which the

UTRC unsteady airloads method is

suppressed.

Upper Mach number above which the UTRC

unsteady airloads method is suppressed

(0. = no upper limit).

Input/Output unit code number for restart

output of unsteady parameters. (.0 =

input/output is suppressed)•

An input value of (0., i.) causes the

UTRC unsteady stalled airloads method to

(omit, include), respectively, the

calculation of unsteady drag.

Maximum (absolute) value of A parameter

used in UTRC unsteady stalled airloads method

(0. = no limit)

Maximum (absolute) value of unsteady decay

parameter, a , used in unsteady airloads
• W . .

formulatlons (0. = no l_mlt)

Frequency used for numerically differen-

tiating inflow angle to calculate A param-

eter. Typical nonzero values would be

blade Ist or 2nd torsion mode frequency.

Zero value invokes numerical differentia-

tion algorithm based on standard backward

differencing techniques. Nondimensional

with respect to _.
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Aerodynamic Characteristics (Cont'd)

(A) Location Item Description

310 (Control) Number of spanwise shape functions

(Legendre polynomials) used for implemen-

tation of the Pad_ airloads in the

eigensolution. (default = i., maximum

value = 5.)
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State Variables

(V) Location

24

41-45

46-48

49,50

61-65

66-68

69,70

Item

q
W.

I

q

v k

qe.
3

qw.

1

qv k

qe.
J

Description

Initial condition on rotor azimuth, deg.

Initial conditions on i'th flatwise

bending mode (nondimensional) rates

Initial conditions on k'th edgewise

bending mode (nondimensional) rates

Initial conditions on j'th torsion

mode (nondimensional) rates.

Initial conditions on i'th flatwise

bending mode deflection.

Initial conditions on k'th edgewise

bending mode deflections

Initial conditions on j'th torsion

mode deflections.
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Solution Control Parameters

(S) Location

1

6

8

i0

Item

CASE

(Control)

(Control)

N
F

F

Description

Make nonzero (i.) to output print the

modal integration constants used in the

eigensolution and, to a limited extent,

in the time-history solution.

Make nonzero (i.) to suppress the

eigensolution

Azimuth increment used in the numerical

integration of the dynamic equations, deg.

(See section on general information for

efficient program usage.)

Number of "flap trials", i.e., maximum

number of rotor revolutions for which

the blade time-history will be computed

in an attempt to obtain convergence to

periodicity. If a transient response

is desired for only a portion of one

rotor revolution the program will

compute a time-history solution for any

nonzero fractional N F value input.
An identically zero value will cause

the time-history solution to be

by-passed entirely.

Flapping tolerance to within which the

aeroelastic/dynamic responses must repeat

on successive revolutions in order for

the motion to be considered converged to

periodicity.
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Solution Control Parameters (Cont'd)

(S) Location

ii

12

15

21

23

24

25

26

Item

A_
print

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

Description

Azimuth increment used to present

printed output of various pertinent

aerodynamic, dynamic and elastic load

distributions as well as aeroelastic

responses and stresses, deg. This

input quantity should be an integral

multiple of location(S)8, deg.

Make nonzero (i.) if the total (transient)

time-history is to be output; i.e.,

responses calculated before convergence

to periodicity is obtained.

Make greater than zero (i.) for first case

or when new blade modal data are to be

input. Program automatically sets this

control number to (-i.) after each

loading of modal data.

Input nonzero (I.) for stress calculations

using the mode deflection method. Zero

value defaults to force-integration method.

Make nonzero (i.) if the modal responses

and hub shears and moments are to be

(negative) Fourier analyzed after

periodicity has been obtained.

Input nonzero (i.) to harmonically analyze

and output harmonics of flatwise and

edgewise bending stresses.

Input nonzero (I.) to harmonically analyze

and output harmonics of torsional stresses.

Azimuth increment used to form the data

strings for plotting purposes, deg.

This input quantity should be an inte-

gral multiple of location (S) 8.
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Solution Control Parameters (Cont'd)

(S) Location

27-31

32

33

34

35

37

41

Ite_..__m Description

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

(Control)

SR

Spanwise segment numbers for which

stress data is to be saved for plotting

or TSSA purposes (max value = 5.)

Unit code number of file into which the

saved time data strings are to be stored

for subseqeunt plot or TSSA purposes

(default = 12.)

File unit code number for data transfer

with PANPER code.

File unit code number for use in saving end

conditions for use as initial conditions

in subsequent (restart) runs and/or with

the PANPER code.

Stress calculation supression option.

Make value equal to (0., i., 2.) to

cause suppression of stress calculations

for (nonoutputted responses only,

nonoutputted responses and all transient

responses, all responses), respectively.

Selection of responses to be used for

ei_ensolution linearization. Make

(0., i.) to use (initial input modal

values, modal values azimuthally averaged

from preceeding run), respectively.

Sample rate for Transient Spectral

Stability Analysis (TSSA). (See Reference 32

for a discussion of this technique.)

Every (SR)'th point in a transient time-

history is saved for use in a TSSA. A

zero value bypasses the TSSA.
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Solution Control Parameters (Cont'd)

(S) Location

42-44

46

47

48

49

50

Item Description

(Control)

L

0o
U

(Control)

(Control)

N
FREQ

Channel selection for each of three

available for the TSSA. The channels

available are: 1-5, flatwise bending

modal responses; 6-8, edgewise bending

modal responses; 9,10 torsion modal

responses; ii, 12 & 13, blade tip

vertical, inplane and torsion deflections,

respectively. In addition, channels

14 through 28 are available for stability

analysis of the blade stresses as selected

by input locations (S) 27-31. Thus,

channels 14 thru 18 contain the five

flatwise stresses, channels 19 thru 23

contain the five edgewise stresses and

channels 24 thru 28, the five torsion

stresses.

Lower bound of frequency band chosen for

TSSA nondimensional with respect to _.

Upper bound of frequency band chosen for

TSSA nondimensional with respect to _.

Initial estimate of percentase of total

transient data used in each time dis-

placed data sample block in TSSA.

Number of transient (time displaced)

Fourier coefficient calculations made

to establish modal damping in TSSA;

maximum value is 200.

Number of desired resonant frequencies

to be extracted from frequency band

defined by input locations (5) 46 and 47.
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Solution Control Parameters (Cont'd)

(S) Location Ite_.__m Description

99 (Control) Location used to end a case or series of

cases. Input (+i.) to end the Loader

Format data block for the case defined

by the Loader data and load additional

cases at the conclusiom of that case.

Make (-i.) to end the loader data and

read no further cases. In both

instances the combined aphameric code

and word count, ZZ NN (see beginning

of this section above) should be either

(SI) or (-i). Note: this entry must

appear singly on an input card, and

that card must be the last card for

the case.

Last Card Imase for Block II (Loader) Data:

-i 99 _i. {+"
other cases follow

preceeding data defines last case

( 12, 14, FI2.0)
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III. Blade ModeShapeData

Jincluded in this data are the radial distributions of the blade (uncoupled)
flatwise, edgewiseand torsion normal modeshapesand their derivatives. These
quantities are either calculated internally by the (activated) E159branch of
the program (and not input as part of the input data) or are explicitly input
from someprevious source. This previous source can be either the output from
the E159branch itself (from someprevious run), or an equivalent analysis.
In either case, these data are thenAinput in the following card imageformat:

NFM

NEMNTM NSEG (414)

subsequentcards:

_(±)

F(i+l) F(i+2) F(i+3) F(i+4) (FI8.0, 4F12.0)

where: NFM, NEM, and NTM are, respectively, the numbers of flatwise bending,

edgewise bending and torsion normal modes whose mode shapes and derivatives

are to be input. NSEG is the number of blade spanwise stations for which

the input modal data are defined. F(i) are the modal functions listed below

(defined at the i'th spanwise stations). Five entries per card are made

for each F function input for NSEG total entries. The modal functions must

be loaded in the following order:
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Yw 1

!

Yw 1

y"

w1

Yw 2

(NSEG values, root to tip)

II II I! II I! )

(NFM flatwise modes)

Yv I .

v I

yI!

v I

Yv 2

(NEM edgewise modes)

Ye 1

!

YO
1

YO 2

(NTM torsion modes)
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IV. Components of Variable Inflow

If location (A)65 of the Aerodynamics Characteristics Loader Block of

operational data is nonzero, the following block of variable inflow is

loaded in:

card #i:

(VINRAD (I), I = 1,8) (8FI0.0)

card #1a:

(VINRAD (I), I = 9, 16) (8FI0.0)

card #1b: _ (VINRAD (I), I = 17 .... ) (8FI0.0)

card #2:
(VINTAN (I), I = i .... ) (8FI0.0)

card #3:
(VINAC (I), I = i .... ) (8F10.0)

VINRAD (I), VINTAN (I), and VINAC (I) are, respectively, the radial,

tangential, and axial components of the variable inflow at the I'th radial

station, as provided by the PANPER routine. Card image #1a is provided if

NSEG > 8. Card image #1b is provided if NSEG > 16, etc. Similarly, card

image #2 is repeated until NSEG tangent values are completed, and card

image #3 is repeated until NSEG axial values are completed.

V. Multiple Case Runs

The above described data setup defines the correct ordering of required

data blocks for a general G400PROP case, or for the G400PROP portion of a

more complicated multi-program run stream. When multiple cases are run

(while remaining within the G400PROP portion of the run stream) the second

and subsequent cases utilize most of the data input for the first case.

The following rules apply to the running of mlutiple cases:
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1.

.

.

o

.

.

o

Airfoil data is loaded only for the first case; all subsequent cases

within the run use the same tabular data, if analytic data is not

used.

Only those items within the operational generic (loader) data which

are to be changed from case to case need to be input.

Item (S) 99 of the operational data controls the running of subse-

quent cases; a (+i.) value causes a subsequent case to be loaded

whereas a (-i.) value terminates the computer run after the current

case.

Unless otherwise specified (by a +i. value for operational data item

(S) 15) the input modal array data block is used for all cases within

the run.

Similarly, unless otherwise specified (by a +I, value for operational

data item (A)65) and appropriate additional variable inflow data, the

input variable inflow data block is used for all cases within the run.

Operational data items (S)15 and A(65) discussed above are both auto-

matically set to zero at the conclusion of the data input for every

case.

Terminal conditions on the blade azimuth angle, item (V) 24, and on

the degrees-of-freedom, items (V)41-50 and (V)51-70, for any case

are carried over as initial conditions on these quantities for the sub-

sequent case. Thus, for some applications, e.g., investigations of

unstable responses, it would be appropriate to reinitialize these items

on the subsequent cases.

When solution flow leaves the G400PROP portion of a complex run stream,

the ability to carry over terminal conditions (as initial conditions

for a subsequent case) and/or any other quantities associated with trim

is lost. However, a need still exists for preserving these initial

conditions for subsequent reentries to the G400PROP portions of the run

stream. As per loader locations (S)34 (described above) these initial

conditions are written to and read from the file indicated in this input

location.
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PROGRAM OUTPUT DESCRIPTION

The complete printed output generated by the G400PROP program can be

classified into the following seven major categories:

Ii

II.

III.

IV.

V.

Vl.

VII.

Listing of Input Airfoil Data

Results of Uncoupled Blade Mode Calculation

Listing of Remaining Input Data

Parameters Calculated from Input Data

Results of Solution Part I - Eigensolutions

Results of Solution Part II - Time-History Solution

Results of Solution Part III- Transient Spectral Stability

Analysis

This section describes the pertinent output pages associated with each of

these categories. Generally, output will always be generated only for the

third category. Output for all other categories depends upon optional

activation of the uncoupled blade mode calculation, solution parts I, II

and/or III, and upon optional suppression of the airfoil data. The subsec-

tions which follow describe, in turn, the details of each of these seven

categories. Where appropriate, reference is made to descriptions of

input items described in an above section.

Listing of Input Airfoil Data

If static airfoil data is input, then a listing of this data will be

output for c£, c d and Cmc/4 each with the format shown in Sample Page i.
First, each of the three aerodynamic section coefficient types is appro-

priately identified with a label. Next, if multiple spanwise airfoil data

is input, the radial station at which the data is defined is output. The

bulk of the remaining data on Sample Page 1 is the actual airfoil data

wherein each column represents data at one Mach number. Within each

column, the first line gives the number of angle-of-attack/aerodynamic

coefficient pairs defining the functionality; the second line is the Mach

number, and the ensuing line pairs are the angle-of-attack/aerodynamic

coefficient pairs, where the angles-of-attack are in degrees. This output

closely follows the input format description given in an above section.

Note that if the number of radial stations for c£ data sets is input

negatively, then the total output of the airfoil data is suppressed.
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Results of Uncoupled Blade Mode Calculation

A requirement for the use of the basic G400 analysis is a set of

uncoupled blade modal data consisting primarily of natural frequencies

and normal mode shapes (and their spanwise derivatives). Since the

initial development of the G400 code (Reference i), the United Technologies

Corporation program E159 has been added to the G400 code in the form of

a preprocessor. Since the output from the E159 preprocessor impacts on the

Loader data used in the G400 proper portion of the code, it must be run

before the output of the Loader data. Hence, this output category pre-

ceeds the output of the remaining input data.

Sample Page 2 and the top of Sample Page 3 echo data input in the "E"

block of the Generic Loader data. The principal data output on Sample Page

2 are six pairs of columns defining the distributions of pertinent elasto-

mechanic properties starting at the blade root and progressing outward to

the blade tip. The lower, major portion of Sample Page 3 consists of four

columns, the first of which echos the selected blade segment breakup as

nondimensionalized by blade radius. The other three columns present at

each of the selected radial stations, in respective order, the lumped equi-

valent masses, the effective flatwise and edgewise elastic coefficients

(spring rates) as calculated from the input stiffnesses and segment lengths.

These elastic coefficients are used only internally to calculate the natural

modes. Sample Pages 4 and 5 present, for the selected radial stations, the

effective values of those elastic stiffness properties which are used by the

subsequent G400 proper portion of the code. On each of these sample pages,

the columns give the variations of properties together with the correspond-

ing selected blade segment breakup.

Sample Page 6 begins the output of the actual calculations for the

bending modes. The format of Sample Page 6 is used for both flatwise and

edgewise modes and the type of modal data being output is clearly indicated.

The first two rows of Sample Page 6 give the natural frequencies of the

flatwise modes in increasing order. The units of these frequencies, as

given in the first row, is either in rad/sec or per rotor rev depending on

whether the input rotor speed is zero or nonzero, respectively. The second

row values are always the same respective frequencies, but in units of Hz

(cycles/sec). The twelve columns which follow on this sample page consist

first of descriptors for the selected blade radial stations. The second

column (labeled X) gives the nondimensional spanwise stations as measured

from the axis of rotation, whereas the third column (labeled XFH) gives the

similar information, but instead from the offset point. The remaining

three groups of three columns give, for up to three modes, the mode shape

and derivative information, as indicated. The remaining three columns of

output at the bottom of the sample page give, for each respective mode,
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various internally calculated modal integration constants as indicated by

the definitions given parenthetically at the left of the page. Note that

G refers to the respective mode shape array given directly above each of

these three lower columns.

Sample'Page 7 presents for the selected blade breakup the effective

values of torsional inertia properties. The second column (labeled IXX)

presents the section polar torsion inertia, being the sum of chordwise and

thicknesswise mass moments of inertia. The third column presents the

difference between the chordwise and thicknesswise mass moments of inertia.

This difference of inertia distribution is the one which determines the

so-called "propeller moment" torsional stiffening effect. The remaining

columns are the mass radius of gyration distributions which, along with

the output lumped equivalent masses, produce the values in the second

and third columns.

Sample Page 8 presents the actual calculations for the torsion modes.

As with the bending mode output, the first two rows of Sample Page 9 give

the modal natural frequencies first in either rad/sec or per rotor rev,

and then in the second row, cycles/sec. The remaining columns follow

• closely the format discussed above for the bending modes, except that only

the first spanwise derivative is given for each mode. No modal inte-

grations are performed for the torsion modes.

Listing of Remaining Input Data

Output in this category includes a descriptive listing of the Generic

Loader data and a listing of the components of variable inflow obtained from

the PANPER code. A description of the Generic Loader data output is

omitted herein since this output merely duplicates the descriptions already

given in even greater detail in a previous section. In Sample Page 9 is

shown the listing of the variable inflow input from a data file (prepared

by the PANPER code). This output consists of three columns together with

a column giving the spanwise station index. The three data columns give

the cylindrical coordinate system components of the variable inflow. The

positive directions of the components are as follows: radial (VINRAD), posi-

tive outward; tangential (VINTAN), positive toward the leading edge; axial

(VINAX), positive in the normally thrusting position, and all three compon-

ents have the units of ft/sec.

Parameters Calculated from the Input Data

In Sample Page i0 is presented data pertaining to the built-in elastic

axis offset (structural sweep). The various columns present spanwise
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distribution as identified by segmentnumber(N), and spanwisestation (X).
The third and fourth columnsgive the edgewiseoffset information for the
elastic axis offset and the fifth and sixth colums give the corresponding
flatwise elastic axis offset information. Thequantities YIOEAPand ZIOEAP
are derived quantities and are actually the sines of the structural sweep
angles in the edgewiseand flatwise senses. For small angles, these
quantities becomethe slopes (first derivatives) of the offset locations
(YIOEAand ZIOEA). The quantity DUEAOrepresents the foreshortening array
neededto restore the equivalent straight beamback to the originally
structurally swept position.

In SamplePageii are showntypical modal information for the input
flatwise and edgewisebending modes. For each such mode, the (nondimen-
sional) modal frequency and input modeshapeand spanwisederivatives are
listed. In addition, the listing presents the various derived incremental
deflection correction function vectors which account for blade twists
(see Eqs. (7) through (14)), and for radial foreshortening. Within a flat-
wise modal information group, the DVBand DVEarrays correspond to those
first order 4v spanwisefunctions due to built-in twist and torsional modal
twist, respectively. TheDWWBB,DWWBCand DWWCCarrays correspond to the
secondorder &Wfunctions. The various arrays DV2BP,DV2EP,DWW2BBP,
DW2BCPand DWW2CCPare the first spanwisederivations of the secondcom-
ponents (those with superscript "2") of the abovediscussed arrays, DVB,
DVE, ..., respectively. TheDUEAFdeflection array corresponds to the
bending deflection linear foreshortening accruing from built-in structural
sweep(see Eq. (30)). The L_Edeflection arrays correspond to the flatwise
bending nonlinear foreshortening (see Eq. (33)). Within the edgewisemodal
information group, the various arrays, DWB,DWE,... etc., correspond to
similarly defined spanwisefunctions involving twist, structural sweepand
the edgewisemodaldeflection and spanwisederivative arrays. On Sample
Page12 are presented the input torsion modalarrays and natural frequencies
together with the derived pseudo-torsion modeshape (as defined in Reference
i) and spanwisederivative. Also presented are the first and secondorder
deflection correction functions accruing from structural sweep.

Results of Solution Part I - Eigensolution

SamplePages13 through 17 present the pertinent details of results
from the eigensolutions. There are two-distinct eigensolutions calculated
and the two results are identified, respectively, by the following labels:

I. LINEARIZEDNONLINEARVACIRIMCASE
2. LINEARIZEDNONLINEARNONVACUUMCASE
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In both cases, those nonlinear inertial and elastic terms appearing in

equations of motions are linearized about the input response variables as

determined by end conditions from a previous run or by the input initial

conditions from the "V" generic loader block. In the first case, all aero-

dynamic terms are omitted; this calculation is for the purpose of obtaining

the "coupled" modal characteristics. In the second case, the full aero-

dynamic description is retained; this calculation is for the purpose of

analysis for aeroelastic stability. In both cases, the eigensolution prob-

lem is stated in terms of an inertia (A) matrix, a damping (B) matrix, and

a stiffness (C) matrix, and these matrices are output for both cases.

Furthermore, for both cases, the extracted eigensolutions (coupled roots

and frequencies) are listed by root pairs.

Linearized Nonlinear Vacuum Case

On the upper half of Sample Page 13 are presented the spanwise distri-

butions of the major nondimensionalized dynamic and structural properties

used throughout the program (both for eigensolutions and time-history solu-

tions). The X and XCEN arrays are the nondimensional distances of the cen-

ters of the segments from the offset and the rotor axis, respectively. The

QUAD array constitutes the integration weighting numbers for spanwise inte-

gration. The THETA-STR array is the pitch angle distribution of the struc-

tural principal axes and has the units of degrees; in general, it differs

from the aerodynamic pitch angle distribution appearing on another sample

page. The two arrays, TWIST-BLT and TWIST-TOT, are the nondimensional

structural twist rate distributions of the built-in twist and the total

twist (including initial elastic response), respectively; these arrays have

the units of radians. The quantities TENSB, EIYB, EIZB and MASSB are,

respectively, the blade tension, flatwise bending stiffness, edgewise

bending stiffness and mass distributions, all nondimensionalized by

appropriate combinations of R, _ and m o. The (YIONA)/c and YIOCG)/c

arrays are, respectively, the distributions of edgewise bending neutral

axis and mass center offset distances from the elastic axis nondimen-

sionalized by chord (rather than radius).

On the bottom half of Sample Page 13 begins the output for the

linearized nonlinear vacuum case with the three matrices defining the

eigenproblem. On Sample Page 14 are presented the output formats for the

cases wherein the roots are either complex conjugates (top half) or a pair

of real-valued numbers (bottom half). For each root, the eigenvector or

GENERALIZED MODE SHAPE is presented, normalized to the largest amplitude.

In the case of a complex conjugate pair, the eigenvector is evaluated using

only the complex root with the positive imaginary part. The number of

elements in this vector is identical with the dimension of the A, B,

and C matrices and represent, in order, the coupled relative responses
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of the (NFM)flatwise modes, (NEM)edgewisemodes,and the (NTM)torsion
modes. The arrays labeled PHYSICALMODESHAPEconsist of the relative span-
wise distributions of inplane (Y5), out-of-plane (Z5) and pitching (THETA)
deflection componentsof the coupled modeshape. The quantities labeled
YS*, Z5* and THETA*are the velocity or 90 degreeout-of-phase components
of their respective deflection components. The Y5, Y5*, Z5 and Z5* modal
deflections and velocities are nondimensionalizedby R and _, whereasTHETA
and THETA*have the units of radians.

Linearized Nonlinear Nonvacuum Case

Sample Page 15 presents the output format appropriate to the aero-

dynamically effective eigensolution and is labeled LINEARIZED NONLINEAR

NONVACUIZM CASE. Since there exist two optional forms of static airfoil

data (analytic NACA 0012 or input tables) as well as two optional forms of

unsteady aerodynamic methodology available to the eigensolution (quasi-

static or Pade) an appropriate label is output on this sample page based

upon the option inputs selected. On the upper half of Sample Page 15 are

presented the spanwise distributions of the major aerodynamic characteristics

used to define the pertrubational airloads in the eigenproblem. The X and

XCEN arrays are defined the same as in Sample Page 13. The units of the

CHORD array are feet. The angle-of-attack descriptors, THETA-AERO, PHI

and ALPHA are, respectively, the geometric aerodynamic pitch angle (can be

different from the structural principal axis pitch angle), the inflow angle,

and the resulting section angle-of-attack, all in degrees. These angles are

calculated using the input initial conditions for the response variable

deflections and velocities. The resulting Mach number (MACH) and section

coefficients (CL, CD and CM) are used to define the linearization point about

which perturbational airloads are defined. The quantity KAPPA/U is the span-

wise variation in aerodynamic moment damping coefficient which, when

multiplied by the local pitch rate, approximates the potential flow un-

steady pitching moment coefficient. The quantity (YIOC/4)/C is the span-

wise distribution of quarter chord offset from the elastic axis nondimen-

sionalized by chord (not radius). The lower half of Sample Page 15 and all

of Sample Page 16 present the output format for the A, B and C matrices which

is similar to the format for the vacuum case matrices. In those cases

wherein the Pade airloads modeling option is invoked (as indicated in these

sample pages), the eigensolution dynamic matrices are augmented to include

submatrices resulting from perturbational Pad_ airload augmented state

variables. These augmented state variables each are governed by their

own dynamic equations which, together with the differential equations for

the blade dynamics, define submatrix partitioning within each of the now

augmented A, B and C matrices. Thus, the two A matrices shown in Sample

Page 15 are, respectively, the upper left and lower left submatrices com-

prising the augmented A matrix. Sample Page 16 contains the similar outputs
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for the augmented B and C matrices. The two B matrices are, respectively,

the upper left and lower left submatrices comprising the augmented B matrix.

The two C matrices are, respectively, the upper left and upper right sub-

matrices comprising the augmented C matrix. With the exception of the lower

right C submatrix, which is always a diagonal matrix, all other submatrices

are null and their output is suppressed. The eigenvalues calculated for

the nonvacuum cases are output in the same format as is described above for

Sample Page 14.

Should one of the roots in the nonvacuum eigensolution be unstable, as

indicated by a positive root or real part of a complex pair, an output

listing of the force phasing matrices appropriate to the instability is

generated and outputted as depicted in Sample Page 17. These matrices,

having the same size as the A, B, and C dynamic matrices, enable the various

destabilizing forces to be identified; descriptive material for their

definition and interpretation are contained in Reference 33.

Results of Solution Part II - Time-History Solutions

Sample Pages 18 through 22 present the pertinent details of the results

from the time-history solutions (i.e., transient aeroelastic responses).

The first row of parameters following the page title represents, for the sub-

sequent time-history solution, the parameters defining the flight condition.

These consist of the various control angles (in degrees), the inflow and ad-

vance ratios, LAMBDA and MU, respectively, and the initial nondimensionalized

values of the "momentum" induced velocity components. The remainder of

Sample Page 18 comprises the typical azimuthal listing; this listing is output

for every azimuth angle which is a multiple of the print azimuth increment,

loader input (S)II.

Azimuthal Printouts

The first line appearing on all subsequent azimuthal printouts gives

the rotor azimuth angle, revolution number and time. In addition, the three

components of the instantaneous Glauert (momentum induced) inflow are out-

put. The remainder of the azimuthal printout consists of 3 main groups of

result quantities. The first of the three groups on this sample page lists

the spanwise distributions of the pertinent aerodynamic quantities, the

format of which depends on the choice of unsteady airloads modeling selected

(input location (S)64).

Unsteady Airloads Utilizinl anE_uivalent An_le-of-Attack

Unsteady airloads options wherein the airloads depend on a single

"effective" angle-of-attack are: i) the quasi-static modeling ((A)64 = 0.),
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ii) the unstalled generalized Wagnerfunctions modeling ((A)64 = I.), and
iii) the UTRCsynthesized unsteady stalled modeling ((A)64 = 2.). For
these cases, the first sevenaerodynamicquantities are: LAMBDAS,GAMMA,
PHI, ALPHA,MACH,A, and ALPHAW.Thesequantities are, respectively, the
aerodynamicsweepangle due only to radial flow (in degrees), the total
aerodynamicsweepangle including structural sweep(in degrees), the in-
flow angle and angle-of-attack (both in degrees), Machnumber,nondlmen-
sional angle-of-attack rate, and the unsteadydecay parameter (in degrees).

!

Unsteady Airloads Utilizing the Pade Formulation

!

The Pade airload options inherently assume that the pitch and plunge

of the airfoil are independent variables defining the airloads. For either
!

of the Pade options ((A)64 = 3. or 4.), the first seven aerodynamic quan-

tities are those shown in Sample Page 18: PHTILDA, THTIL, PHI, ALPHA, MACH,

DCL and DCM. The first four of these quantities are, respectively, the per-

turbational inflow and pitch angles away from the mean values defining

the mean angle-of-attack, the total inflow angle, and the total angle-of-

attack, all in degrees. The remaining three items are, respectively, the

Mach number, and the pertrubational unsteady lift and moment coefficients.

If input item (A)64 is equal to 3., the analysis filters out the steady
!

(low frequency) parts of the inflow and pitch angles so as to use the Pade

airloads on only the perturbational airloads (static airloads on the filtered

low frequency angles). If input item (A)64 is equal to 4., the Pad_ air-

loads description is used on the total inflow and pitch angles and the per-

turbational coefficients become the total coefficients.

Remainder of Azimuthal Printout

The aerodynamic coefficients CL, CD and CM are self-explanatory and non-

dimensional. The airload distributions in the z5 and Y5 directions, SAZ5

and SAY5, respectively, have the units of ib/in., the aerodynamic pitching

moments about the x 5 and Y5 axes, MAX5 and MAY5, respectively, have the units

of ib-in./in. The second of the three groups on Sample Page 18 lists per-

tinent spanwise distributions of a structural dynamic nature. The vertical

and inplane deflections are those, respectively, in the z 5 and Y5 directions

and have the units of in. The torsional deflection has the units of deg.

The quantities SDZS, SDY5 and MDX5 are "semi-dynamic" load distributions.

These distributions are dimensionally the same as those resulting from aero-

dynamics, but arise instead from all the dynamic effects except the doubly

time differentiated ones. The quantity MEX9 is the nonlinear elastic torsion

moment distribution as calculated using the AEI implementation (Eq. (38));

it too has the units of ib-in./in. All stress quantities have the units of

ib/in. 2, whereas the torsion moment has the units of ib-in. The third of

the three groups on Sample Page 18 lists the modal responses, their non-

dimensional time derivatives and "right-hand-side" excitations. Specifically,
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for eachmodal responsevariable (column)are given the instantaneous
displacement, velocity, acceleration and generalized excitation (elements
on right-hand side of the modalequation).

After the time-history solution has either convergedto periodicity
or run to maximumflapping trials (input location (S)9), various integrated
loads are calculated for one final blade revolution to form the aero-
dynamicperformanceand stress results depicted in SamplePage19. For
each of eight performancequantities, results are presented in nondimen-
sional coefficient form, in nondimensionalform divided by solidity, and
in actual dimensional form. Note that ten dimensional quantities are listed
and the units are ib for forces and ib-ft for moments,as appropriate.
Thequantity EQU.DRAG(ib) represents the combinedpowerexpendedby the
rotor due to rotor rotation (torque) and translation (drag) divided by
flight speed.

Thenext line duplicates the parametersdefining the flight condition
and includes additional quantities which dependon the integrated performance
for evaluation. At the beginning of the time-history calculation, it is not
knownwhich part of the inflow ratio being used is due to rameffects and
which due to momentuminduced effects. Oncethe integrated rotor thrust
is calculated, however, the induced portion of the inflow can then be cal-
culated using the simple usual momentumformula derived for flight in an
infinite continuum. The complementaryportion of the inflow represents
the rameffect from which the shaft angle-of-attack ALPHAS, in degrees,
canbe calculated. Thequantity VELACTis the actual forward flight
velocity, in knots, consistent with the advanceratio used and the shaft
angle-of-attack. For finite forward flight speedsEQU.L/D is the lift
divided by the equivalent drag; for hovering cases this quantity is the
figure of merit. PAR.AREA,the rotor parasite (drag) area, in square feet
is the rotor drag divided by dynamicpressure. The control angles, AIS, BIS,
THETA75 and the shaft angle-of-attack all have the units of degrees. The
powerabsorbedby the propeller from the airstream in kilowatts is given
by the quantity KWATT.It will alwaysbe of opposite sign from the horse-
power. The remainder of SamplePage19 consists of reductions of the
various stresses given in the azimuthal printout in terms of medianand
1/2 peak-to-peak values.

Oncethe time-history solution has convergedto periodicity, the pro-
gramoptionally performs harmonicanalysesof the azimuthal variations of
various responsequantitites. Theoutputs of these harmonicanalyses are
depicted in SamplePages20 through 22. In each of these samplepages, the
harmonic information for each responsevariable is contained in the appro-
priate horizontal band of five rows. Theharmonicsare listed by columns
up to a maximumof i0 harmonics. All harmonicanalysis output depicted on
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these sample pages assume a negative harmonic content form in keeping with

the (negative) harmonic form conventionally assumed for the blade pitch

control and rigid flapping angles. For each harmonic of response variable

five quantities are output; these quantities are, respectively, the (nega-

tive) cosine and sine components, the equivalent amplitude and phase angle,

and lastly, the amplitude of the harmonic relative to all the other har-

monic amplitudes output. Sample Page 20 depicts the harmonic analyses of the

dimensionless modal response variables selected wherein QW(1), QV(K) and

QT(J) are, respectively, the (I) flatwise, (K) edgewise and (J) torsional

uncoupled mode responses.

Sample Page 21 depicts the harmonic analyses of the total shears and

moments exerted by one blade to the hub. In contrast to the steady hub

loads listed in the AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE AND STRESSES output (Sample

Page 19) which are calculated by integrating only the aerodynamic load dis-

tributions, the total hub loads, which are herein harmonically analyzed, are

calculated by similarly integrating the combined aerodynamic and the dynamic

load distributions. The longitudinal, lateral and vertical hub shears com-

prising the first three quantities of this sample page all have the dimen-

sions of ib and are defined in the Xl-(aft), yl-(starboard), and z I- (up and

along axis of rotation) axis directions, respectively. The roll, pitch

and yaw moments comprising the latter three quantities on this sample page

have the dimensions of ib-ft and are defined positive (using the right-hand

rule) about the Xl- , Yl-' and zl-axes , respectively. Note that the aero-

dynamic rolling moment whose output is depicted in Sample Page 19 is defined

positive starboard side down and is opposite from the harmonically analyzed

total rolling moment depicted in Sample Page 21. Sample Page 22 depicts the

harmonic analysis of the flatwise stresses at the center of each of the span-

wise segments. A similar output listing is provided for both edgewise and

torsional stresses.

Results of Solution Part III - Transient

Spectral Stability Analysis

Transient time-history solutions are often difficult to interpret for

quantitative stability information. This is due to the fact that the total

responses so calculated inherently consist of several component modes simul-

taneously and transiently approaching (or departing from) multi-harmonlc

periodicity with a wide range of natural frequencies and inherent damping

levels. The extraction of the component responses at discrete frequencies

in order to examine their individual attenuation characteristics is the pur-

pose of the Transient Spectral Stability Analysis (TSSA) portion of Program

G40OPROP. The details of this analysis, which utilizes Fourier Transform

techniques, are beyond the scope of this report but are treated in Reference

32.
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Essentially the TSSAfirst performs Fourier transformations of selected
time-history data strings, which have beenpreviously generated in the time-
history solution portion of the analysis (Solution Part II) and appropriately
saved. Thepurposeof the Fourier Transform is to identify, within these
time-histories, those frequencies whoseamplitudes are relatively largest
andwhich are herein denotedas "resonances". TheTSSAthen calculates the
transient behavior of the extracted amplitudes of these resonancesover the
time-history time interval and estimates equivalent linear stability indices
(characteristic exponent, critical dampingratio, and time to half amplitude).

SamplePages23 and 24 depict the output typically generatedby the
TSSA. The sequenceof output depicted is duplicated for each of the tran-
sient responsechannels selected. SamplePage23 depicts the output
generated by the Fourier Transformfrequency indentification portion of the
TSSA. Shownat the top of the pageis the transient responsechannel being
analyzed and the frequency rangewherein resonanceidentification is desired
(input locations (S)46 and 47). The series of five output items to follow
consist of parametersdefining the numerical Fourier transform; note that
the results of the TSSAincorporate a time nondimensionalization basedon
rotor speed, _. The tabulation of the Fourier Transform follows wherein,
for each frequency (harmonicof the fundamental as determined by the total
nondimensionaltime interval), the real and imaginary parts, the square of
the amplitude and the logarithm to the base i0 of the amplitude are out-
putted. Generally, this tabulation will consumemore than the one page
indicated in SamplePage23. After this listing is completed, those fre-
quencies and their respective square amplitudes which are found to be
resonances,as defined above, are listed.

Aside from their several nonlinearities, the dynamicequations of
motion for propeller blades implicitly contain several linear aerodynamic
terms which, under conditions of yawedflight, can becomeperiodic. It is
not expected then, that the aeroelastic time-history responsesgenerated
by these equations should manifest Floquet Theorycharacteristics (see
Reference34). In particular, the Fourier Transformis capable of iden-
tifying "multiple resonances"which are separatedby (plus or minus)
multiples of the rotor frequency and which would be found to have approx-
imately the samedampinglevel as measuredby characteristic exponent.
Hence, the resonant frequencies found by the resonancesearch are further
screenedto extract only those frequencies with distinct noninteger values
and which, within the set having the samenoninteger values, have the largest
transform magnitudes. Theseextracted frequencies are herein denoted "funda-
mental resonances"and are the only ones examinedfurther for stability in
the TSSA.
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Sample Page 24 depicts the results of frequency fine tuning and

response stability estimation for each of the fundamental resonances ex-

tracted earlier in the TSSA. The results for each of these frequencies are

presented in columnar fashion. The top horizontal blocks of output represent

the frequency fine-tuning results. Of most practical importance are the

values labeled OPTIMIZED FREQUENCY which are, in nondimensional (per rotor

rev) form, the best estimates of the frequency of the fundamental resonant

frequencies. These frequencies are obtained by an optimization technique,

the details of which are beyond the scope of this report. The remainder

of the output depicted on this sample page (for each fundamental resonance)

consists of three horizontal blocks of output representing various estimates

of the effective damping characteristics. These three types of blocks are

best explained by considering, for each of the fundamental responses indicated

in Sample Page 24, the variation in the natural logarithm of the magnitude

of resonant frequency content with (nondimensional) time. If these ampli-

tude logarithms attenuate with time, then the response with that frequency

content (mode) is deemed stable, and conversely the slope of that attenua-

tion with time is a measure of the effective linear damping; in the analysis

this slope is obtained by a simple least-square fit. It may happen that the

variation of amplitude logarithms with time is neither monotonic increasing

nor decreasing in which case a condition of maximum or minimum amplitude

is defined. By weighting the least-square fit either uniformly or with an

appropriate function accentuating the initial or terminal ends of the ampli-

tude logarithms data string, the three latter horizontal blocks of output

depicted in Sample Page 24 are generated. Within each of these blocks, the

first quantity depicted is the nondimensional CHARACTERISTIC EXPONENT, which

is analogous to and interpreted in the same way as the real part of the

eigenvalue discussed in the output for Solution Part I. The REVS to (MAX/

MIN) AMPL is an indication of the asymptotic behavior of the component re-

sponse. STANDARD DEVIATION is the root-mean-squared error achieved in the

least-square curve-fit and is an indication of the regularity of the ampli-

tude logarithm function and of the accuracy of the stability estimation.

Based upon the OPTIMIZED FREQUENCY outputted at the top of the sample page,

the equivalent CRITICAL DAMPING RATIO is calculated from the characteristic

exponent using standard formulas. Finally, the output item labeled REVS TO

HALF AMPLITUDE is the third alternate way in which the equivalent linear

damping result is presented.

In Sample Page 25 is depicted the typical additional page of output

generated at the beginning of every case following the first case of a

multiple case sum. The two columns depict, respectively, the location num-

bers and data values for the newly input data distinguishing the present

case from the previous one. This feature is intended solely as an ease of

usage output to assist in data management.
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PROGRAM BACKGROUND MATERIAL

General Information to Facilitate Operation

of Program and Improve Efficiency

Aside from considerations of the details of the aeroelastic modeling

which are covered in various above sections and in Reference i and 3, ad-

ditional attention should be paid to maximizing both the efficiency and

accuracy of the implemented numerical solutions of the dynamic equations.

This subsection presents material describing areas of concern with respect

to these numerical methods, and more importantly, ways of dealing with them

by proper input procedures.

Blade Segment Selection

Two decisions must be made in selecting a proper distribution of blade

segment lengths: how many segments should be used, and where segments

should be either sparsely or densely packed. The G400PROP code incorporates

a maximum number of twenty segments, up from the maximum of fifteen offered

in the earlier versions of G400 (References i and 3). Capability to use

twenty segments should not be confused with a general need to use all this

capability in every application.

Various criteria can be used to guide the program user in making an

efficient blade breakup selection:

i,

Generally any one segment should not exceed 15 percent of the span.

This criterion is subjective in that it is based on accumulated

user experience.

, The segment density should be greatest at the innermost portion of

the blade for the E159 part of the program (uncoupled mode calcula-

tions) and at outermost portion for the G400 proper part of the pro-

gram. The requirement for greater blade detail at the root blade

portion in the E159 calculation stems from the fact that here the

elastic strain energy is most heavily concentrated and has the most

variability. It follows that accurate modeling of the equivalent

springs used in E159 is enhanced by a finer breakup here. The re-

quirement for greater blade detail in the blade tip portion in the

G400 proper calculations stems from the concentration here of in-

ertial and aerodynamic loadings. The aerodynamic loads are espe-

cially subject to greatest variability at the tip sections.
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, The segment density should be also guided by the specific details

of the blade in question. Any blade portion which has locally

concentrated properties should have greater segment density. Also,

segment boundaries should be selected to conform to the geometry

inherent in the blade planform.

o With some initial extra effort in the preparatory stage, an effi-

cient breakup can be used wherein the need for a dense breakup at

the root can be relaxed in the G400 proper portion of the code.

This effort consists of first running the E159 preprocessor sep-

arately with a dense breakup at the root to maximize the accuracies

of the natural frequencies. Then, various inboard segements are

selectively eliminated or modified from the mode shapes and other

distributed data before subsequent input to G400 proper part of

the code. In this manner the elastic modeling accuracy is preserved

(through retention of the accurate natural frequencies) while re-

ducing the all over segment count used in the more expensive G400

proper aeroelastic calculation.

Input of Differentiated Data

The coordinate transformations formulated for G400 require two sets of

spanwise differentiated data which must be explicitly gleaned from the

geometry of the blade design: structural twist rate and structural sweep

rate. Although the G400 codes provide for internal numerical differen-

tiations of these quantities, actual designs often include abrupt spanwise

variation which cannot be so differentiated efficiently. Consequently, the

G400 input list includes a direct input of rate related data, and use of

this input is generally recommended for increased accuracy.

The method selected for input of rate data on these items is based on

the assumption that the rates are constant over their respective segment

lengths. To make the input numbers more meaningful and to minimize data

preparation calculations by the user, the rate data are input as respective

changes in the variables (either twist angle and/or elastic axis offset) over

each segment length. Thus, the actual derivatives are calculated internally

by division by each segment length and the user is freed of this chore. One

advantage of this input format is that the resulting numerical values input

provides a quick check of the data. All such changes can be easily summed

to yield the integrated change over the whole blade, for comparison with

input root to tip values of the variables themselves.
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Temporal Numerical Intesration

As discussed in Reference i, temporal integration of the higher differ-

entiated response variables to obtain the lower ones is achieved in the

G400PROP program using a variant of the Adams integration algorithm. The

selected algorithm is defined by means of the azimuthal integration step

size, V_, and the integration frequency, _.

The integration step size should be an integral divisor of 360; a proper

choice depends on the maximum coupled frequency inherent in the various aero-

elastic responses. A reasonable upper limit for V@ is 30 divided by the max-

imum such frequency in per rev. Values of V_ greater than this upper limit

will compromise the integration accuracy and, for sufficiently large values,

will cause the computed responses to develop "numerical" instabilities. As

a corollary, a check on any response which is predicted to be unstable by

the analysis, is to rerun the case with a reduced integration step size to

test for the possibility of the unstable response being merely a numerical

instability.

For each response degree-of-freedom a different integration frequency,

_, is used in the integration algorithm; this frequency is, for each of the

elastic modes, the respective input natural frequencies (locations (D)4-8,

(D)I0-12, and (D)14,15. In addition to defining modal stiffnesses and in-

tegration frequencies, the input frequencies serve yet another purpose. As

noted above, the proper value of integration step size, V_, varies inversely

with the maximum modal frequency. Thus, run times (caused by reduced step

size) will significantly increase as any one modal frequency increases.

Since any degree-of-freedom exhibiting a large natural frequency tends to

respond quasi-statically, i.e., as if the acceleration (*_) term were neg-

ligible, a reasonable approximation to the response calculation is to avoid

the numerical integration of the *_ term entirely and treat the response

quasi-statically. This option can be invoked for any such high frequency

mode by input of a negative frequency; a negative sign will not affect the

proper usage of the frequency in the calculation of the dynamic equations.

Note that this optional response calculation can be invoked singly or in

combination for any of the elastic modal respQnses (negative values in any

of locations (D)4-8, 10-12, and 14-15).

State Vector Initial Conditions

For many applications useful results can be obtained from the G4OOPROP

code with little or no attention paid to the input of initial conditions

(all elements of the (V) Loader block and locations 30-32 of the (A) Loader

block). Three situations exist, however, wherein appropriate and accurate

initial conditions should be input to maximize the usefulness of the analysis.
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Stabilit_Calculations for Configurations With Stron_ Nonlinearities

The literature aboundswith examplesof indentifiable classes of
rotor instabilities which involve someform of essential nonlinearity.
The inclusion of suchnonlinear characteristics in a comprehensiveaero-
elastic analysis such as G400PROPtypically requires makingthe stability
calculations for the blade in its predeflected equilibrium position. This
is true for someforms of instability which are best analyzed using the
time-hlstory solution, and it is especially true for those for which the
eigensolution is most appropriate. Becausethe time-history solution
inherently includes modelingsof all excitations it is the logical tool to
use for obtaining these equilibrium conditions. The principal difficulty
with this approachis that these equilibrium conditions are governedby
the sameequations of motion which govern the transients, including any
instability should it exist. Hence, the presenceof an inherent instability
can interfere with any attempt to obtain the equilibrium conditions, and some
form of filtering, to suppress the unstable transient, is therefore required.
TheG4OOPROPcode doesnot have an explicitly dedicated filtering algorithm
for this purpose, however, and someother ad hoc measuremust be used. Two
suchmeasureswhich could be used are briefly described below:

l, Use of exaggerated amounts of structural damping ((D) loader block

locations 31-33) in a precalculation run using the time-history

solution. By artificially increasing these damping levels by at

least one order of magnitude the inherent instability transient

responses can be quenched while leaving the final equilibrium point

solution unaffected. The end conditions from this precalculation

run define the equilibrium initial conditions for a subsequent

stability run which would, of course, include the restored values

of structural damping.

, Use of the quasi-static solution on one of the degrees-of-freedom

critical to the instability in a precalculation run (see the above

subsection). The time-history solution would then be used in a

manner similar to the above described method.

Calibrated Excitations of Transients

For those cases wherein the instabilities are best investigated using

the time-history solution, the initial conditions provide a convenient method

for exciting the transient responses in an unambiguous and calibrated manner.

This can be accomplished by selecting a critical degree-of-freedom and as-

signing to it a rate initial condition ((V) loader block locations 41-50)

equal to its (nondimensional) natural frequency times an appropriate amp-

litude (in radians).
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Restart Calculations

For somecases involving time-history calculations insufficient rotor
revolutions mayhave been selected to define the dynamicphenomenonunder
study and a continuation of the case is required. To this end use should be
madeof the built-in feature of the G4OOPROPcode to record end conditions
on the control angles, componentsof induced velocity and the blade deflec-
tion state vector. The code provides for automatic output of punchedcard
imagesat the end of the run and, if Loader location (S) 34 is input with
a nonzero value appropriate to an available file unit number, to that file
as well. Note, however, that these end conditions will be so recorded only
if the run makesa normal completion. Premature aborting of the run because
of excessive response amplitudes, for example, will suppress this output.
Finally, once the end conditions are recorded they can then be used as
initial conditions for subsequentruns.

ComputerRunTimesand Storage Requirements

Typical Run Times

The run times required for making typical calculations with the G40OPROP

code depend on two main factors: the computer type and the extent of the

aeroelastic problem being solved. This subsection provides information which

should be of help in bracketing the run time to be expected in any specific

application. Clearly the run times are in proportion to the degree of so-

phistication selected from what is avilable in the code. For example, use

of analytic static airfoil data, quasi-static airloads and reduced numbers

of both modes and radial stations will significantly reduce the run time,

albeit at an expense in accuracy. The data presented in Table X was obtained

from running various problem configurations with the code on the UTRC UNIVAC

lllO/81A. Usage of the program with complete variation of all possible com-

binations of options is clearly impractical since it would require a prohib-

itively large number of runs. The cases selected for inclusion in Table X,

however, should help in identifying the costs of major calculation features.

The following points can be made from the results of Table X:

i. Eigensolutlons are roughly an order of magnitude cheaper than time-

history solutions.

2. The inclusion of Pade airloads increases the run time of eigensolu-

tlons roughly 50%.

3. Significant reductions of time are obtainable by proper tailoring

of the run to only those capabilities needed.
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o The additional cost of running the transient spectral stability

analysis (TSSA) is minimal. For the TSSA activated sample case

i0, 256 point time series were used with a moving block size of

60% and the use of-lO0 block displacement calculations.

Storase Requirements

The storage requirements for the G40OPROP code as installed on the

UNIVAC IIIO/81A are as follows: total IBANK (instruction required storage)

is approximately 75K (decimal) locations and the DBANK (data required storage)

is approximately 146K locations for a total of _221K. The program lends it-

self reasonably well to overlay techniques and these storage requirements

have been reduced to _45K IBANK and 105K DBANK for a total of _I50K on the

UNIVAC. A major identifiable driver on these storage requirements is the

eigensolution capability which requires 46K additional directly identifiable

storage in the overlay structure. For purposes of comparison with other

computers, G400PROP was written and compiled in FORTRAN 77, and one location

on the UNIVAC IIIO/81A consists of a 36 bit word.
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